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Abstract
Atmospheric aerosol is a ubiquitous component of the Earth atmosphere. By mass, aerosol
natural sources override anthropogenic ones, the latter constituting less than 5% to the total
aerosol loading (Jaenicke, 2008). Nevertheless, in urban environment the contribution can
increase to 80-90%. Since anthropogenic sources are mostly associated with high temperature
processes, urban aerosol number size distribution is usually dominated by ultrafine particles UFPs (d<100 nm). The UFPs have the highest surface/mass ratios among aerosol particles and
bond the highest pollutant loading as per particle mass. Additionally, the UFPs exhibit the
highest deposition efficiency in deep region of the human respiratory tract. Therefore, this
study focuses to urban aerosol particle spatial-temporal, physical and chemical
characterization and source apportionment with special emphasis to the UFPs.
The first study in residential district of Ostrava-Radvanice and Bartovice, an air pollution hot
spot in Europe, identified industry being dominant sources of UFPs. High particle number
concentrations (NC) were measured at the hot spot, with peaks up to 1.4x105 particles cm-3
during plume events, i.e. downwind an industrial facility. The plume-originating UFPs were
mostly composed of 19−44 nm nanoparticles heavily enriched up to 4.5% of mass with
carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The industry nanoparticles have short
residence time and quickly attach to accumulation mode particles, which explains their
enrichment with PAH’s, the most serious threat at the at the hot-spot. Also, such finding helps
to assess better industrial UFPs impact to human health, since particles of 20−40 nm in
diameter exhibit twice the deposition efficiency in pulmonary alveoli than other UFPs
(Venkatamaran et al., 1999). The methodology of source impact measurements focusing on
particle NC and size distribution (SD) presented in this manuscript combines highly time-andspace airborne and ground-level measurements. This integrated measurement strategy can
be applied to identify specific industrial sources in other hot-spots worldwide.
The aerosol NC and the SD can vary at different heights of the planetary boundary layer (PBL).
In-situ vertical profile measurements in the PBL, especially up to 300 m height above ground
level, are rare. Airship measurements are capable of providing high time-and-space resolution
of aerosol vertical distribution directly in the lower troposphere. Airborne measurements in
manuscript 2 revealed two temperature inversion layers, at heights 70m and 120m. In the
early morning, coarse particles were accumulated below the lower inversion layer with mass
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concentrations up to 50 μgm-3, reflecting coarse aerosol sources on the ground, while the UFPs
were found enriched, up to 2.5x104 particles cm-3, in the PBL at heights between 90-120m.
This indicate a fanning plume from distant source with high emission height and UFPs increase
was not registered at the ground. At noon, a sharp increase in number concentrations of UFPs
up to 3.7x104 particles cm-3 was registered at heights of 380-400m. Since the PBL stratification
ceased and gradual turbulent mixing evolved, sudden increase of ultrafine particles
concentration 1.5-2x104 particles cm-3 was also registered at the ground. By this way we were
able to discriminate sources of UFPs at the hot-spot.
In the same European air pollution hot spot presented in the manuscript 1, a more
comprehensive study on particles sources was performed, spanning the whole size range,
from 14 nm – 10 µm (manuscript 3). The methodology employed in this study, applying
Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) to the particle SD spectra, allowed the identification of
sources contributing principally to particle NC and, in particular, to the UFPs. Two factors were
resolved in the ultrafine size range: industrial UFPs (28%, number mode diameter - NMD 45
nm), industrial/fresh road traffic nanoparticles (26%, NMD 26 nm). Three factors were
resolved in the accumulation size range: urban background (24%, NMD 93 nm), coal burning
(14%, volume mode diameter - VMD 0.5 μm), regional pollution (3%, VMD 0.8 μm) and one
factor in the coarse size range: industrial coarse particles/road dust (2%, VMD 5 μm). The
organic markers homohopanes correlate with coal combustion and the levoglucosan
correlates with urban background. The PMF analysis on mass chemical composition (PM0.091.15)

revealed four factors: secondary inorganic aerosol/coal combustion/biomass burning

(SIA/CC/BB, 52%), road dust (18%), sinter/steel production (16%), and iron production (16%).
The factors in the ultrafine size range have a positive correlation with sinter/steel production
and iron production factors. PAHs measured in 24-hour PM1 were associated with coal
combustion factor, with (r2 = 0.68), with R-homopane (r2=0.88) and levoglucosan (r2 = 0.67).
Nevertheless, 24 hours PAHs measurement is not adequate for the source apportionment and
higher time resolution is needed to apportion the sources without ambiguity.
The physical and chemical properties of the aerosol SD are variable in space and time
according to the meteorological conditions and the sources. The manuscript 4 investigates the
size distribution properties with focus on the intermodal fraction. Fine, coarse and intermodal
(1-2.5 µm) fractions mass concentration and chemical composition were measured in four
Czech locations (industrial-residential hot spot; suburban-residential; Prague urban and
8

suburban). It was found that the highest mass concentration of all fractions with Fe as the
predominant element was measured at the hot spot. Additionally, in case of dry atmospheric
condition, the PM1-2.5 correspond to the PM coarse fraction; on the other hand, with higher
relative humidity, the fine fraction grows into the intermodal fraction, and the PM2.5 can be a
more representative indicator for the fine fraction.

Abstrakt
Atmosférický aerosol je všudypřítomnou součástí zemské atmosféry. Vztaženo na hmotu,
přírodní zdroje aerosolů předčí antropogenní zdroje, které tvoří pouze 5 % celkového zatížení
aerosoly (Jaenicke, 2008). Nicméně v průmyslových oblastech může tento podíl narůst až na
80–90%. Antropogenní zdroje jsou většinou spojeny s vysokoteplotními procesy, a proto
v městském prostředí co do velikostního rozdělení aerosolů převažují tzv. ultrajemné částice UFP (d<100 nm). UFP mají nejvyšší poměr povrchu ku hmotnosti mezi ostatními aerosoly, a
tudíž, vztaženo k hmotě částic, na sebe váží nejvíce znečišťujících látek. V neposlední řadě mají
UFP vysokou účinnost depozice v dolních cestách dýchacích lidského organismu. Z výše
uvedených důvodů byla tato práce zacílena na studium městského aerosolu s přihlédnutím k
jeho časové a prostorové distribuci, dále k fyzikálním a chemickým vlastnostem a rovněž k
identifikaci zdrojů, vše se zvláštním zaměřením na UFP.
V prvním článku předkládané disertační práce, který se zabývá znečištěním ovzduší
v residenční části Ostrava-Radvanice a Bartovice, jež je v tomto směru evropským hot spotem,
byl jako dominantní zdroj UFP identifikován průmysl. Vysoké početní koncentrace částic (NC)
byly naměřeny v kouřové vlečce blízkého průmyslového závodu (1.4 x 105 částic cm-3). UFP
pocházející z kouřové vlečky se skládaly hlavně z nanočástic o velikosti 19−44 nm s obsahem
až 4,5 % karcinogenních polycyklických aromatických uhlovodíků (PAH). Nanočástice
z průmyslových zdrojů mají velmi krátkou životnost a rychle se akumulují, což vysvětluje jejich
nabohacení PAH, jež představují na takto exponovaných lokalitách největší hrozbu. Tento
nález umožní lépe odhadnout vliv průmyslových UFP na lidské zdraví, protože částice o
průměru 20−40 nm mají dvakrát vyšší účinnost depozice v plicních alveolách než jiné UFP
(Venkatamaran et al., 1999). Metodika měření vlivu zdrojů aerosolů se zaměřením na NC a
velikostní rozlišení částic (SD), která je zde prezentována, kombinuje letecká i pozemní měření
s vysokým časovým a prostorovým rozlišením. Takto ucelená strategie měření může být
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aplikována k identifikaci průmyslových zdrojů znečištění na exponovaných lokalitách po celém
světě.
NC a SD se liší dle různých výšek mezní vrstvy zemské atmosféry (PBL). In situ měření
vertikálního profilu v PBL, obzvláště ve výškách do 300 m nad zemí, nejsou častá. Jsou-li
takováto měření prováděna pomocí vzducholodi, umožňují vyšetření vertikální distribuce
částic ve spodní části troposféry s vysokým rozlišením v prostoru i v čase. Letecké měření
zmíněné v druhém článku odkrylo 2 teplotní inverzní vrstvy, a to ve výšce 70 a 120 m. Během
časného rána byly hrubého částice o hmotnostních koncentracích do 50 μg m-3 akumulovány
pod první vrstvou teplotní inverze, což odráželo vliv emisí zdrojů hrubých částic. Oproti tomu
se UFP o koncentraci 2,5 x 104 částic cm-3 nacházely ve výškách mezi 90–120 m. Takovéto
výsledky ukazují na původ částic v kouřové vlečce ze vzdáleného zdroje o vysoké emisní výšce,
protože nárůst UFP při zemi nebyl zaznamenán. V poledne byl ve výškách 380–400 m
zaznamenán strmý nárůst v koncentraci UFP až na 3,7 x 104 částic cm-3. Protože zvrstvení PBL
se v průběhu odpoledne pomalu vytrácelo a pozvolna se vyvíjelo turbulentní směšování, byla
následně zaznamenána zvýšená koncentrace UFP při zemi a to o hodnotě 1,5–2 x 104 částic
cm-3. Tímto způsobem bylo možné na sledované lokalitě rozlišit různé zdroje UFP.
Na stejné lokalitě jako v prvním článku byla provedena i zevrubnější studie zaměřená na zdroje
aerosolů v rozsahu velikostí částic 14 nm–10 µm (3. článek). Metodika uplatněná v této studii
- aplikace Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) na velikostní spektrum částic - umožnila
identifikaci hlavních zdrojů přispívajících k NC a obzvláště k NC UFP. V ultrajemném rozsahu
velikostí byly rozlišeny 2 faktory : průmyslové UFP (28 %, mód velikostního průměru počtu
částic – (NMD) 45 nm) a průmyslové/čerstvé nanočástice z dopravy (26 %, NMD 26 nm). Tři
faktory byly zjištěny v akumulačním rozsahu velikostí: průmyslové pozadí (24 %, NMD 93 nm),
spalování uhlí (14 %, mód velikostního průměru objemu částic - VMD 0,5 μm) a regionální
znečištění (3 %, VMD 0,8 μm), a dále jeden faktor hrubých částic: průmyslové hrubé
částice/prach z dopravy (2 %, VMD 5 μm). Organické markery - homohopany korelovaly s
faktorem spalováním uhlí a levoglukosan s faktorem městské pozadím. PMF analýza
chemického složení hmoty (PM0,09–1,15) ukázala 4 faktory: sekundární anorganický
aerosol/spalování uhlí/spalování biomasy (52 %), prach z dopravy (18 %), sintrování/výroba
oceli (16 %), a výroba železa (16 %). Faktory v rozsahu ultrajemných částic mají pozitivní
korelaci se sintrováním, výrobou oceli a železa. PAH naměřené během 24 hodin v PM1 byly
spojeny s faktorem spalování uhlí (r2 = 0,68), s homohopany (r2=0,88) a levoglukosanem (r2 =
10

0,67). Nicméně 24 hodinové měření PAH není dostatečné pro identifikaci zdrojů a vyšší časové
rozlišení je nutné k jednoznačnému určení zdrojů.
Fyzikální a chemické vlastnosti SD aerosolů jsou různé v čase a prostoru v návaznosti na
aktuální meteorologické podmínky a zdroje. Čtvrtý rukopis článku se zabývá vlastnostmi SD se
zaměřením na intermodální frakci. Na 4 lokalitách v České republice (průmyslově-obytná,
předměstská-obytná a městská a předměstská) byly měřeny hmotnostní koncentrace a
chemické složení jemné, hrubé a intermodální frakce (1–2.5 µm) částic. Bylo zjištěno, že
nejvyšší hmotnostní koncentrace s Fe jako převládajícím prvkem ve všech frakcích se nacházejí
na nejexponovanější lokalitě (průmyslově-obytná). Navíc v případě nízké relativní vlhkosti
PM1–2.5 lépe odpovídá hrubé frakci PM. Na druhou stranu s vyšší relativní vlhkostí jemná frakce
PM roste do intermodální frakce, a tudíž PM2,5 představuje vhodnější indikátor.
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1. General introduction and motivation
Ambient aerosols are suspensions of solid and liquid particles in the air. Aerosol particles
affect the atmosphere’s radiative properties and the thermal structure by light scattering and
absorption; they are involved in the cloud formation and precipitation as cloud condensation
and ice nuclei. If the atmosphere were totally devoid of particles, clouds could not form, and
the water cycle could not occur. Aerosol particles are emitted from natural sources: sea spray,
biomass fires, vegetation, soil dust and volcanic eruptions. With the industrial revolution and
the fossil fuel burning, human activity has contributed to the total aerosol loading through the
modification of natural surface cover and the release in the atmosphere of massive quantities
of pollutants. Atmospheric particles became a pollutant, with a direct and indirect harmful
effect to the population and to the biosphere. Air pollution is a complex environmental and
social problem, posing multiple challenges in terms of management and mitigation. In Europe,
EU and national policies have established concentration thresholds and quality objectives;
have incentivized cleaner fuel types for vehicles, for home heating and cleaner technologies
for industry. Nevertheless, exceedances of particulate matter (PM) limits are still registered in
different EU regions, especially in the winter (EEA Air quality in Europe report, 2016). Effective
actions to reduce the impact of air pollution require a good understanding of the atmospheric
aerosol, how pollutants are transported and transformed in the atmosphere, and how they
impact humans, ecosystems and climate. Effective air-quality policies call for action and
cooperation at global, European, national and local levels, extending across most economic
sectors. Holistic solutions involving technological development, structural changes and
behavioral changes must be found.
It is well established that the exposure to particulate air pollution is linked to acute and chronic
health effects. The effects of inhalation are found to be dependent on the size, concentration,
shape and chemical composition of the particles and on the exposure length (Oberdörster,
2001). Short-term exposure to fine particles has been associated with adverse respiratory and
cardiovascular health effects and premature mortality (Pope et al., 2014). In the recent CAFE
(Clean Air for Europe) study by the European Commission life expectancy due to air pollution
effects was estimated to be reduced by 12-36 months. Pollutants cross borders, and countries
with heavy industry may find that their emissions greatly effect a neighboring country or
county's population (EEA Air quality in Europe report, 2016).
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A standard metric for measuring air quality is the PM mass concentration. However, the PM
mass is dominated by larger particles which do not penetrate as deeply into the respiratory
system as the smallest fractions. For this reason, in the aspect of human exposure, particle
size distribution (SD) is an essential parameter. Recently, much attention has focused on the
smaller size fractions because in urban area, most particles by number are typically found in
the ultrafine mode: according to Seinfeld and Pandis (2006) the 75-90% of urban particles is
normally found with diameters smaller than 0.1 µm. According to Kumar et al., (2014)
atmospheric particles in the nano-size range (particles with diameter < 300 nm) contribute to
the 99% of the total particle number concentration (PNC) in urban environment. In the recent
past, there has been a significant increase in number of studies related to the characterization,
monitoring, modelling and human exposure assessment of nanoparticles. Nevertheless, this
progress has not been sufficient to establish ambient air quality standards. There still remain
a number of inconclusive results on various aspects, for example a clear physical-chemical
characterization of various sources, or a standardized sampling method. Moreover, the
nanoparticles monitoring requires expensive equipment and specialized personnel. UFPs in
the atmosphere derive from a considerable number of sources, even though road traffic
emissions are dominant in urban environment, other sources have been observed: industry,
power plants, domestic biomass burning, coal combustion, road-tyre interaction, construction
and demolition, ship emissions, aircraft and airports emissions, forest fires and agriculture
residues, cooking, smoking (Kumar et al., 2013). To date, there has been relatively little work
devoted to disaggregation of size distribution into source-related components. This can be
achieved with the application of multivariate statistical techniques to large datasets of particle
NSD.
The following sessions provide a review of the following subjects: (i) the particle SD and NC
with focus on the smallest size fraction, (ii) the measurements techniques (iii) and then the
receptor modelling of particle NC and SD for the source apportionment. The last section
includes the objectives of the thesis and the major findings critical review, further to the
review provided in the manuscripts. Full text and supplementary material of the four
manuscripts presented in this Ph.D. research are finally included.
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1.1. Atmospheric particle size distribution
The size is the most important physical characteristic of the particles that strongly influences
the other properties. The size of a particle is described by the equivalent diameter. The
equivalent diameter is reported as the diameter of a sphere having the same value of a specific
physical property as the irregularly shaped particle being measured. For instance,
aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a standard-density (1 g/cm3) sphere having the same
gravitational settling velocity as the particle being measured; the mobility equivalent diameter
is the diameter of a sphere with the same mobility as the particle in question (for example,
electrical mobility).
Different sources can emit particles with distinct SD that can be modified by evaporation,
coagulation, growth, and removal processes. Ambient particles range from few nanometers
up to 100 µm, with the lower limit related to molecules and molecular clusters and the upper
limit, is defined by fast sedimentation. The size distribution is ideally characterized by a multilognormal structure, based on three main modes: the ultrafine mode, approximately < 100150 nm; the accumulation mode between 0.1 and 1 µm; the coarse mode with particles with
diameter > 1 µm. The ultrafine and the accumulation mode together constitute the fine
particulate matter (PM). The ultrafine particle SD can present two distinct modes: the Aitken
mode, with particles of diameter 20-100 nm, and the nucleation mode, with diameter <20
nm. The UFPs dominate the PNC and the surface area, but make small contribution to the PM
mass/volume. The accumulation mode usually accounts for most of the aerosol surface area
and a substantial part of the aerosol mass. The particles in the accumulation mode can be the
result of the coagulation of particles in the nuclei mode, or the condensation of vapors onto
UFPs, causing them to grow. Under conditions of high humidity, such as in a cloud or fog, the
accumulation mode may also have two sub-modes: a condensation mode at 0.2-0.3 µm and a
droplet mode at 0.5-0.8 µm, formed by the growth of hygroscopic condensation-mode
particles (Hinds, 1999).
The coarse mode is composed by particles in the super-micrometer size range, general formed
by mechanical processes and usually consists of human-made, natural dust particles, or
biogenic particles.
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Figure 1 – A: typical example of urban environment SD with size dependent deposition in alveolar
and trachea-bronchial regions (Kumar et al., 2010)

The atmospheric residence time is a key factor controlled by the particle SD. The UFPs, due to
their small size and high mobility, diffuse rapidly and combine with each other, with larger
particles and with deposition surfaces, and their atmospheric lifetime is typically tens of
minutes or hours. The accumulation mode particles, as the name suggests, accumulate in this
size range because the removal mechanisms are weak. Accumulation mode particles are
removed by rainout or washout, but they coagulate too slowly to reach the coarse-particle
mode (Hinds, 1999). They have lifetime of days in the atmosphere and they can be transported
over long distances. The coarse PM, because of its larger size, has higher gravitational settling
and it is removed from the atmosphere within hours. Environmental factors, for example
meteorology, relative humidity, temperature and pressure, can significantly affect the
residence time of the particles.
The separation between ultrafine, accumulation and coarse particles depends on the physical
and chemical properties of the particles, on the sources and also on the atmospheric
conditions. A major fraction of the accumulation mode PM originates form the UFPs (Sioutas
et al., 2005). For this reason, the separation diameter between the ultrafine and the
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accumulation modes has varied from 0.1 to 0.2 µm, depending on the location and on the
season. Also, a sharp division between fine and coarse fractions cannot be clearly defined,
because these two fractions overlap in the size range 1<d<2.5 (up to 3) μm. This size range is
called the intermodal fraction, or intermediate range, (PM1-2.5). During periods of high relative
humidity, fine particles from the accumulation mode can grow into the intermodal fraction.
On the other hand, coarse particles can shrink into fine particles in arid or semi-arid areas
(Kozáková et al. 2017).

1.1.1 Ultrafine particles
What makes UFPs distinct from other pollutants is their dynamic nature and it their on-going
transformation of physical and chemical properties, which contribute to substantial temporal
and spatial variability. Because of the negligible influence of UFP on PM mass concentration,
the number concentration is a better descriptor for UFPs.
The health impact of UFPs has motivated new ambient aerosol studies in recent years. UFPs
can be inhaled deep into the respiratory tract and have high deposition efficiency
(Venkatamaran et al., 1999). The UPF’s surface can carry large amount of adsorbed or
condensed toxic air pollutants (oxidant gases, organic pollutants, transition metals,
Oberdoster, 2001). Several studies suggested that UFP induce oxidative stress in cells and are
more toxic compared to larger particles of similar composition (Li et al., 2003; Nel et al., 2005).
Epidemiological studies (Atkinson et al., 2010; Stolzel et al., 2007) have shown a clear
association of urban nanoparticle exposure with adverse cardiovascular health outcomes.
UFPs originate in the atmosphere mainly by condensation of supersaturated vapours in fresh
combustion emissions; they can form naturally when gases oxidize to compounds with lower
vapour pressure and spontaneously nucleate (Kulmala et al., 2004). UFPs contain
predominantly carbon and organic compounds including polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
transition metals, sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and free radicals (Chow and Watson, 2007). They often
consist of volatile components and the high curvature of the smallest particles (<10 nm) favors
evaporation over larger particles with the same composition (Kelvin effect). Gases evaporated
from small particles can re-condense on larger ones, thereby shifting the distribution towards
larger particle diameter (Zhang and Wexler, 2002). Owing their small size and high mobility,
UFPs diffuse rapidly and may combine with each other, with bigger particles or with surfaces
(dry deposition), within minutes or hours. The outcome of UFPs depends widely on the
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pollutants concentration in the air: when the urban atmosphere is highly polluted, the semivolatile species condense onto pre-existing particles; however, when low PM pollution occurs,
semi volatile compounds may result in a large number of nucleation-derived particles.

Figure 2 – Deposition fraction in healthy lung under moderate exertion (Venkataraman,
1999)
Most published work on UFPs relates to road transportation activities. Motor vehicles are the
primary direct emission sources of UFPs in urban areas; particles form diesel engines are in
the size range 20-130 nm, and from petrol engines in the range 20-60 nm (Harrison et al.,
1999; Morawska et al. 2008; Dall’Osto et al., 2011).
On the emissions from specific industrial sources there is limited information, and thus
considerable uncertainties with regard to the profiles fractionation and the size distribution
variation between industrial sectors and activities. Some studies found that also industrial
sources can emit high number of UFPs, for example combustion processes in power plants,
chemistry, petro-chemistry industrial facilities, steel manufacturing, cement production,
waste incinerators (Riffault et al., 2016). Studies on industrial aerosol particles plumes found
fine and ultrafine particles in the plumes impacting the surrounding areas (Weitkamp et al.,
2015; Marris, et al., 2012). SO2 containing plumes (especially from coal fired power plants) can
result in new particle formation in the 10-100 size range (Stevens et al., 2012). Overall, in EU27
the total emissions of UFPs by industry are estimated to be the 21% of the total UFPs
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concentration, followed by residential and commercial sources (15%), agriculture (8%) an
dominated by vehicular traffic (56%) (EC report on Industrial emissions of nanomaterials and
ultrafine particles, 2011). However, this general estimation is subject to considerable
uncertainty.

1.2 Atmospheric particles number concentration
Urban PNCs show quite consistent values in different studies performed in EU cities. Kumar
et al., (2012) considered 45 sampling locations in 30 different cities within 15 different EU
countries, at roadside and at urban background sites. The average PNC concentration of urban
background was 1.63 ± 0.8x104 particles cm-3; at the roadside was 3.82 ± 3.25x104 particles
cm-3, giving a roadside to background ratio of 2.4. Despite having several uncertainties derived
by the measured size range, sampling locations, meteorological and traffic conditions and
different years, the PNCs show quite consistent values, and the difference between the
minimum (Prague, Ondraček et al., 2011) and the maximum (Zurich, Bukowiecki et al., 2003)
at different locations was found to be within a factor 5, which is plausible considering he
dynamic nature of the nanoparticles.
In a long-term aerosol particle total number concentration measurements in five metropolitan
areas across Europe (Augsburg, Barcelona, Helsinki, Rome, and Stockholm; Aalto et al., 2005),
showed a winter monthly average concentrations between 104 and 2x104 particles cm-3,
whereas the summer minimum is 0.5-0.6x104 particles cm-3. During the weekdays, the
maximum of the hourly average concentrations is detected in the morning hours between 7
and 10 a.m. (Aalto et al., 2005; Ruskaanen et al., 2001). The periods with high concentrations
are related to particle emissions from traffic during the rush-hours when people are driving to
and from work: in Helsinki during winter, the hourly maximum concentration levels reached
1.8x105 particles cm-3 (Ruuskaneen et al., 2001).
Another contributor to atmospheric PNC is industry. In terms of mass concentration, in
developed countries, where stringent regulations on emissions are in place, industrial
activities do not represent the major contributor to the global burden of atmospheric
particulate matter. In Europe, for instance, estimations based on 25 countries for the year
2000 showed that industrial PM contributed to about 40% of the emissions (Riffault et al.,
2015). However, in rapidly developing countries like China, the use of less clean energies
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combined with a lack of enforcement of the emerging regulations can lead to higher
emissions, industry becomes the major contributor with ∼70% of the total.
In terms of NC there are few studies on nanoparticles in the vicinity of the industrial activities,
certainly less than the studies dedicated on nanoparticles in urban environment. The interest
in the industrial emissions lies in their specificity and the fact that point sources can lead to
great human exposure. Recent studies found high PNC near industrial facilities: the PNC within
1 km of a metallurgical coke production factory varied from 1 to 100x105 particles cm-3 in
Pittsburgh, US (Weitkamp et al., 2005); 3-5x105 particles cm-3 was found at a distance of 2 km
of a ferromanganese alloy plant in Dunkirk, France, by Marris et al. (2012); 10 to 60x105
particles cm-3 were measured in a grey iron foundry by Evans et al. (2008), and within 10 km
of a copper smelter the PNC was 7x104 particles cm-3 (Banic et al., 2006). The NC rises at the
stack or at the workplace (Riffault et al., 2015, and references therein).

1.3 Remarks on particle chemical composition with focus on UFPs
Many of the effects of atmospheric particles (e.g. radiative effect, health effects) depend on
their chemical composition, which rarely consists exclusively of a single component.
Atmospheric aerosols are generally composed of variable amounts of sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, carbonaceous compounds (elemental carbon EC, organic carbon OC), sea salt,
crustal elements, and trace metals. OC can be of both primary and secondary origin, while EC
is exclusively a primary species (Schwartz et al., 2008). EC arises as the result of incomplete
combustion of various kinds of organic material, including coal, oil, petrol, wood and other
biomass; OC has similar sources, but it results also from resuspension of traffic related dust
and primary biogenic particles like viruses, bacteria, pollens, fungal spores, vegetation debris
(Hidelmann et al., 2004). The OC/EC ratio has lower values in the urban sites influenced by
traffic emissions, while in the rural sites have the highest OC/EC because the contribution of
secondary inorganic aerosol is higher; the industrial sites are usually in between. Chemical
analysis of PM2.5 in background site in Central Europe showed that carbonaceous aerosol form
about half of the PM2.5 mass, and the remaining half is mostly composed by secondary
inorganic aerosol (Schwartz et al., 2016). The carbonaceous faction of the PM has therefore
major importance and it has been determined by many studies; these analyses mainly focus
on the measurement of OC and the particle-bound PAHs. PAHs consist of a fuse benzene ring
structure and they are ubiquitously present in urban environment. PAHs with more than 3
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benzene rings are found almost totally adsorbed on to particles and as the molecular weight
increases, the carcinogenicity of PAHs increases too (Ravindra et al., 2008).
Considering the UFPs, there is still a gap in the knowledge of the chemical composition and
therefore on the health impact. Studies based in the Los Angeles basin found that a large
proportion of UFPs is made up of OC. In a long-term study conducted by Daher et al. (2013) in
ten different locations, the chemical mass reconstruction revealed that quasi-UFP (<250 nm)
consisted of 49-64% organic matter, 3-6.4% elemental carbon, 9-15% secondary ions, 0.7-1.3%
trace ions, and 5.7-17% trace elements.
Not many studies investigated the PAHs content in the UFPs. According to Keyte et al., (2013)
modes in the mass size distribution for PAHs are within the ultrafine and accumulation mode
(0.1-1 μm). Eiguren-Fernandez et al. (2003) conducted a study in a locality impacted primarily
vehicular sources and, to a lesser extent, industrial activities, and found that PAHs were mostly
associated with particles <180 nm. Li et al. 2003 found that UFPs (<150 nm) enriched with
PAHs are more potent than fine and coarse PM toward inducing cell oxidative stress. In a study
conducted in Taiwan (Lin et al., 2008) in a site impacted by urban traffic the distribution of
particulate total-PAHs showed a major peak in the Aitken mode (0.032-0.056 µm). In study by
Topinka et al. (2015), 7 carcinogenic PAHs were measured in size-segregated aerosol on a daily
basis at the EU hot spot (Ostrava Radvanice, Czech Republic). PAHs were found in all the PM
size fractions, mostly in the upper accumulation mode (0.5-1 μm), but according to scanning
electron microscopy, the accumulation mode fraction was composed of agglomerates of UFPs.
PAHs might be primarily emitted in the ultrafine size range, and then enrich the fine fraction
via coagulation. Corsini et al., (2017) found PAHs in the UFPs collected in Alpine valley
impacted by wood burning.
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2. Atmospheric particles measurements
Particle number, mass concentration, size distribution and chemical composition can be
measured using different techniques, sampling strategies, spatial and temporal resolutions.
The following sections provide a brief overview of the sampling techniques with focus on the
instruments used in the manuscripts.
2.1 Online measurements
In-situ monitoring methods for the analysis of aerosol properties with increase sample
frequency and decrease operating costs is the online method. Well established instruments
to measure particle number and mass size distributions are the aerosol size spectrometers.
The Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) consists
of an electrostatic classifier and a condensation
particle counter (CPC). The electrostatic classifier
contains an impactor, a bipolar charger and a
Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA). The aerosol
enters the system through the sampling inlet at a
determined sample rate and is passed to a bipolar
charger which neutralizes the particles according to
Boltzmann charge distribution: positive and negative
charges are distributed amongst the particles in a
predictable manner, providing the aerosol reaches
equilibrium in the neutraliser (Wiedensholer, 1988).
The particles then enter the DMA where they are
classified according to their electrical mobility. The
DMA consists of a cylinder with a charged rod in the
centre. The main flow of air through the DMA is
particle free sheath air, with a laminar flow. The
Figure 3 – DMA schematic
representation (www.tsi.com)

sampled poly-dispersed aerosol enters the DMA and
particles with a positive charge move across the sheath

flow towards the negatively charged central rod, at a rate determined by the particle’s
electrical mobility. The electrical mobility is proportional to the diameter: smallest particles
have the largest electrical mobility. At a certain voltage, only particles of a certain electrical
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mobility pass through the exit slit of the DMA, and reach the CPC to be counted. This
determines the particle concentration in that size range. The probability that particles with
certain mobility that enter the classification region of the DMA will be included in the classified
aerosol flow when the flow rates and applied voltage are for a characteristic mobility is given
by the classifier transfer function (Collins et al., 2004). Any particle of a certain size with
multiple charges will appear in bins with smaller, more mobile particles. Using the known
charge distribution, the number counts in the respective bins are reduced accordingly. By
sequentially making these corrections to the succession of channels from the lowest to highest
mobility, detected particles are attributed to the counting bins for mobilities corresponding
to single charging. The SMPS spans a size range from few nm until approximately 700 nm. The
upper limit is determined by the biggest particles carrying multiple charges that may be over
counted in the highest classification voltage. To avoid this problem, the DMA is used with a
precut impactor.
The Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) detects and counts particles down to 3 nm
(McMurry et al., 2000) by laser scattering, in a very similar way to standard optical particle
counters, but in the CPC particles are first grown by condensation to an easy detectable size
(10 µm). The original particle constitutes only a minuscule fraction (~10-3 10-9) of the detected
droplet. In a supersaturated vapour suspended particles act as nuclei for vapour condensation
and may grow to form droplets (heterogeneous nucleation). Supersaturation occurs when the
saturation ratio is bigger than 1, and is generally expressed as a percentage. Droplets can form
heterogeneously at supersaturations of less than 1%, same as the process of clouds formation
in the atmosphere. The size of aerosol particles which will act as condensation nuclei is a
function of the supersaturation. In a CPC, supersaturation is carefully controlled to a high
value, (for a water CPC it is typically up to 6%) (Franklin et al., 2010), but below the critical
supersaturation so that droplets do not cluster homogeneously. There are a number of
techniques by which such supersaturations may be achieved; in the most of commercially
available CPC’s, supersaturation is achieved by heat transfer from the warm aerosol to the
walls of the condenser, which are typically maintained at 10°C.
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Figure 4 – Schematic representation of a CPC (www.cas.manchester.ac.uk).
The Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) measures size range 0.5-20 µm using the principle of
inertia. In this instrument the particle and sheath flow are constricted through a nozzle,
accelerating the airflow. The APS measures particle velocity by passing the particles through
two laser beams distant 200 microns. A particle passing through both beams produces two
pulses of scattered light. The time between the pulses is related to the particle velocity and
hence to the particle aerodynamic diameter. Because the APS does not measure aerodynamic
diameter in still air problems can arise when measuring aerosols with different densities. The
flow velocity of 150 m/s results in high Reynolds numbers which are outside the Stokes regime
(Wang and John, 1987). In the non-Stokesian regime, the particle acceleration depends not
only on the aerodynamic diameter but also on physical diameter, hence on particle density.
The non-Stokes error can

be

corrected if the density is known;
however, when measuring the
outdoor atmospheric aerosol the
density can be difficult to estimate.
Density of 1.5 µgm-3 is used as
standard for urban atmospheric
aerosol (Hinds, 1999).
OC and EC are usually measured by
in-situ thermal optical methods.
Figure 5 – Schematic representation of APS optic
chamber (www.cas.manchester.ac.uk)

These measurements are typically
performed on filter samples, but
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online analysis is also possible with commercial instruments. The analysis is performed in two
steps: (i) the measurement of OC in an oxygen-free environment subjected to a temperature
gradient to vaporize organic materials which will be quantitatively converted to CO 2, and
finally reduced to methane; (ii) the measurement of EC under oxidizing conditions leading
again to methane. The methane is detected by a flame ionization detector, which enables the
quantification of OC and EC sequentially.

2.2 Offline techniques
In offline analysis, aerosol particles are collected on a filter or grid and then analysed with
various techniques. The main benefits of the offline methods are determination of (i)
structural information, such as crystallographic structure, coatings, embedding, or
aggregation and (ii) heavy metal content, both of which are not well characterized by the
currently available online techniques. The main disadvantages are (i) longer time integration
and delay in sample analysis (samples must be taken to a remote laboratory) and (ii)
challenges

in

source

apportionment

(longer sampling and analysis times are
required, leading to smaller datasets than
typically obtained with online techniques).
The aerosol collection on a filter is
typically based on impaction principles
(Hinds, 1999). The impactors are used to
separate the particles according to their
aerodynamic

diameter.

Multistage

impactors (Figure 6) measure the mass of
the particles collected at each stage,
which allows for gravimetric analysis
under temperature and relative humiditycontrolled conditions. Sampling artifacts
can occur when reactive or semi-volatile
species are sampled and during the

Figure 6 – Schematic representation of
multistage cascade impactor
(www.pharmacopeia.cn)

gravimetric analysis. A largely employed
cascade impactor is the personal cascade
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impactor sampler (PCIS) (Misra et al., 2002). Particles can be separated in the following
aerodynamic particle diameter ranges: <0.25; 0.25 to 0.5; 0.5 to 1.0; 1.0 to 2.5; and 2.5 to 10
μm. The 8DRUM impactor (Cahill and Barnes, 2009) collects particulate matter on rectangular
strips of Mylar film fixed to 8 rotating drums downstream 8 jets, with theoretical 50% cut-off
collection aerodynamic diameters of 0.09 to 0.26, 0.26 to 0.34, 0.34 to 0.56, 0.56 to 0.75, 0.75
to 1.15, 1.15 to 2.5, 2.5 to 5 µm, and programmable between 0.4 and 48 h. The impactor
operates continuously with a flow rate of 8 L/min drawn by an external pump. To obtain the
elemental concentration, the Mylar foils are analyzed using X-ray fluorescence.
The size and shape of atmospheric particles are commonly investigated using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for the finest fraction.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry, used in combination with SEM (SEM/EDX) can also be
useful for identification of elements contained in single particles.
Among offline methods, chromatography is widely used to quantify chemical components in
atmospheric aerosol, for example water soluble ions and organic carbon species and can help
reach chemical mass closure. The most widely employed techniques are high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC), gas chromatography (GC), ion chromatography (IC). These
techniques are destructive because they typically require filter treatments, for example
digestion of the particles using acids or bases. The analysis of organic compounds, such as
PAHs, are usually carried out by gas chromatographic methods coupled to various detectors
depending on the targeted compounds (mass spectrometers, flame ionization detectors, UV
detectors).

2.3 Ground based measurements
In aerosol science, a sound study on atmospheric particles and air pollution requires careful
preparation. One of the most important steps in a study is the collection of all the relevant
existing information about atmospheric pollution in the area under examination (Belis et al.,
2012). For source apportionment, sites representative of the mixture of sources in a given
area are preferable to sites influenced by specific sources. To establish the number and
location of sources, it is necessary to study the emission source distribution, wind roses and
typical dispersion patterns (upwind, downwind of major sources) (Kim Oanh et al., 2009). The
Conditional Probability Function (CPF; Ashbaugh et al., 1985) is a common tool used to
analyze point source impacts from varying wind directions using the source contribution
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estimates from receptor models coupled with the wind direction values measured on site (Kim
et al., 2003). Another method combining the aerosol data with the air parcel backward
trajectories is the Potential Source Contribution Function (PSCF) calculation. PSCF produces
a probability field for source emission potential and it implies the choice of a threshold above
which the air mass is considered polluted.
In addition to having a good conceptual understanding of the sources in the study area, it is
important to understand the physical nature of the system. The topography, natural or
artificial, has a significant influence on the local source receptor relationships (e.g. Chow et
al., 2007), and a lack of understanding of the physical system can lead to problems in
interpreting and understanding the source apportionment results. A number of elements of
the physical system should be identified and incorporated into the planning and execution of
a project as well as in the analysis of the subsequently generated data, in particular:
mountains/valley terrain, tall buildings, local source complexes, transportation information,
and distant sources.
Prevailing wind directions determine the probability of emitted materials being transported
to the measurement site. Although primary emissions are diluted over time and distance,
secondary pollutants, e.g. produced by gas-to-particle conversion processes, can increase the
concentrations over relatively long distances, particularly for species such as secondary sulfate
and secondary organic aerosols that take time to form in the atmosphere.
The minimum number of samples required to achieve representative study of the totality of
the sources cannot be established a priori as it depends on the amount of information
contained in the dataset. The criteria is: there should be enough samples to catch the
variability of the sources, including samples where some sources are absent or negligible. In
filter-based systems, the most common configuration is the collection of 24-hour samples. 24hour integration time is considered to be representative of all the sources occurring in one
day-to-night cycle and hence an appropriate unit for data elaboration (Belis et al., 2012). A
practical reason for selecting 24-hour sampling also derives from the need to collect enough
mass for chemical analysis. This limitation is especially true for low-volume samplers when PM
levels are low; in urban environment, four- to six-hour sampling times can be enough material
for major component analyses (e.g. Vecchi et al., 2009; Bernardoni et al., 2011). With highvolume samplers, two- to four-hour samples can be sufficient. If the measured properties has
fast dynamics, high time resolution measurements are necessary. Higher time resolutions can
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be achieved using aerosol size spectrometers that can measure particle number/mass
concentration every 5 minutes, or semi-continuous systems for analysis of physical or
chemical properties, for example semicontinuous EC/OC, with resolutions ranging from a few
minutes to one hour. Physical parameters associated with particle size or optical properties
(scattering, absorption) can be obtained with time resolutions close to a minute or less.
2.4 Airborne measurements in the Planetary Boundary Layer
Measurement in aerosol science are generally performed at a ground receptor site. Few
studies employ mobile monitoring platforms, for example airships, airplanes, drones (Frick et
al., 2000, Kantor et al., 2001, Brock et al., 2002, Banic et al., 2006, Brady et al., 2016,).
Measurements of particle concentration and size distributions over a broad vertical range of
the planetary boundary layer (PBL), especially its lowest part (300 m above ground level) are
rare. The PBL constitutes the lower region of the troposphere, strongly influenced by
interaction with the surface. Surface heating during the day results in a turbulent, well-mixed
PBL, in which surface heating can sustain high boundary layer heights (ca. 1-3 km). The surface
cooling after sunset creates a much shallower stable nocturnal boundary layer (ca. 100-200
m) in which the remainder of the daytime PBL is disconnected from the surface layer. A
temperature inversion separates the nocturnal boundary layer (NBL) from the residual layer
above almost until noon (Li et al., 2014). This inversion restricts vertical mixing of air
constituents, and isolates the residual layer from influences of Earth’s surface, as long as the
temperature inversion is maintained, resulting in enhanced particles concentration. Within
the PBL, the vertical concentration profiles of aerosols and trace gases are normally nonlinear
due to the natural air turbulence caused by wind shear and temperature gradients.
Airships have been used for PBL profiling (Hoppel et al., 1994, Hovorka et al., 2016): the slow
speed of an airship makes it an ideal platform to do high spatial resolution vertical profile. In
case of elevated emission sources, for example stack plumes, with unpredictable dispersion
conditions, airships allow the high spatial resolution horizontal profiling and the plume
tracking. The aerosol plumes can be transported by complex wind patterns leading to
inhomogeneous plume dispersion. Additionally, plumes are mostly emitted by hightemperature processes and can evolve very quickly inside the plume: physical processes like
condensation, coagulation and heterogeneous reactions can occur rapidly to form complex
heterogeneous particles mixtures.
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Accurate assessment of the degree to which surface measurements represent the entire PBL
are required for validation of remote sensing techniques. Current research activities
employing satellites demonstrate the necessity to constrain aerosol and trace gas profiles
within the troposphere for improved interpretation of satellite observations (NASA’s study
DISCOVER-AQ).
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3. Source apportionment

3.1 Aerosol particles sources by number size distribution
Atmospheric aerosol particles can be emitted by natural or anthropogenic sources. Naturally
occurring particles are typically produced by the oceans (sea spray), biomass fires, and dust
from arid soils, volcanic eruptions, as well as biological sources, including pollen, plant debris,
animal fragments, algae, fungi, bacteria, spores, and viruses, and also secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) particles formed in the atmosphere from biogenic volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). Anthropogenic emissions arise from many sources: fossil fuel burning in vehicles,
biomass burning for domestic heating, power plants and industrial processes, waste
incineration, crushing and demolition processes, surface mining, metal smelting.
Particles emitted from different sources show different particle NSD, and the shape of a
measured NSD in the atmosphere depends on the source nature and atmospheric processing
between source and receptor. The particle NSD changes with increasing distance from local
emissions. For example, Zhu et al., 2002, reported the ultrafine particle size distribution
changes significantly with increasing distance form a freeway. Particle NDS altered due to
nucleation, coagulation, condensation, dilution. The specific characteristics of the modal
structure of distributions, as well as the particles temporal pattern, imply that particle size
distribution and concentrations profiles may be utilized to help the source identification,
where knowledge gaps are present.
Vehicles emissions are considered a major source in urban atmosphere; part of the emissions
is generated directly from the engine or they form in the air by condensation and nucleation
of hot gaseous emissions. The combustion generated particles consist mostly of solid graphitic
carbon with a smaller amount of metallic ash, hydrocarbons and sulfur compounds (Vu et al.,
2015). These particles are found mainly in the Aitken and accumulation mode, with a size
ranging from 30 nm to 0.5 µm. The smaller sized mode is believed to be formed by binary
nucleation of H2SO4-H2O or ternary nucleation H2SO4-NH3-H2O, which comprise small
hydrated sulfuric acid core coated with condensed hydrocarbons. (Harrison, 1999). Nonexhaust particles which typically arise from road-tyre interaction, break wear, and resuspension also contribute significantly to urban concentrations, generating particles with a
wide range of diameters, from few hundred nanometers to tens of micrometers.
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Industry is another major contributor to air pollution in urban areas. The emissions from
industrial combustion processes contribute mainly to the fine and ultrafine fraction (Riffault
et al., 2015). Weitkamp et al, (2005) registered industrial plumes with UFPs peaking around
40 nm; Marris et al., 2012, observed particles of 10 – 30 nm downwind from a large steel
complex. Industrial sources can emit also coarse particles, dall’Osto et al. (2008) in a study on
Port Talbot, found Fe-rich particles with a mass size distribution peaking at 6 µm.
Combustion of coal and biomass generates particles ranging from few nanometers to
millimeters, and the small particles initially formed by nucleation and chemical reactions and
growth due to coagulation contain predominantly condensed and semi-volatile materials
while the larger consist of carbonaceous materials, inorganic fly ash and trace elements. The
median diameter of the number size distribution varies between 30-80 nm, depending on a
range of factors: coal type, combustion temperature, dilution, residence time (Vu et al., 2015).
Also freshly generated particles from biomass burning consist mostly of carbon with 10-20%
of black carbon and inorganic species found predominantly in the accumulation mode. Most
studies have shown a consistent size distribution with count median diameter of 100-160 nm
for fresh smoke (Janhall et al., 2010); during the aging process, the count median diameter
increase to > 200 nm by coagulation/condensation.
Long range transported aerosol comprises mostly accumulation mode particles with the
major number peak mode around 100-200 nm. During long range transport SO2 can oxidize
leading to nucleation and then growth, hence sometime long range transported air masses
contain UFPs (Wang et al., 2011). The long range transported particle size distribution at
remote sites has been observed, for example desert dust and anthropogenic aged sulfates in
the size range 100-200 nm were measured by Raes et al., 1997, in Tenerife.
New particles formation by nucleation account for a significant fraction of the total number
of particles in the atmosphere; nucleation events are found in both polluted and clean
environments (Kulmala et al., 2004). Among natural sources, the marine particle number
spectra show two modes: at Aitken mode with a mean diameter around 40-52 nm and
accumulation mode with a mean diameter of around 150-175 nm (Vu et al., 2015). A sea salt
mode with mean diameter above 400 nm is frequently found in the marine boundary layer
(Heintzenberg ae al., 2000). In indoor environments, cooking emissions are a major source of
submicron particles. Wallace (2006) found that aerosol concentrations generated during
cooking are predominantly in the ultrafine size range. The particles size distribution from
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cooking activities has been reported as unimodal with a peak between 20 – 70 nm or 100-160
nm depending on the food type and the cooking temperature (Hussein et al., 2006). Cooking
aerosol can contribute significantly to ambient concentration: Harrison et al., 2011, found that
the cooking contribution at a major kerbside in London is 7%.

3.2 Receptor modelling with PMF
In aerosol science, receptor models are mathematical approaches used for identifying and
quantifying different atmospheric particles sources. Specifically, PMF model identifies and
quantifies the contribution to each source to the samples. The identification is based on key
species (tracers), combination of species, or size distribution characteristics (Hopke, 2016).
The fundamental principle of PMF is the mass conservation and the goal of PMF is to solve
the chemical mass balance equation. The main physical constraint is that the source
composition must be positive. In fact, a source does not emit a negative quantity of pollution,
or it becomes a sink. Also, the sum of the predicted contributions for each source must be less
than or equal to the total measured mass for each variable. The model performs a matrix
factorization, which consists of decomposing a matrix of sample data X into two sub-matrices.
The two sub-matrices contain the species profile for each factor (G), and the amount of
mass/number contributing by each factor to each individual sample (F), plus the unexplained
part E (difference between measured and calculated species concentration) (Brown et al.,
2015).

X= GF + E

PMF solutions are interpreted based on: modal characteristics of number and volume size
distribution, diurnal patterns of contributions, source contribution to total number or volume
concentration, correlation of the G matrix with the measured gaseous or composition species,
the source directionality by the local wind trajectories and conditional probability functions
(Ogulei et al., 2006). In addition, many studies combine PMF results with auxiliary information
for example to link factor profiles to source type. The correlation between the G matrix
(source contribution) and auxiliary information such as chemical composition data contributes
towards the identification of the nature of the sources.
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The majority of the studies on source apportionment apply the PMF on the mass chemical
composition of atmospheric particles. Recently, source apportionment studies focus not only
on particle mass, but also NSD (Harrison et al., 2011, Beddows et al., 2015, Masiol et al., 2016,
2017, Sowlat et al., 2016). The analysis of the mass chemical composition data distinguishes
sources contributing mainly to particle mass, while the analysis of the particle NSD identifies
sources contributing principally to particle number, enabling the source apportionment down
to nanoparticles. In fact, as UFP dominate the particle number concentration, this approach
based on particle size spectra data provides insight into the sources of UFP which may be not
possible to achieve with source apportionment based on chemical composition, due to the
low contribution of UFPs on the PM mass. Source profiles based on size spectra provide the
source information from the physical aspect, which differs from the chemical aspect.
There is an urgent need to know the consistency or discrepancy of sources obtained from the
two methods. However, currently there are only few studies published on the relationship of
the source apportionment results from the two kinds of data set. Individual PMF analysis of
size spectra and mass chemical composition was conducted by Beddows et al., (2015). The
factors resolved with the two methods overlap and allowed a combined view of the results.
Gu et al. (2011) showed moderate to strong correlations between factors obtained with
particle NSD and with chemical composition.

3.3 NSD PMF rules of thumb
This section has the purpose to provide rules of thumb for the preparation of the input for
NSD PMF, the interpretation of the diagnostics and of the results. These rules of thumb were
accumulated during a detailed study of the model, literature study, and discussions during
conferences. These rules are meant to give the elements to understand the quality of the
output. The interpretation of the PMF results and the choice of the best solution is the most
crucial step that must be done by the operator. All the diagnostics must be evaluated and the
best solution is a trade-off between its physical meaning, the diagnostics of the model and the
goodness of the fit. The knowledge of the EPA PMF 5.0 User Guide is recommended prior to
this section.


Prepare the concentration and uncertainty matrices. To smooth the size distribution
data and reduce the uncertainty in the number concentration, it is useful to reduce the
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original number of bins. Different methods exist in the literature how to calculate the
uncertainties for the PMF.


Decide if a variable is strong/weak/bad. First, to understand if a variable is
strong/weak/bad, a detailed knowledge of the dataset, of the sampling and the
analytical techniques is needed. Than the signal to noise ratio (S/R) must be observed.
A variable is weak if it has signal and noise in comparable amounts (S/R=1). Similarly,
variables having more noise than signal are termed bad variables (Reff et al., 2007).
Downweighing the weak variables by a factor 3 is recommended, to protect in the case
that the error level of some variables has been underestimated. Regarding bad
variables, where hardly a signal is visible from the noise, the recommendation is to
omit these variables, or to strongly downweight by a factor 5 or 10 (Paatero and
Hopke, 2003). It is important to know whether a variable can be retained in the
analysis. For the particle number size distribution, the weak variables that might be
considered for exclusion are typically the first and last SMPS size bins, and the last APS
bins, due to the high variability and the presence of zeroes. Also, the overlap variable
between SMPS and APS has to be observed.



Observe the time series. It is necessary to determine whether temporal patterns are
present and if there are unusual events or outliers. Extreme events can be excluded
from the modeling if they perturb the solution, they cause high scale residuals number,
they generate spurious factors.



Choose the numbers of factors. The model must be run with different number of
factors and for each run diagnostics must be evaluated. The choice of the factors
number is crucial. Too few factors lead to the combination of sources, while too many
factors split one source into two non-existing sources. To understand the correct
number of factors is necessary to observe the Q value. The Qtheoretical gives information
about the quality of the fit since the optimal solution should have a Q true not too
different from the Qtheoretical. The ratio Qtrue/Qtheoretical must be around 1. In some cases,
the optimal solution does not fully satisfy this requirement, for example when a
dataset contains a lot of weak variables. The Qtheoretical can be calculated according to
the EPA PMF 5.0 User Guide.



Run the model. To find the optimal solution, several runs with different conditions
must be made, and the output must be compared. Different solutions can be found
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due to the mathematical nature of the matrix factorization and the constrained
applied.


Analyze the scaled residuals. If the input data are solid, the plot of scaled residuals
values against their frequency should be normally distributed, with the majority
between -3 and +3. If some residuals are outside this region, it is possible that there
are extreme events or outliers in the data, or the number of factors is not optimal, it
might be too low and a factor can be overlooked. Distribution with large spread
indicates that the uncertainty is too low, while a distribution centered near zero
indicates that uncertainty is too high.



Observe the goodness of fit, to compare predicted species with the original
concentrations, using linear regression and time series. The observed/predicted
regression coefficients must be as close as possible to 1 and the time series of modeled
variables should fit as best as possible the time series of the original variable.



Observe the G-plots. The G-plots show scatter plots of one factor versus another
factor are they are important to verify the relationship between the factors. The G
plots are generated with the assumption that the determined factors are uncorrelated
between each other. The more stable solution will have many samples with zero
contribution on both axes. Imagining straight lines passing through the origin of axes
including all the points between them, the lines should be as much close to the
Cartesian axes. If the points are not aligned with the Cartesian axes, an edge can be
observed in the plot, which means there might be an overlooked factor or there is
rotational ambiguity in the solution.



Evaluate the error with bootstrap (BS). A number of phenomena can contribute to the
uncertainty of the solution modeled by PMF: temporal variation of PM sources,
measurements errors, sampling variability, errors in the model, for example wrong
factor number (Reff et al., 2007). The technique of bootstrapping is used to check the
validity of the solution. Bootstrapping consist of randomly selecting n samples to
create new datasets and executing the PMF on each new dataset. Multiple PMF
solutions are generated using the series of data that are resampled version of the
original dataset. Several hundreds of bootstrapped samples can be used, and the
summary statistics are calculated by the model. In this study for example, 100 BS runs
were performed for both NSD and chemical composition solutions. If the same sources
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are identified in most of the bootstrapped samples, the solution of the original dataset
can be considered stable. Mapping over 80% of the factor indicates that the number
of factor can be appropriate.


Evaluate the error with displacement (DISP) explores the rotational ambiguity in a
PMF solution by assessing the largest range of source profile values without
appreciable increase in the Q value. Each fitted element in the factor profile matrix in
the base PMF solution is displaced from its fitted value far enough so that the Q
increases by a predetermined amount called Qmax. The variables are perturbed within
a certain interval, which has a certain extension (the boxplot in the results diagnostics).
If the variable is perturbed so much that the factor changes its identity, a swap occurs.
If a swap occurs, it means that the solution is not robust enough and another solution
might be a better choice.



Evaluate the error with BS-DISP. BS-DISP is a combination of the two methods, where
each BS resample undergoes a DISP analysis. BS-DISP may take many hours to run due
to the number of combinations that are evaluated, so first it can be useful to evaluate
the BS-DISP with 50 runs, than with 100 for the final BS-DISP result.



Rotate the solution. The PMF produces a large number of plausible solutions, because
an infinite number of G and F matrices can produce the same minimum value of Q. The
constraint of non-negativity is generally insufficient to wholly eliminate the rotational
problem. The existence of this range of possible solution is called rotational freedom
and contributes to the uncertainty of the PMF solution (Reff et al., 2007). To begin, to
help determine whether an optimal solution has been found, the G plots for selected
pairs of factors must be observed. Then, when the Fpeak profiles/contributions have
to be observed, in order to fond deviations: if the Fpeak value increases or decreases
in a particular species in a factor compared to the base model results. If deviations
occur, there can be a different possible rotated solution that better represents the
problem under analysis.
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4. Research activity
4.1 Aims of the Ph.D. study

1. Study of the size distribution properties and dynamics, with various sources and
meteorological conditions, with focus on the ultrafine fraction, in a European air
pollution hot spot. Test and develop a methodology that combines highly time-andspace airborne and ground-level measurements.

2. To investigate vertical atmospheric aerosol profiles of size-segregated particles and
the PBL stratification.

3. Perform the source apportionment of atmospheric aerosol with PMF receptor
modelling in the EU air pollution hot spot; with number size distribution spectra as
input and focus on the smallest fractions. Test the methodology of combining PMF
application on particle number size distribution and particle mass chemical
composition.

4. To elucidate the particles size distribution dynamics focusing on the intermodal
fraction; investigate the associations between PM1-2.5 and fine (PM1) and coarse (PM2.510)

fractions on the basis of statistical analysis, chemical composition analysis, and

meteorological analysis, in various locations, during both winter and summer.
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4.2 Major findings critical review

Manuscript 1: Leoni C., Hovorka J., Dočekalová V., Cajthaml T., Marvanová S. 2016. Source
impact determination using airborne and ground measurements of industrial plumes.
Environmental Science and Technology, 50(18), pp. 9881-8.

The first study performed in Ostrava, an air pollution hot spot in Europe, clearly identifies
industrial sources of UFPs. High particle number concentrations were measured at the
sampling site, with total campaign average of 1.6±1x104 cm-3, but with peaks up to 1.4x105
particles cm-3 during plume events, i.e. downwind the industrial facility. These concentrations
fit well with the average PNC of 3-5x104 particles cm-3 reported by Marris et al. (2012) within
2 km of a metallurgical facility. The study reveals that industrial particles of 19−44 nm enriched
up to 4.5% of mass with carcinogenic PAHs, contributes to the elevated carcinogenic PAHs
concentrations at the hot-spot. This also help to assess better industrial UFPs possible impact
to human health, since particles of 20−40 nm in diameter exhibit twice the deposition
efficiency in pulmonary alveoli than other UFPs. This confirms previous findings of 40 nm UFPs
within 1 km of a coke production plant in Pittsburgh, US (Weitkamp et al., 2005), or at the
workplace, Cheng et al. (2008) found the same modal dimeter in a steelwork facility, as well
as Thomassen et al., (2006), in a primary aluminum smelter in Sweden. PAHs in the UFPs
studies are rare and the knowledge on the chemicals that constitute or are adsorbed on UFPs
is very limited, due to technical constraints, reactive nature of PAHs and the fast changes of
naoparticles. Dall’Osto et al. (2012) found PAHs in the organic content of particle with size 100
nm - 3 µm near large steelworks in Port Talbot. No other studies on the were found in
literature: most published work on UFPs relates to road transport activities, while there is
limited information on the UFPs emissions from specific industrial sources and the relative
PAHs enrichment.
The physical and chemical properties of atmospheric particles, observed in the vicinity of
industrial activities, demonstrates the need of new methodologies development. These
methodologies have to focus on the particle size, one of the main factors, and on the plume
deposition. Integrated measurement strategy combining high-time-resolution instruments
with filter collections can facilitate the direct observation of the industrial plumes. The
methodology of source impact measurements presented in this manuscript, combining highly
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time-and-space airborne and ground-level measurements, is good example of such integrated
measurements and can be applied to identify specific industrial PAH sources in other hot-spots
worldwide.

Manuscript 2: Hovorka J., Leoni C., Dočekalová V., Ondráček J., Zíková N., 2016. Aerosol
distribution in the planetary boundary layer aloft a residential area. IOP Conference Series:
Earth and Environmental Science 44 052017.

The aerosol number concentration and the size distribution can vary at different heights of
the PBL. The structure of the PBL is a key factor in determining the vertical profile of the
number concentration. However, the measurements of temperature stratification and
particle concentration and size distributions over a broad vertical range of the PBL, especially
its lowest part (300 m above ground level) are rare. Long-term observations are needed to
characterize the height-resolved aerosol properties and provide essential validation to the
models and the satellite remote sensing. Airship measurements are capable of providing such
resolution in situ data of aerosol vertical distribution directly observed in the low troposphere.
In this study, airborne measurements reveal early morning temperature stratification of the
PBL and coarse particles to be accumulated below the inversion layer. Two temperature
inversion layers were observed: the first was formed up to 70 m a.g.l. while the second
reached heights 180-230 m a.g.l. Coarse aerosol mass concentrations 20-50 μgm-3 below the
first inversion layer reflected coarse aerosol sources on the ground. Enhanced concentration
of particles below the inversion layer occurs due to the reduced turbulence and mixing. The
effect of reduced mixing of an aerosol is a decreased dilution and deposition velocity, while
coagulation and condensation of trace gases on pre-existing particles become more
important. Additionally, the measurement site exhibit low temperatures (around -1 °C), that
can have an impact on aerosol processes, e.g. by enhancing condensation of low volatile
compounds (Janhall et al., 2006).
On the other hand, UFPs emitted from distant source with high emission height, can be
trapped at higher altitude in the PBL. In this study, the UFPs number concentration measured
with the airship at higher altitudes of the PBL (90-120 m a.g.l) were very high, up to 2.5x104
cm-3, which may indicate a fanning plume from a distant emission source with a high emission
height. Based on existing atmospheric modeling and monitoring it is possible that emissions
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from elevated stacks from industrial sources affect ground level concentration over a wide
area. Recent research indicates that the aerosol pollutants released at different height in the
PBL can be transported by local circulations (De Foy et al., 2011), forming also elevated
pollution layer at higher altitudes (Zhang et al., 2006; Han et al., 2008).
During the course of day, the PBL stratification ceases and gradually evolved turbulent mixing
led to a downward transport of ultrafine particles that were before at higher elevations. A
sharp increase in number concentrations of ultrafine particles up to 3.7x104 cm-3 recorded at
heights of 380-400 meters a.g.l. at noon is followed by a sudden increase of ultrafine particles
concentration 1.5-2x104 cm-3 at the ground, after 20 minutes. This finding confirms the
observation of a recent study (Platis et al., 2016) where new particle formation was measured
at 400-500 m a.g.l. and after the break of the stratification the nanoparticles were measured
at the ground level, showing the downward mixing of the inversion.

Manuscript 3: Leoni C., Pokorná P., Hovorka J., Masiol M., Topinka J., Zhao Y., Křůmal K., Cliff
S., Mikuška P., Hopke P. K. Source apportionment of aerosol particles at a European air
pollution hot spot using particle number size distributions and chemical composition.
Environmental Pollution, in press.

In the same European air pollution hot spot presented in the manuscript 1, a more
comprehensive study on sources identification of particles, spanning the whole size range (14
nm – 10 µm) allowed to clarify the major sources, down to nanoparticles. The methodology
employed in this study is relatively new, and it consist of applying PMF to the particle number
size distribution (NSD). It has been shown that very different size distributions are found in
different locations and times, and this can be interpreted in terms of the known sources and
the meteorological processes affecting the particles. This give confidence that an analysis of
particle size spectra should be able to determine sources of the constituent particles. PMF has
been applied generally to particle mass concentration, but recently few studies started to
apply PMF modeling on particle size spectra (Harrison et al., 2011, Beddows et al., 2015,
Masiol et al., 2017, Sowlat et al., 2016). The main element of novelty of the size spectra
analysis with PMF is the identification of sources contributing principally to particle number
and in particular the UFPs. In addition, this study not only resolves the sources that contribute
to the PNC, but also compares the NSD PMF factors with factors resolved with mass chemical
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composition. This comparison elucidated many components in common, as well as other
factors which unique to each method.
The major finding of the manuscript 3 is that the industrial source is the major source of PNC
at the receptor, confirming the conclusion of the manuscript 1. Two factors were resolved in
the ultrafine size range: industrial UFPs (28%, number mode diameter - NMD 45 nm),
industrial/fresh road traffic nanoparticles (26%, NMD 26 nm). Nevertheless, the study was not
able to make a clear separation of factor 1 nanoparticles originated from industry or road
traffic. Three factors were resolved in the accumulation size range: urban background (24%,
NMD 93 nm), coal burning (14%, volume mode diameter - VMD 0.5 μm), regional pollution
(3%, VMD 0.8 μm) and one factor in the coarse size range: industrial coarse particles/road dust
(2%, VMD 5 μm). The PMF analysis of PM0.09-1.15 revealed four factors: SIA/CC/BB (52%), road
dust (18%), sinter/steel (16%), and iron production (16%). Comparing the output of PMF
applied on NSD and chemical composition, it was found that the factors in the ultrafine size
range have a positive correlation with sinter/steel production and iron production factors.
Coal combustion factor resolved with NSD has moderate correlation with SIA/CC/BB factor.
The organic markers homohopanes correlate with coal combustion and the levoglucosan
correlates with urban background.
The manuscript 3 objective was to give further insight on the PAHs in PM1 associations with
factors, chemical markers, and other auxiliary variables. PAHs were found to be associated
with coal combustion factor, with (r2 = 0.68); PAHs showed positive correlation with Rhomopane (r2=0.88) and levoglucosan (r2 = 0.67). Nevertheless, PAHs time resolution (24
hours) is not adequate for the source apportionment. Higher time resolution is needed to
apportion the sources without ambiguity. In general, considering the previous and present
studies, various sources contribute to particulate pollution at the hotspot and to PAHs
concentration: industrial emissions of UFPs with southwesterly wind, combustion emissions
(biomass and coal) of fine particles with north-northeasterly wind. Highly resolved PAH
analysis and comparison with the WS and direction provide information on the variable impact
of industrial/combustion emissions, and consequently can elucidate the major PAHs source.

Manuscript 4: Kozáková J., Leoni C., Klán M., Hovorka J., Racek M., Ondráček J., Moravec P.,
Schwarz J. Chemical characterization of PM1-2.5 and its associations with the PM1, PM2.5-10 and
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meteorology in urban and suburban environments (submitted to Aerosol and Air Quality
Research)

The physical and chemical properties of the aerosol are highly variable in space and in time.
The size distribution varies according to the meteorological conditions and the sources at the
location. During periods of high relative humidity, fine particles, specifically from the
accumulation mode, can grow into the intermodal fraction. Conversely, coarse particles can
occur in the particle size range of less than 2.5 µm in arid, semi-arid areas, or dry conditions
(Kozáková et al., 2017). It is evident that the particle size range between 1–2.5 µm can include
both particles of fine (specifically accumulation, the tail of the fine mode) mode origins and
coarse particles formed by mechanical processes (the tail of the coarse mode, formed by
resuspended dust, sea salt, primary biological particles). A sharp division between fine and
coarse particles is not clearly defined because these two fractions overlap in the range PM12.5.

No previous study that has examined the intermodal fraction (IMF, PM1-2.5) particulate

fraction in middle latitude areas, such as Central Europe.
In all the Czech sampling locations in this study (Ostrava industrial-residential; Plesná
suburban-residential; Benatska-urban; Suchdol-suburban) the IMF accounts for 3-8% of PM10
mass. The highest mass concentration of IMF, PM1, and PM2.5-10 with Fe as the predominant
element in all fractions was measured at the Ostrava industrial-residential site. Crustal
elements were similarly distributed in the IMF and in the coarse fraction at every site. No
seasonal differences were found in Ca2+ concentrations. PM1 showed the highest SO42concentrations, especially at the suburban and urban sites in the winter.
Both PM2.5-10 and PM1 contribute to the IMF. The relative humidity (RH) is the most important
parameter that influences the IMF and the size distribution in general. Hygroscopic ions, which
account for a significant fraction of fine PM, enhance the particles growth to sizes larger than
1 µm. On the other hand, with dryer atmospheric condition, the IMF is associated to coarse
PM, composed mainly by crustal dust or resuspended road dust. This investigation on IMF at
four different locations in the Czech Republic suggests that in case of dry atmospheric
condition, the PM1 can be monitor as better representation of the PM fine fraction. On the
other hand, with higher relative humidity, the fine fraction contributes to the IMF, and the
PM2.5 can be a more representative indicator.
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4.3 Conclusion

The common denominator of this Ph.D. thesis and the manuscripts herein is: the study or the
atmospheric aerosol particle number concentration and size distribution, with attention to
the ultrafine fraction. The source apportionment is another leading thread of this work. The
source apportionment focuses on the smallest size fraction. These particles contribute more
to the NC than to the mass concentration. The manuscripts 1 and 3 identify industrial sources
as the major UFPs emitter at the hot spot. The manuscript 2 identifies UFPs at higher altitudes
in the PBL that can be related to high emission sources. The manuscript 4 identifies industrial
and combustion sources as important contributors to PM in all size fractions at the hot spot,
compared to other locations not impacted by industry.
In terms of methodology for aerosol sampling and modelling, this research work brings the
following novelties. The source impact measurement methodology presented in the
manuscript 1, combining highly time-and-space airborne and ground-level measurements,
was not applied elsewhere, and it represents a good example of an integrated measurements
that can be applied to estimate point sources of particles and the relative impact on the
surroundings. The manuscript 2 is one of the rare examples of vertical profile aerosol particle
NC and SD measurements, performed with high time and space resolution, in the lower
portion of the PBL. The methodology employed in the manuscript 3, applying PMF to the
particle NSD spectra, is relatively new: PMF has been applied typically to particle mass
concentration. The main element of novelty of the size spectra analysis with PMF is the
identification of sources contributing principally to particle number and in particular the UFPs.
In addition, manuscript 3 not only resolves the sources that contribute to the PNC, but also
compares the NSD PMF factors with factors resolved with mass chemical composition,
revealing components in common as well as unique to each method. The manuscript 4
provides a multi-location study and the same hot spot and manuscript 1 and 3 is included. The
manuscript 4 is the only study on the intermodal fraction size distribution focused on
intermodal fraction performed with Central Europe meteorological conditions.
The results presented in this research work do not enable to quantify the sources of PAHs at
the hot spot. In a previous study performed by Topinka et al. (2015) in the same hot spot, PAHs
were measured in the size segregated PM with 24 hour time resolution, and they were found
in all the PM size fractions, mostly in the upper accumulation mode (0.5–1 µm). Nevertheless,
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the observation with the SEM suggested that the accumulation mode fraction was mostly
composed of UFPs aggregates. This finding was confirmed by the manuscript 1: high
concentrations of UFPs highly enriched with PAHs were measured when downwind of the
large steelworks. Nevertheless, in manuscript 3, PAH concentrations measured with 24 hour
time resolution in PM1, showed association with organic markers relative to CC and BB
(homohopanes and levoglucosan), with low wind speed or N-NE wind direction, upwind the
metallurgy complex.
It is evident that different sources are contributing to PAH pollution at the hot spot, and it is
plausible that industrial emissions of UFPs are dominant with southwesterly wind, while
combustion emissions of BB and CC are dominant with north-northeasterly wind. The
contribution of industrially emitted UFP to the accumulation fraction especially with calm
wind conditions it is difficult to quantify. High time resolution size distribution PAHs analysis,
for example hourly resolved measurement, can give further insight on their sources. Highly
resolved PAH analysis, compared with the WS and direction, provide information on the
variable impact of industrial/combustion emissions, and consequently can quantify their
sources with precision.
The concentrations of benzo[a]pyrene in all the air quality sampling stations in Ostrava remain
the highest in all of the Czech Republic and the limit of 1 ng/m3/year in PM10 is exceeded every
year (CHMI, 2017). These pollution levels give rise to severe concerns regarding health risks.
Effective air quality policies call for action and cooperation at European, national and local
levels, extending across most economic sectors. International and national policies to
incentivize cleaner technologies for industry and cleaner fuel types for domestic heating are
needed and the source apportionment can facilitate the targeting of the policies.
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ABSTRACT: Industrial particulate matter (PM) air pollution
exposing nearby residential areas forms several European air pollution
hot-spots. One of these hot-spot is the residential district of Ostrava
Radvanice-Bartovice with frequent exceedances for PM and benzo[a]pyrene B[a]P, a carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) of MW > 228 amu. Such PAHs are highly bonded to the
ultraﬁne particles (UFPs), the smallest PM size fraction, which
deposits most eﬃciently in the alveolar region of human lungs.
Airborne measurements identiﬁed UFP point sources in the adjacent
metallurgical complex and mapped limited horizontal and vertical
dispersion of industrial plumes enriched with UFPs (3.2 × 105cm−3).
The plumes, episodes of simultaneous peaks of UFPs (1.4 ×
105cm−3), SO2 (88.2 ppb), and CO (11.3 ppm), were recorded on the ground downwind in the residential district when wind
speeds >1 ms−1. In the plumes, UFPs were mostly 19−44 nm in diameter, enriched with PAHs/B[a]P up to 43.8/3.5 mg·g−1.
Electron microscopy showed that these plume UFPs were mostly agglomerates of spherules of 30−50 nm in diameter. These
source impact measurements, that combine airborne and ground-level measurements, are applicable to clearly identify speciﬁc
industrial air pollution sources and provide information to assess their possible impact to human health in similar hot-spots
worldwide.

■

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, studies of the atmospheric aerosol have
acquired major importance due to the relevance to climate and
to human health. The adverse health eﬀects of aerosol particles
have been demonstrated by toxicological and epidemiological
studies.1,2 Atmospheric particles include also ultraﬁne particles
(UFPs). The UFPs are the smallest aerosol particles in the
atmosphere, with an aerodynamic diameter (dae) of approximately <0.150 nm. The high particle number concentration in
the air and the high lung deposition eﬃciency make UFPs
particularly hazardous to human health.3
The UFPs can be either directly emitted from the
combustion processes (primary particles) or formed by
nucleation from precursor vapors (secondary particles).
Emissions of stationary combustion sources such as industrial
stack plumes can contain a high UFPs number. Depending on
the plume characteristics and the meteorological conditions, the
particles can be spread from the stack to the nearby areas.
Studies performed at a receptor site in the vicinity of industrial
plants have observed the presence of UFPs when downwind
from the emission source.4−6 The UFPs concentration and the
size distribution evolve very quickly once emitted into the
atmosphere, inﬂuenced by numerous parameters: meteorology
(wind speed/direction, boundary layer height) concentration of
precursor gases (SO2 and NOx) and concentration of preexisting particles.7 The fast changes and the transient nature of
© XXXX American Chemical Society

the plumes require high time-resolved measurements, which
can reveal short pollution events in the atmosphere.
Evidence now shows that UFPs carry considerable amount of
toxics, and also polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).3,8−10
PAHs are persistent organic pollutants originated from the
incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and wood, and they have
been associated with respiratory diseases and cancer.11,12 PAHs
are present in various size fractions in the particulate matter.
Close to the emission source the PAHs’ mass size distribution
peaks in the ultraﬁne (<150 nm dae) and accumulation (0.1−1
μm dae) size ranges.13
The Ostrava region (Czech Republic) is known as a
European air pollution hot-spot.14−18 Coal combustion and
metallurgic activities are the main sources of PM in
Ostrava.17,18 In the recent CAFE (Clean Air For Europe)
study by the European Commission, life expectancy in the
Ostrava region was estimated to be reduced by 12−36 months
due to the air pollution.19 In the residential district of OstravaRadvanice and Bartovice the PM10 annual limits have been
exceeded every year since 2000 and the benzo[a]pyrene
concentration in the PM10 is ten times higher than the EU
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Figure 1. Upper left: Czech Republic with Ostrava city position. Bottom left: Campaign average windrose, calm wind data (WS < 1 m·s−1) are not
included. Right: Ostrava-Radvanice and Bartovice district (green line) with the ground sampling station and the airship launch site, the metallurgy
complex to the southwest (red dashed line). The blue line rectangle and the mark scale correspond to the ﬂying corridors above the metallurgy
complex and the nearby freeway.

limits.20 In a previous study carried out in the same locality in
2012 by Topinka et al., 7 carcinogenic PAHs were measured in
size-segregated aerosol on a daily basis. PAHs were found in all
the PM size fractions, mostly in the upper accumulation mode
(0.5−1 μm dae).10 According to scanning electron microscopy,
the accumulation mode fraction was also composed of
agglomerates of UFPs. PAHs might be primarily emitted in
the ultraﬁne size range, and then enrich the ﬁne fraction via
coagulation. Information is missing on the PAHs size
distribution and evolution in the atmosphere, and the process
that governs the PAHs distribution in the diﬀerent PM size
fractions is still unclear.
This paper analyzes the temporal variability of UFPs
concentration/size distribution and the enrichment with high
molecular mass PAHs during a monthly winter sampling
campaign in Ostrava-Radvanice and Bartovice. The aim of this
paper is to disclose the main sources of UFPs and to identify
particle sizes the most enriched with PAHs within the UFPs
range. Also, this study complements our previous source
apportionment studies of size segregated aerosol particles in the
same location.17,18

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Site Description. The measurements were performed from
the 5th of February to the 7th of March 2014 in the residential
district of Ostrava-Radvanice and Bartovice (Figure 1). The
district has 6800 inhabitants and is situated in the southwest
part of the city of Ostrava. Ground measurements were
conducted using a mobile sampling station, located in a private
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garden (49.811044° N, 18.337858° E). The nearest crossroad,
about 100 m from the receptor site, had moderate vehicular
traﬃc (<10 thousand vehicles/day), while a freeway (15−25
thousand vehicles/day) is located 1 km to the southwest.21 A
large iron and steel factory is located 1.5 km southwest of the
station. The factory consists of an integrating plant with a liquid
phase (coke oven, sintering plant and blast furnace) and a steel
plant. It has an annual production of 3 million tons of steel. The
airship launch site is situated 1.3 km south of the sampling
station (Figure 1).
Airborne Measurements. An unmanned, remotely
controlled airship with GPS 1 Hz position tracking, electrically
powered with propulsion vectoring which allows an average
cruising airspeed of 5 m.s−1 was used. The precision of the
airship position tracking was 5−10 m vertically and about 5−8
m horizontally. The airship was equipped with a specially
designed gondola carrying a lightweight sampler for sizesegregated aerosols,17 a temperature sensor (111DL, Voltcraft),
a laser nephelometer (DustTrak DRX-8533, TSI Inc.), and two
condensation nuclei counters (P-trak 8525, TSI Inc.). The
nephelometer was used to measure the mass concentration of
coarse aerosol particles (PM10−PM1). Each of the counters was
equipped with Particle Size Selector - PSS (model 376060. TSI
Inc.) at the aerosol inlet. The PSS segregates aerosol particles
by diﬀusional trapping on ﬁne-mesh screen. Since smaller
particles diﬀuse faster than larger ones, penetration of smaller
particles through the screen is lower than for large particles and
higher number of the screens determines larger diameter of
eﬀectively penetrating particle. The ﬁrst PSS housing holds
DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.6b02304
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seven screens which raises the smallest detectable particle
diameter to about 100 nm while there were no screens at the
second PSS housing. Therefore, the ﬁrst counter detects
particles within the diameter range of 100−1000 nm while the
second detects particles within the diameter range of 20−1000
nm. The particle number concentrations (PNC) within the
diameter range of 20−100 nm are obtained by the diﬀerence.
The temperature sensor and the entire aerosol monitors
acquired 1 Hz data. The monitors were connected to 50 cm
long preheated (50 °C) inlet, which assures sampling above a
dew point and prevents inlet clogging by cloudwater. Eﬀective
temperature of sampled air was about 40 °C, which dries
aerosol to 5−11% RH depending on ambient air RH and T.
The airship ﬂew above the industrial area and residential district
in the nights and early mornings on February 26th, 27th, and
28th.
Ground Measurements. The following parameters were
recorded with 5 min integration time at the station: particle
number size distributions within the size ranges 14−730 nm
and 0.523−10 μm by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
(SMPS-3936L25, TSI Inc.) and an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer
(APS-3321, TSI Inc.) respectively; wind speed − WS and wind
direction − WD (WindSonic, Gill Instruments Ltd.); temperature − T (Comet 200−80/E); precipitation by disdrometer
(Laser Precipitation Monitor, Thies); CO, NO2, NO, O3, SO2,
CH4 and nonmethane hydrocarbons − NMHC were measured
by automatic monitors (Horiba-360 series). Also, 24h samples
of UFPs were collected on the backup ﬁlter (PTFE, 37 mm,
R2PJ037, Pall) of an 8 stage Davis Rotating-drum Uniformsize-cut Monitor −8DRUM (DELTA Group, UC-Davis).
Instruments for online and oﬀ-line aerosol analysis were
sheltered in the station and equilibrated to 25 °C, which dried
aerosol to 13−19% RH depending on ambient air RH and T.
The mass concentrations of the UFPs were determined with
microanalytical balance (Mettler Toledo M5) at 50% RH.
There were 28 samples of UFPs collected during the campaign.
UFPs Analysis for PAHs and Microscopy. The UFPs
collected at the backup ﬁlter of the 8DRUM were analyzed for
eight carcinogenic PAHs, listed in the 16 PAHs of the US-EPA
method 610. They were chrysene - CHRY, benzo[b]ﬂuoranthene - B[b]F, benzo[k]ﬂuoranthene - B[k]F, benzo[a]pyrene - B[a]P, benz[a]anthracene - B[a]A, dibenz[a,h]anthracene - DB[ah]A, benzo[g,h,i]perylene - B[ghi]P and
indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene - I[cd]P. The whole ﬁlters were
extracted using an ASE 200 System (Dionex, Voisins-leBretonneux) with a mixture of hexane and acetone (3:1).22
Three extraction cycles were performed at 150 °C and 10.3
MPa, the sample extracts were then concentrated in nitrogen
and directly injected into a gas chromatograph coupled with
mass spectrometry detector (GC-MS; 456-GC, SCION SQ
mass detector, Bruker). The analysis was calibrated using the
certiﬁed analytical standard mixture PAH MIX−9 (Dr.
Ehrenstorfer GmbH) with octaﬂuoronaphthalene (SigmaAldrich) as an internal standard.
To visualize aerosol particles at the backup ﬁlters, the PTFE
membrane was cut from the holding ring with stainless steel
tools and coated with Pt/Pd layer sputter coater (Cressington,
208HR). The particles were viewed with a scanning electron
microscope, SEM (Hitachi SU8010) at magniﬁcations up to
105 times.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Meteorological Conditions. Winter was mild, with an
average T of 5 °C and average RH of 76%. High-pressure and
low cloudiness dominated, though there were also seven
precipitation events. The longest rain occurred for 9 h on the
10th of February and one snow event occurred in the morning
of the 12th of February. The precipitation periods accounted
for about 5.5% of the campaign (SI Figure S1). Calm winds
(WS < 1 m.s−1) accounted for 50% of the campaign. Out of the
calm wind periods, winds from the third quadrant of the
windrose were the most frequent (32% of the campaign) and
they had the highest WS of 5 m.s−1 (avg. 2.1 m·s−1) (Figure 1,
left bottom). During this period the mobile station was
downwind from the metallurgical complex, which is located to
the southwest. The northeast wind was the second most
frequent (10% of the campaign), with an average WS of 1.6 m·
s−1 (Figure 1, left-bottom).
Airborne Measurements. The ﬁrst airship ﬂying sequence
was conducted in a north−south direction right above the
freeway situated eastwards of the metallurgical complex. The
airship started at 90 m above ground level following precisely
the scale (Figure 1), kept a constant ﬂight level until the end of
the scale, then climbed about 50 m and repeated the same
ﬂying sequence at higher ﬂight levels up to 250 m above the
ground (Figure 2, SI Figure S2). Vertical temperature proﬁle of

Figure 2. Vertical proﬁle within atmospheric boundary layer of
temperature (left) and UFPs number concentrations at the scale
distances above the freeway near the metallurgical complex (right).
The height indicates the vertical distance above the ground.
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atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) was rather neutral and no
temperature inversion within the ABL height from 70 m and
higher was recorded (Figure 2 left). Nevertheless, the upward
vertical dispersion of UFPs (105·cm−3) from point source,
located at 1500 m of the scale distance (Figure 1), was limited
to the height of 170 m (Figure 2 right). Upward vertical
dispersion of coarse aerosol (100 μg.m−3) exhibited a similar
pattern (SI Figure S2).
The second ﬂying sequence was conducted aloft the
metallurgical complex and the nearby areas. Due to technical
and safety reasons, it was not possible to perform vertical scans
so just horizontal scans at fairly constant ﬂight level of 480 m
(240 m above the ground) were conducted. The majority of the
measured UFPs number concentrations, white circles of the
airship tracks (Figure 3), were below UFPs median value (104·
cm−3) recorded by ground measurements during the oﬀ-plume
periods (SI Table S2). This agrees with limited upward
pollutant vertical dispersion from ground-based sources at the
DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.6b02304
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Figure 3. Aerial view of airship ﬂight tracks at ﬂight level 480 m (240 m above the ground) marked with UFPs number concentrations aloft the
metallurgical complex and neighborhood areas (left) and detailed view of the tracks aloft the metallurgical complex (right) also indicating potential
UFPs sources by red circles (with number 1 and 2).

locality to a rather high ﬂight level as revealed by vertical scans
(Figure 2 and SI Figure S2). UFPs values in a range 104−2 ×
104·cm−3, magenta circles of the airship tracks, were recorded
out of the metallurgical complex and may indicate UFPs
emissions from nearby crossroads and a freeway directed in a
west-east direction at the bottom of shallow valley (Figure 3
left).
Nevertheless, UFPs number concentrations higher than 2.4
× 105·cm−3 were recorded in very narrow area above the
metallurgical complex, indicating limited horizontal UFPs
dispersion from various industrial technologies. Disclosed
pollutant sources are marked with red circles (Figure 3 right).
Red circle 1, marks twin 80 m tall chimneys of the dedusting
unit of the sinter plant, a dominant UFPs source at the
metallurgical complex, which matches with our previous source
apportionment studies.17,18 The sinter plant is a production
plant for the sintering of coke, iron ore, limestone and other
ores used for the preparation of charging material for the blast
furnace. Downwind of the twin chimney, the UFPs increase
more than ten times up to a value of 3.2 × 105·cm−3, whereas
several 10ths of a meters upwind of the chimney, the UFPs
concentration drops to the campaign median recorded at the
receptor site (Figure 3 right). Red circle 2 marks the 120 m tall
chimney of the sintering plant, which apparently does not
produce UFPs. This contrasts with very high concentrations of
coarse aerosol particles (256 μ·gm−3) recorded close by this
chimney and downwind (SI Figure S3) and therefore, unlike in
the case of UFPs, this chimney is revealed as a strong source of
coarse aerosol particles.
Ground Measurements. During the downwind period and
WS > 1 ms−1, coincident peaks of UFPs number, CO and SO2
concentrations were frequently registered (Figure 4, SI Figure
S4). Peak durations varied from 30 min up to several hours (SI
Table S1), and occurred for 42% of the downwind period (16%
of the campaign). During the peaks, UFPs number concentrations suddenly increased and were always higher than 2 ×
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104·cm−3 (median 2.4 × 104·cm−3, max. 1.4 × 105·cm−3) and
CO and SO2 concentration medians were 0.9 ppm and 6.2 ppb
(SI Table S2). Since the pollutant peaks were always observed
when the station was downwind of the metallurgical complex
(southwestern WD), and elevated UFPs concentrations at the
sites close to industry indicates an industrial plume,4−6 we
deﬁne these pollutant episodes as plume period. Conversely,
during the oﬀ-plume period the pollutants peaks coincidence
was scarce (SI Figure S5), the UFPs numbers were <2 × 104·
cm−3the median concentrations of UFPs, CO and SO2 were 1.0
× 104·cm−3, 0.4 ppm, and 1.8 ppb respectively (SI Table S2).
The oﬀ-plume period (72% of the campaign) was characterized
mainly by calm winds (55%), or a north−northeast wind
direction (17%) (SI Figure S5). Also, there was an intermediate
period between plume and oﬀ-plume (12% of the campaign),
characterized by rather high median concentrations of UFP
numbers (2.2 × 104·cm−3) and CO (0.9 ppm), but low SO2
(2.5 ppb). Calm winds and missing SO2 peaks diﬀerentiate the
most the intermediate and plume periods. The intermediate
periods may precede (SI Figure S4) or follow (Figure 4) the
plume periods, so UFPs during the intermediate period may
partially originate from industry but are transported by
turbulent diﬀusion rather than by convection.
Also, coincident peaks of UFPs number, NO (50−100
μg.m−3), occasionally CO (>1 ppm), but not SO2 concentrations were registered during the intermediate period. These
peaks are exclusively observed early morning on weekdays
(Figure 4 and SI Figure S8) and can be apportioned to traﬃc.
This agrees with elevated UFPs number concentrations about 2
× 104·cm−3 recorded by airship at height 240 m above the
crossroads (Figure 2).
Particle number size distributions remarkably diﬀer between
plume and oﬀ-plume periods (Figure 5 left). While the oﬀplume average number size distribution was bimodal with peaks
at 25 and 100 nm (Figure 5 left), the plume average
distribution is monomodal (Figure 5 left). Subtracting the
DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.6b02304
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Figure 4. Top: time series of wind speed and direction, frame marks WD sector downwind from the metallurgy complex. In the middle: dynamics of
particle number size distribution and the UFPs number concentrations. The bottom: time series of CO, SO2, and coarse particle mass
concentrations.

Figure 5. Aerosol particle number size distributions averages for plume (1327 scans), oﬀ-plume (6033 scans) and intermediate (971 scans) periods
(left) and calculated for industrial UFPs (right).

oﬀ-plume from the plume size distribution results in
monomodal average distribution attributable solely to industrial
UFPs (Figure 5 right). Assuming log-normality of this
industrial UFP size distribution,23 then location and scale of
the distribution are count median diameterCMD = 29.5 nm
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and geometric standard deviation, σg = 1.51 respectively, and
about 70% of industrial UFPs have diameter in the size range of
19−44 nm. This matches with particle diameters of 10−30 nm
downwind from large steel complex,4 about 35 nm in industrial
plumes,5 or 32−56 nm emitted by an iron foundry.24
DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.6b02304
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Figure 6. SEM images of aggregates of primary particles collected on ﬁbers of the back-up PTFE ﬁlter at magniﬁcation 3 × 103 (left) and on a single
ﬁber at magniﬁcation 105 (right), which shows the aggregates constituted by spherules <50 nm in diameter (sampled on 7.02.2014).

The SEM images of UFPs on backup ﬁlter show numerous
particles trapped on PTFE ﬁlter ﬁbers (Figure 6. left) and
reveal these are predominantly agglomerates of the primary
spherules 30−50 nm in diameter (Figure 6 right). Also, there
are neither chains nor aggregates of particles smaller than 19
nm in diameter, the spherules are easily distinguished and no
considerable coating is evident, which conﬁrms the spherules
primary origin.29 Those observations are in accordance with
online measurements.
Detailed information on particulate and gaseous air
components during the plume provide additional arguments
for why industrial plumes originate at the metallurgical complex
nearby. First, UFPs have short residence due to coagulation.23
Within 12 min, when plume travels between source and
receptor (1.5 km, WS 2.1 m.s−1), initial concentration of
industrial UFPs (CMD = 29.5 nm) (3.2 × 105·cm−3) decreased
by 18% due to self-coagulation30 and by 9% due to coagulation
with ambient aerosol particles31 ∼ 100 nm in diameter (Figure
5 left). Second, we did not observe new particle formation
events followed by a condensational particle growth at the site.
Therefore, the elevated UFPs concentration is due to primary
emissions and secondary UFPs are of minor importance. Third,
the anticorrelation between O3 and the NOx (SI Figure S7) is
typical for fresh plumes of local origin, where the primary
pollutants in the plume consume O3.5
Besides the UFPs, the plume episodes were often
accompanied by about four times higher mass concentrations
of coarse particles (1−10 μm dae) than during the oﬀ-plume (SI
Table S2). The average mass size distribution of coarse particles
has a peak at 7 μm, more prominent in the plume than in the
oﬀ-plume period (SI Figure S6). This agrees with a mass size
distribution peaking at 6 μm of Fe-rich particles in Port
Talbot.25 Similarly to UFPs number size distributions, the
coarse particle peaks coincided with CO and SO2 peaks, with
southwestern WD and with WS > 1 m.s−1. The plume-driven
coarse particles contribute about 35% to the campaign median
of coarse particle mass despite the fact that the plume lasts for
12% of the campaign.
Carcinogenic PAHs in Ultraﬁne Particles. In general, the
PAHs are distributed in the atmosphere within the gaseous and
particulate phase reﬂecting vapor pressure of individual PAH,
atmospheric temperature, pressure and water vapor. Since the 8
carcinogenic PAHs analyzed have the vapor pressure <2.8 ×
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10−5 Pa, they are predominantly bonded to the particulate
phase.26,27
The PAHs concentration in UFPs varied daily over a wide
range, from 0.15 to 19.9 ng.m−3, with a campaign average of 6.2
± 5.1 ng.m−3 (SI Table S1). The UFPs were highly enriched
with PAHs, on average 2.1 mg·g−1, which agrees with 0.9 mg·
g−1 of 7 carcinogenic PAHs in the quasi-ultraﬁne particles (dae
< 170 nm) sampled at the same location in 2012.10 The
enrichment of UFPs by PAHs was on average 2.9 mg·g−1
during the plume, while 0.9 mg·g −1 oﬀ the plume.
Proportionalities of individual PAHs in UFPs decreased as
their MWs increased and did not signiﬁcantly diﬀer between
the plumes and oﬀ-plumes. On average, both CHRY and B[a]A
formed about 30% and B[a]P about 8% of PAHs in UFPs (SI
Figure S9) and the ratios B[a]A/CHRY and I[cd]P/B[ghi]P
were 1.03 ± 0.24 and 0.81 ± 0.08, indicating coke/coal
combustion and metallurgy, respectively.32 Additionally, during
the plume, PAHs enrichment in the UFPs (y in mg·g−1)
increases signiﬁcantly (r2 = 0.75, n = 17) with relative mass (x
%) of the industrial particles 19−44 nm in diameter, identiﬁed
by online measurements (Figure 7). One data point, the ninth
of February, was excluded from the linear regression in Figure 7
because there was a 9 h rain event causing very low UFPs mass
(SI Figure S1). On the other hand, by erasing the data point of
the 15th February, the slope of the linear regression remains
unchanged (y = 45.6x −0.98) while the tightness increases
signiﬁcantly (r2 = 0.88). Unfortunately, we could not well
justify erasing the 15th February data point.
Such a tight linear regression enables us to predict the UFPs
enrichment by PAHs/B[a]P up to 43.8/3.5 mg·g−1 if composed
exclusively of industrial particles in diameter 19−44 nm.
This study agrees with results of our 2012 study in this
European air quality hotspot,17,18 and clearly identiﬁes
industrial sources of UFPs. Additionally, the study reveals
that elevated carcinogenic PAHs concentrations at the hot-spot
are caused by industrial particles of 19−44 nm enriched up to
4.5% of mass with carcinogenic PAHs. This also help to assess
better industrial UFPs possible impact to human health, since
particles of 20−40 nm in diameter exhibit twice the deposition
eﬃciency in pulmonary alveoli than other UFPs.28
Recent review article,7 analyzing the current state-of-theknowledge on the physical and chemical properties of PM2.5,
PM1 and in particular UFPs, observed in the vicinity of
industrial activities, clearly demonstrates the need of new
DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.6b02304
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periods. Figure S6 depicts the period averages for coarse
particle mass size distribution. Figure S7 is linear
regression between O3 and NOx for plume period,
Figure S8 shows time series of UFP and NO for oﬀplume period, Figure S9 are pie charts of concentrations
of individual PAHs for plume and oﬀ-plume periods.
Tables summarize for plume, oﬀ-plume and intermediate
periods: the period durations and ambient air PAHs
concentrations (Table S1), basic statistics of UFP
number and coarse particle mass, CO and SO 2
concentrations (Table S2) (PDF)
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methodologies development. These methodologies have to
focus on the particle size, one of the main factors and
deposition of plumes, and utilize an integrated measurement
strategy combining high-time-resolution instruments with ﬁlter
collections and are capable to facilitate the direct observation of
the industrial plumes. Presented methodology of source impact
measurements, that combines highly time-and-space airborne
and ground-level measurements, is good example of such
integrated measurements and is applicable to clearly identify
speciﬁc industrial PAH sources in hot-spots, similar to one
investigated in this study. According to the recent studies, the
hot-spots are harbor cities like Hamilton in Canada,33 where
diﬀerences in PAH ratios in urban air down/up wind of the
industry were discussed but did not reveal speciﬁc industrial
sources, Conception city in Chile,34 where steel industry
contribution was also considered, but its quantiﬁcation was
rather vague, Taranto in Italy,35 where industrial emissions were
also found as the main source of PAHs but speciﬁc sources
contribution was not resolved, and also in Gipuzkoa territory in
Spain,36 group of small towns with high levels of industrial
activity, where the main origin of PAH may be industrial
processes but speciﬁc sources were not resolved yet. Nevertheless, the main areas of our methodology application to better
resolve industrial PAH sources in an urban airshed close to
industry are in rapidly developing countries in industrial central
India,37 Tangshan38 and six industrial cities in Northeast
Region39 in China.
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# = power outage
Date
5-Feb*
6-Feb+
7-Feb
8-Feb
9-Feb
10-Feb
11-Feb
12-Feb
13-Feb
14-Feb
15-Feb
16-Feb
17-Feb
18-Feb
19-Feb
20-Feb
21-Feb
22-Feb
23-Feb
24-Feb
25-Feb
26-Feb#
27-Feb
28-Feb
1-Mar
2-Mar
3-Mar#
4-Mar#
5-Mar
6-Mar
Total

Plume
hh:min

Off plume
hh:min

Intermediate
hh:min

PAHs
mg/g

PAHs
ng/m3

11:45
5:20
9:55
7:40
3:50
5:30
5:40
0:45
3:05
0:30
8:05
9:45
4:20
5:35
4:45
3:55
11:45

16:30
11:10
10:45
16:05
14:40
17:30
16:30
16:40
15:45
20:20
15:35
10:30
14:20
13:20
12:05
16:20
11:30
23:55
20:15
19:45
20:50
17:05
19:10
19:25
22:15
20:10
14:35
13:20
23:45
20:25
21 days 00:30

5:40
8:35
2:20
0:10
1:15
1:05
1:15
6:35
5:10
3:10
0:20
3:45
5:20
5:05
7:10
2:50
1:40
0:05
3:45
4:15
3:10
4:40
3:55
0:40
0:50
0:45

-

0.7
16.1
4.9
0.1
7.5
4.1
5.2
7.1
2.2
19.9
2.6
1.7
2.9
5.5
8.9
10.9
1.6
9.0
5.6
6.9
7.1
13.9
1.2
4.9
2.5
16.6
2.3
0.9
0.7
Mean 6.2+5.1

4:25
4:00

04 days 14:35

0:15

03 days 11:45
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0.1
7.9
5.8
0.2
12.7
4.2
3.1
1.3
0.4
7.3
0.8
0.4
0.6
1.8
1.5
3.2
0.3
0.9
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.9
0.3
0.9
0.4
2.3
0.5
0.2
0.1
Mean 2.1+2.9
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Table S2. Statistics of UFPs number and coarse particle mass concentrations, CO and SO2 and

62

concentrations. The plume, off-plume and intermediate periods accounted for 16%, 72%, and 12%

63

of the campaign time respectively.
Plume
UFPs

CO

Off-plume

SO2

Coarse

UFPs

-3

CO

Intermediate

SO2

Coarse

UFPs

-3

CO

SO2

Coarse

10 ∙cm

ppm

ppb

µg.m

10 ∙cm

ppm

ppb

µg.m

10 ∙cm

ppm

ppb

µg.m-3

Mean

2.7

1.4

12

37

1

0.5

2.7

8.7

2.3

0.9±

3.6

22.1

±SD

±1.4

±1.3 ±12.3

±34

±0.4

±0.3

±2.8

±7.6

±0.6

0.6

±3.1

±17.5

Max

14.3

11.3

88.2

403.1

2

5.7

35.6

89.6

7.6

8

29.1

153.4

Median

4

-3

4

-3

4

-3

2.4

0.9

6.2

28.2

1

0.4

1.8

6.7

2.2

0.9

2.5

16.3

th

3.3

2

15.5

47.9

1.3

0.7

3.3

10.3

2.6

1.2

4

29.5

25th

1.8

0.5

3.3

15.1

0.6

0.3

1.2

4.3

1.9

0.5

1.8
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Abstract. Atmospheric aerosol is an omnipresent component of the Earth atmosphere. Aerosol
particle of diameters < 100 nm or > 1 μm defines ultrafine or coarse aerosol particles,
respectively. Aerosol particle concentrations within the planetary boundary layer - PBL are
measured at the ground level while their vertical profiles in the PBL are usually estimated by
modelling. The aim of this study was to construct vertical concentration profiles of ultrafine
and coarse aerosol particles from airborne and ground measurements conducted in an urban
airshed. Airborne measurements were done by an unmanned airship, remotely controlled with
GPS 10 Hz position tracking, and electrically powered with propulsion vectoring, which allows
average cruising speed of 6 m.s-1. The airship carried three aerosol monitors and a temperature
sensor. The monitors acquired 1 Hz data on mass concentration of coarse and number
concentration of ultrafine particles. Four flight sequences were conducted on the 2nd of March
2014 above Plesna village, up-wind suburb of Ostrava in the Moravian-Silesian region of the
Czech Republic. The region is a European air pollution hot-spot. Repeated flights were carried
out in several height levels up to 570 m above ground level - a.g.l. Early morning flight
revealed a temperature inversion in the PBL up to 70 m a.g.l. This lead to coarse particle
concentrations of 50 μgm-3 below the inversion layer and 10 μgm-3 above it. Concurrently, air
masses at 90-120 m a.g.l. were enriched with ultrafine particles up to 2.5x104 cm-3, which may
indicate a fanning plume from a distant emission source with high emission height. During the
course of the day, concentrations of ultrafine and coarse particle gradually decreased.
Nevertheless, a sudden increase of ultrafine particle concentrations up to 3.7x104 cm-3 was
registered at 400 m a.g.l. at noon and also after a lag of 20 min at the ground. This may
indicate formation of new aerosol particles at higher altitudes, which are then transported
downward by evolved convective mixing. Detailed information acquired by the airship
measurements allow us to better understand processes resulting in the increase of aerosol
particle concentrations at ground level in urban air.

1. Introduction
The planetary boundary layer - PBL, the lowest part of the troposphere, is influenced by the exchange
of heat, water vapour, trace gases and aerosol particles with the Earth surface [1]. Surface heating
produces a turbulent, well-mixed PBL during the day, while surface cooling after sunset may lead to a
temperature inversion which causes the PBL stratification. Key constituent of the PBL is atmospheric
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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aerosol, a colloid originating from natural and anthropogenic sources. While natural aerosol sources
prevail over the anthropogenic ones at remote locations or open troposphere [2], anthropogenic
sources dominate in urban environment. Additionally, temperature inversion in the PBL prevents
mixing of the anthropogenic aerosol with the free troposphere. Therefore, knowing the atmospheric
aerosol distribution within the PBL at urban microscale is important for human exposure assessment.
Unmanned aerial systems offer advantages as research platforms because of the possibility to
investigate atmospheric parameters at small scale and low altitudes. Airships have the possibility to fly
with low cruising speed at constant heights, with minimal logistic requirements and lower costs
compared to the aircrafts [3, 4, 5, 6]. Also, compared to drones, airships can carry heavier payload [7].
This work presents and discusses airborne and ground-based measurement of the aerosol particles
concentration, performed in March 2014 in a suburb of Ostrava, Czech Republic. This city is known
as a European air pollution hot-spot [8, 9, 10]. The aim of this study was to construct vertical
concentration profiles of size-segregated aerosol particles from airborne and ground measurements
conducted in this urban air pollution hot-spot.
2. Methods
The measurements were performed in Ostrava city suburb Plesna (Figure 1) mainly composed of
family houses. The suburb is relatively far from any direct industrial and/or traffic pollution. The
airborne measurements were realized with an unmanned airship, remotely controlled with GPS 10 Hz
position tracking and electrically powered with propulsion vectoring, which allows average cruising
speed of 6 m.s-1. The precision of the airship position tracking was 5 – 10 m vertically and 5–8 m
horizontally. The scientific payload was composed of a laser nephelometer (DustTrak DRX-8533, TSI
Inc.), two condensation nuclei counters (P-track 8525, TSI Inc.), and temperature sensor (111DL,
Voltcraft). The nephelometer measured the mass concentration of coarse aerosol particles. Each of the
counters was equipped with Particle Size Selector - PSS (model 376060. TSI Inc.) at the aerosol inlet
but with different adjustments. The first PSS housing holds 7 screens, which raises the smallest
detectable particle size limits to about 100 nm while there were no screens at the second PSS housing.

Figure 1. Aerial view of Plesna village, Ostrava city suburb, indicating the fixed site and the
airship launch site; the scale bar shows the distances in meters of the airship-flying track
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Therefore, the first counter detects particles within the size range of 100 – 1000 nm while the
second within the size range of 20 - 1000 nm. The particle number concentrations - PNC within the
ultrafine size range 20 – 100 nm are obtained by the difference of the first and second counter. The
temperature sensor and also aerosol monitors acquired 1 Hz data. Concurrent ground measurements
were conducted at fixed site (49°51'57.31"N, 18° 7'55.52"E, 290 m altitude), approximately 300 m far
from the airship launch site (Figure 1). Five minute integrates of particle number concentrations and
size distribution in size range 14 – 10000 nm were measured by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
(SMPS model 3936L75, TSI Inc.) and an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS-3321, TSI Inc.).
Meteorological parameters (wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity and temperature) were also
recorded.
3. Results and discussions
Four flights were conducted: 1st at 06:40-7:50, 2nd at 8:13-9:40, 3rd at 9:55-11:11 and 4th at 11:2512:19. During the first flight in the early morning, two temperature inversion layers were observed
(Figure 2, left). The first was formed up to 70 m a.g.l. while the second reached heights 180-230 m
a.g.l. Coarse aerosol mass concentrations 20-50 μgm-3 below the first inversion layer reflected coarse
aerosol sources on the ground, also indicated by the elevated coarse particle concentration recorded at
the fixed site on the ground (Figure 5, top). Above the first inversion layer, the concentration dropped
to less than 10 μgm-3 (Figure 2, right). In contrast to coarse particles, ultrafine particle number
concentrations were very high, up to 2.5x104 cm-3, at heights 90-120 m a.g.l., which may indicate a
fanning plume from a distant emission source with a high emission height (Figure 3, right).

Figure 2. The PBL vertical profile of temperature (left) and coarse particle concentrations at the scale
distances above Plesna village (right) during the 1st flight, 06:40-7:50
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Figure 3. The PBL vertical profile of temperature (left) and ultrafine particle concentrations (right) at
the scale distances above Plesna village during the 1st flight, 06:40-7:50

Figure 4. The PBL vertical profile of temperature (left) and ultrafine particle concentrations (right)
at the scale distances above Plesna village. 4. Flight, 11:25-12:19
During the second flight, temperature inversion layer was observed only at heights 150-280 m a.g.l.
as a consequence of surface heating. There were concentrations of coarse particle mass up to 39 μgm-3
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and number of ultrafine particles up to 20x104 cm-3 recorded in this layer. During the third and fourth
flights, the inversion disappeared due to the heating of the Earth’s surface. Air masses can vertically
mix and the concentration of both coarse and nanoparticles in the PBL decreased. Nevertheless, sharp
increase in number concentrations of ultrafine particles up to 3.7x104 cm-3 was recorded at heights of
380-400 meters a.g.l. (Figure 4, right) during the descending flight of the airship at 12:00:23-12:00:47.
After a delay of 20 minutes, at 12:20-12:50, there was also a sudden increase of ultrafine particles
concentration 1.5-2x104 cm-3 observed at fixed site on the ground (Figure 5, bottom). This may
indicate the process of formation of new particles occurring at higher altitude, which are subsequently
transported downward by enhanced convective mixing and registered on the ground. Similar
spatial/temporal dynamic of the PBL were observed in Melpitz, Germany [11].

Figure 5. Contour graphs of the temporal variation of aerosol size distribution for mass (top, size
range 0.5-10 m) and for number (bottom, size range 14-732 nm), and ultrafine particle number
concentration registered at the fixed site
4. Conclusions
Dynamics of vertical profiles for temperature, coarse and ultrafine aerosol particle concentration in the
PBL in microenvironment of urban airshed was revealed by measurements with an unmanned airship.
Early morning, temperature stratification of the PBL caused coarse particles to be accumulated below
the inversion layer while ultrafine particles, emitted from distant source with high emission height,
were trapped at heights 90-120 m a.g.l. During the course of day, the PBL stratification ceased and
gradually evolved turbulent mixing led to a downward transport of ultrafine particles newly formed in
higher elevations. Detailed information allows us to understand processes and apportion sources of
aerosol particles in ground level in the urban micro environment and unmanned airship seems to be an
optimal platform for airborne measurements.
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Ostrava in the Moravian-Silesian region (Czech Republic) is a European air pollution hot spot for airborne
particulate matter (PM), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and ultraﬁne particles (UFPs). Air
pollution source apportionment is essential for implementation of successful abatement strategies. UFPs
or nanoparticles of diameter <100 nm exhibit the highest deposition efﬁciency in human lungs. To
permit apportionment of PM sources at the hot-spot including nanoparticles, Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) was applied to highly time resolved particle number size distributions (NSD, 14 nm-10 mm)
and PM0.09-1.15 chemical composition. Diurnal patterns, meteorological variables, gaseous pollutants,
organic markers, and associations between the NSD factors and chemical composition factors were used
to identify the pollution sources. The PMF on the NSD reveals two factors in the ultraﬁne size range:
industrial UFPs (28%, number mode diameter - NMD 45 nm), industrial/fresh road trafﬁc nanoparticles
(26%, NMD 26 nm); three factors in the accumulation size range: urban background (24%, NMD 93 nm),
coal burning (14%, volume mode diameter - VMD 0.5 mm), regional pollution (3%, VMD 0.8 mm) and one
factor in the coarse size range: industrial coarse particles/road dust (2%, VMD 5 mm). The PMF analysis of
PM0.09-1.15 revealed four factors: SIA/CC/BB (52%), road dust (18%), sinter/steel (16%), iron production
(16%). The factors in the ultraﬁne size range resolved with NSD have a positive correlation with sinter/
steel production and iron production factors resolved with chemical composition. Coal combustion factor
resolved with NSD has moderate correlation with SIA/CC/BB factor. The organic markers homohopanes
correlate with coal combustion and the levoglucosan correlates with urban background. The PMF applications to NSD and chemical composition datasets are complementary. PAHs in PM1 were found to be
associated with coal combustion factor.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
During the last 15 years, the 75% of the air quality monitoring
stations in European Union (EU) registered a drop in the
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concentrations of atmospheric particulate matter (PM, EEA Report
2016). However, the concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 still exceed
the EU limit values in some regions (EEA, 2016). Recently, ultraﬁne
particles (UFPs, diameter <100 nm) have received great attention
because they are particularly hazardous for human health: (i) they
can reach the alveolar region of lung; (ii) they have high deposition
efﬁciency (Venkatamaraan, 1999); and (iii) they have orders of
magnitude higher surface area to mass ratios compared to larger
particles.
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The Moravian-Silesian region (Fig. 1), in the north-eastern part
of the Czech Republic, is an EU hot spot for air pollution. Epidemiological studies have demonstrated that the air pollution in
Ostrava, the major city of the region, signiﬁcantly affects the health
of the population, with an increased rate of respiratory illnesses
 a
m et al.,
compared to other regions of the Czech Republic (Sr
2013a; Topinka et al., 2015). High anthropogenic emissions, due
to the steel industry, coke plants, domestic heating, vehicular
trafﬁc, and the transport of polluted air masses from Poland,
contribute to the worsening of air quality especially in the winter
 et al., 2015, 2016). The 24-h PM10
(Mikuska et al., 2015; Pokorna
limit (50 mg m3) is frequently exceeded (CHMI, 2017) along with
elevated concentrations of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) (Mikuska et al., 2015). High concentrations of UFPs (up to
1.4  105 cm3) highly enriched with PAHs (2.9 mg/g) were
observed in the winter 2014 (Leoni et al., 2016). PAHs are formed by
the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and wood, and they have
carcinogenic and mutagenic properties (Ravindra et al., 2008).
The planning and the application of abatement strategies to
improve air quality are only possible when the pollution sources are
identiﬁed and apportioned. This is challenging in this location, due
to the presence of several sources, some of them situated near urban settlements. The source apportionment is possible through the
application of Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) bilinear model
(Polissar et al., 2001; Hopke, 2016), where input data are composed
of two matrices of temporal variability of aerosol chemical
composition and mass. Highly time resolved aerosol data provide
information at temporal resolution capable of identifying not only
the main PM sources, but also sources that may have too short
duration impact to be observed in 24 h integrated samples (e.g.
Elsasser et al., 2012; Ancelet et al., 2012, 2014; Pancras et al., 2013;
Moreno et al., 2013; Hovorka et al., 2015). Recently, source apportionment studies focus not only on particle mass, but also NSD
(Harrison et al., 2011; Beddows et al., 2015; Masiol et al., 2017;
Sowlat et al., 2016). The analysis of the mass chemical composition data distinguish sources contributing mainly to particle mass,
while the analysis of the particle NSD identiﬁes sources contributing principally to particle number, enabling the source apportionment down to nanoparticles (Beddows et al., 2015; Masiol et al.,
2017).
Recent pollution source apportionment studies in this EU air
pollution hot spot, based on size segregated aerosol chemical

 et al., 2015, 2016) revealed coal combustion,
composition (Pokorna
raw iron production, steel production and trafﬁc being sources of
PM0.34-1.15 and road dust source of coarse particles (PM1.15-10). The
use of speciﬁc molecular markers (Mikuska et al., 2015) revealed
combustion of wood and coal, vehicular emissions and industrial
production of coke and iron the main PM2.5 sources. Despite these
studies, detailed pollution source identiﬁcation down to nanoparticles was not performed yet.
The aim of this study is to give further insights on sources of
winter air pollution including nanoparticles at the district OstravaRadvanice and Bartovice in, the example of industry impacted
residential receptor site. Gaseous pollutants, organic markers and
meteorological variables are used to help the source identiﬁcation.
The factors resolved with NSD are compared with mass chemical
composition factors and associations are disclosed. Lastly, since
PAHs are in high concentration in Ostrava and they are strongly
harmful to human health, their association with PMF factors is
discussed.
2. Methods
2.1. Experimental
An intensive sampling campaign was performed from 4th
February to 7th March 2014 in the residential district of Ostrava e
 et al.,
Radvanice and Bartovice, at the same site as in 2012 (Pokorna
2015, 2016; Mikuska et al., 2015). The site was proven being
representative at least for the district by PM2.5 network measure et al., 2015). A large metallurgy complex is located
ments (Pokorna
1.5 km southwest of the sampling station (Fig. 1). The instruments
were placed in an air-conditioned container. Five-minute integrated particle NSD were measured with a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (14e730 nm, SMPS-3936L25, TSI Inc.) and an
Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (0.523e10 mm, APS-3321, TSI Inc.). Size
segregated PM was collected with a Davis Rotating-drum Uniformsize-cut Monitor e 8DRUM (DELTA Group UC-Davis), from the 10th
to 28th of February and is used to provide 2-h resolved PM compositions. Particles were collected on Mylar substrates lightly
greased with Apiezon™. The 8DRUM collects particles in 8 size
ranges from 0.09 mm to 10 mm. The ﬁve smallest size range samples,
from 0.09 mm to 1.15 mm, were analyzed for 24 elements (Na, Mg, Al,
Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, As, Se, Br, Rb, Pb)

Fig. 1. Left: Czech Republic and Ostrava. Right: Sampling station (triangle), close to the metallurgy complex. Background map: Corine Land Cover 2012 version v.18.5.1.
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using synchrotron X-ray ﬂuorescence (S-XRF) by the Air Quality
Research Center, University of California. For the modeling, data
from the ﬁve size ranges were merged in PM0.09-1.15 to overlap the
size range of the NSD. The 2-h mass concentrations were measured
with beta attenuation monitor (Ortec 590A).
Five-minute PM10 mass concentration was measured with a beta
attenuation monitor (FH 62 I-R, Thermo ESM Andersen); wind
speed e WS and wind direction e WD (WindSonic, Mc Gill);
temperature e T (Comet 200-80/E); precipitation by disdrometer
(Laser Precipitation Monitor, Thies); CO, NO2, NO, O3, SO2, CH4 and
non-methane hydrocarbons with automatic monitors (Horiba-360
series). Hourly concentrations of organic and elemental carbon e
OC/EC PM2.5 (Sunset) were measured in semi continuous regime
(45 min collection and 15-min analysis) using the NIOSH protocol
(Birch and Cary, 1996), but only total carbon (TC) was eventually
available for the data analysis due to technical problems with the
analyzer. 24-hours levoglucosan, 16 US-EPA PAHs, 22R17a(H),21b(H)-homohopane and 22S-17a(H),21b(H)-homohopane
were determined in PM1 collected on quartz ﬁlters using a high
volume sampler (DHA-80, Digitel, 30 m3 h1). Details of the sample
preparation and the GC-MS analysis are described in the
supplementary material.

2.2. PMF modeling
PMF (USEPA version 5.0) was applied to NSD data
(14 nme10 mm) and to PM0.09-1.15 chemical composition separately.
For the NSD PMF we tested time resolution from 5 min to 2-h
and determined 15-min resolution was optimal as these data are
the best compromise to maintain a high time resolution but avoid
unwanted noise. Additionally, the input data were handled by
merging three consecutive bins, in order to (i) reduce the noise of
the raw data, (ii) to decrease the variables number, (iii) to reduce
the number of zeroes found in the coarse SMPS and APS bins
(Masiol et al., 2016). Since the size segregation of SMPS is based on
particle electrical mobility while the APS and 8DRUM impactor use
particle aerodynamic properties, the mobility diameter was converted into aerodynamic using a standard ambient aerosol density
(1.5 g cm3, Hinds, 1999). The ﬁnal matrix had 2905 rows (samples)
and 43 columns (bins/variables, Table S2). The uncertainties were
calculated according to Vu et al. (2015). The total variable was
calculated summing all the bins. PMF was run using: (i) different
uncertainty input matrices, different C3 value (Vu et al., 2015) in
order to obtain the highest S/N ratio and the Qtrue closest to
Qtheoretical; (ii) different extra modeling uncertainty; (iii) different
number of factors.
2-h integration time PM0.09-1.15 chemical composition was used
as input for PMF. The ﬁve size ranges of the chemical composition
were modeled ﬁrst separately, however the PMF output of the
PM0.09-1.15 chemical composition was adequately informative. To
reduce the importance of TC in the model due to the high TC ratio to
PM0.09e1.15 in comparison to elemental ratio to PM0.09e1.15 the
TC analytical uncertainty was multiplied by a factor of 4, which gain
 et al.,
the best output diagnostics also in other studies (Pokorna
2015; Hovorka et al., 2015) The data matrix was composed of 2-h
PM0.09-1.15 mass concentrations calculated as a sum of the strip
weights by beta gauge balance, corresponding elemental composition for 24 elements and PM2.5 TC. The ﬁnal matrix had 217 rows
(samples) and 26 columns (species/elements). Mg, P, V, Ni, Ga and
Rb variables were set as bad; Na, Al, Se and TC and PM as total
variable were classiﬁed as weak.
Polar plots and daily pattern were obtained using the R Openair
Package (Carslaw and Ropinks, 2012).
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Campaign overview
The average PM10 concentration during the sampling campaign
was 47 ± 29 mg m3, with peaks up to 286 mg m3, registered with
south-west WD (Fig. S14). PM2.5 mass concentration, recalculated
from merged SMPS and APS number concentration, was on average
37 ± 20.4 mg m3. The TC content in PM2.5 was on average
16.3 ± 14.2 mg m3. The gaseous pollutant campaign averages for
NO2, NO, SO2, and CO were 28.3 mg m3, 12.1 mg m3, 4.4 ppb,
0.7 ppm, respectively (Fig. S2). The values of PM10, PM2.5 and
gaseous pollutants measured during the sampling campaign are
consistent with the concentrations for air pollutants routinely
measured by the Czech Hydro Meteorological Institute (CHMI,
2017) near the sampling station, for the winter season. Consequently, despite the intensive sampling campaign carried out in
this study, results are considered representative of the pollution
levels recorded in Ostrava-Radvanice for the whole season.
Nanoparticles (14-30 nm), Aitken mode particles (30-80 nm),
accumulation mode particles (80 nme1 mm) and coarse particles
(1-10 mm) concentrations were respectively 3.5  103, 6.4  103,
6  103, and 3.7 particles cm3 (Fig. S2). Winds from the third
quadrant of the wind-rose (Fig. S4) were the most frequent (180 270 deg. south-west direction, 32% of the campaign) and had the
highest WS (average: 2.1 m s1). The northeast wind was the second most frequent (10% of the campaign), with an average WS of
1.6 m s1. The prevailing south-west and north-east WD points to
the nearby metallurgical complex and to the urban settlement with
single family houses, respectively. The low WS is favorable to NSD/
PM contribution of the local sources and high WS of regional
pollution.
For a detailed description of the meteorological conditions and
of the UFPs number concentration and size distribution dynamics
refer to Leoni et al., 2016.
3.2. Factors resolved with NSD PMF
The model was run approximately 120 times to ﬁnd the most
physically meaningful result and the best diagnostics. Four variables showed high scale residuals in the preliminary runs and they
were marked as weak and their uncertainty tripled (18.5 nm,
20.6 nm, 0.47 mm and 5 mm). For 18.5 nm, 20.6 nm, the high number
of residuals is likely due to the nature of the nanoparticles characterized by fast changes in NSD. The model was run with different
factor number (4e9); the most stable solution was found for a 6factor solution. Extra modeling uncertainty (8.5%) was included to
encompass errors not considered in the uncertainty assessment. All
run converged, the scales residuals were normally distributed, no
unmapped factors were detected with bootstrap error estimation,
no swaps were observed with displacement error analysis, indicating that the solution has no data error and it is well deﬁned
(Table S1). Solution having <6 factors returned unresolved sources,
a high number of scaled residuals >3, and Qtrue higher than
Qtheoretical. When more than 6 factors were selected, a spurious
factor appeared. This extra-factor does not have a physical meaning: it lacks any distinct diurnal pattern, it is uncorrelated to other
auxiliary variables, it exhibits very small contribution to particle
number concentration (PNC). In addition, solutions with >6 factors
returned Qtrue values well below the Qtheoretical.
Factor 1. This factor includes most of the particles in the nucleation range; it exhibits a sharp mode at 26 nm (Fig. 2), with the
second largest contribution to PNC (26%). The average concentration of this factor is 4.5  103 particles cm3, but it shows peaks up
to 3.4  104 particles cm3. The contribution to the volumetric
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Fig. 2. NSD PMF factors. NSD (red line), volume size distribution (blue dotted line) and explained variation (black dashed line). The volume size distribution was re-calculated from
the NSD assuming spherical particles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

concentration is low (2%). Photochemical nucleation is excluded
because we do not observe new particle formation events with
clear particle growth (banana shape) during the campaign, and we
do not observe higher concentration at noon, when the solar radiation has the highest intensity (Leoni et al., 2016). Also, the high
pollution level during the campaign is not a favorable condition for
nucleation events due to high coagulation rate caused by high
number of accumulation mode particles. For winds blowing from
south-west, nanoparticles concentration increases with the WS
(Fig. 3). The factor shows positive Spearman correlation with WS,
NO2, SO2 (Fig. 3). The polar plots show the same area of origin for
factor 1 and for the gaseous pollutants SO2 and CO (Fig. S3), on the
south west of the sampling station, where the metallurgy complex
is located (Fig. 1). However, the daily pattern of factor 1 shows two
daily peaks corresponding to rush hours (8 a.m. and 6 p.m.), suggesting road trafﬁc emissions (Fig. 3). Peaks of factor 1 nanoparticles are also observed at the same time with peaks of NO
(Fig. S5). These peaks are attributable to fresh road trafﬁc emissions
because NO is a pollutant primarily emitted by road trafﬁc. The
nanoparticles peaks, simultaneously with NO peaks, are observed
on the days 5th, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th and 26th, with a low WS
(<1 ms-1). The possible sources of trafﬁc nanoparticles can be the
district's main roundabout, located at 130 m north from sampling
location, or the street located 60 m in south-west direction. However, a statistically signiﬁcant difference between weekdays and
weekends is not observed (Nonparametric Kruskal Wallis test, p

value > 0.05). Industrial emissions and a minor contribution of
fresh road trafﬁc emissions can represent the sources of factor 1
nanoparticles. The metallurgy industry has been identiﬁed as a
source of nanoparticles (Riffault et al., 2015; Leoni et al., 2016).
Emissions of stationary combustion sources such as industrial stack
plumes can contain high nanoparticles concentrations (Dall’Osto
et al., 2008; Marris et al., 2012; Leoni et al., 2016). For example,
Marris et al. (2012) observed particles with size 10-30 nm downwind of a large metallurgy facility in northern France.
Other studies reported multi-source factors in the ultraﬁne size
range (Gu et al., 2011; Masiol et al., 2016). Nanoparticles can originate from various sources, and it is sometimes not possible to
attribute to this factor only to one source. Even with varying the
number of factors in the PMF modeling, this factor appeared in all
the solutions, demonstrating its robustness and the lack of artifacts
in the PMF solution. The problem in resolving the industrial and the
freshly emitted road trafﬁc can be due to the strong emission source
represented by industry, close to the receptor. Analogous results are
observed other studies having similar circumstances with very
large local emissions dominating the PM concentrations (c.f.,
Owoade et al., 2015).
Factor 2. It is the major contributor to PNC (28%) and a minor
contributor to volume concentration (6%), having a prominent
mode at 45 nm (Fig. 2). The average concentration of factor 2 is
4.5  103 particles cm3 with peaks up to 4.2  104 particles cm3.
As for factor 1, the concentration increases with the WS and with
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Fig. 3. Left: Polar plot with factors concentrations (15-min vector averaged WS and WD). Middle: histogram of Spearman correlation coefﬁcients for auxiliary variables (only
statistical signiﬁcant coefﬁcients r < 0.05 are shown). Right: daily pattern of PMF factors, the shaded area represents the 95th% conﬁdence interval.

south western WD (Fig. 3), where the large metallurgy complex is
situated (Fig. 1). Additionally, factor 2 polar plot is very similar to
the SO2 and CO polar plots (Fig. S3). The factor shows positive
correlation with SO2, CO, NO2 (Fig. 3), gaseous pollutants that are
emitted by iron and coke production. The factor does not show a
clear daily pattern (Fig. 3), and there is no statistically signiﬁcant
difference in the concentration between the weekdays and the
weekends (Nonparametric Kruskal Wallis test, p value > 0.05). The
auxiliary variables indicate this is the industrial source. Indeed,
metallurgy facilities can emit high concentrations of ultraﬁne particles with this size range (Riffault et al., 2015). In the same location,
high concentrations of UFPs were measured with airborne measurement, pointing at steelwork chimney as major source (Leoni
et al., 2016). Cheng et al., 2008, measured ultraﬁne particle size
distribution in an iron foundry close to the iron production sector
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and observed high concentrations of ultraﬁne particles with a
mode at 46 nm. Weitkamp et al., 2005, measured the industrial
emissions from a steelwork and observed particles in with 45 nm
size, when downwind of the facility.
Factor 3. Includes accumulation mode particles. The size distribution has a predominant mode, with number mode diameter
(NMD) at 93 nm and a volume mode diameter (VMD) at 246 nm
(Fig. 2). The average concentration was 4  103 particles cm3 with
peaks up to 2.2  104 particles cm3. This factor is an important
contributor to PNC (24%), and a moderate contributor to the volume
concentration (14%). This factor represents the urban background
composed by particles originating from combustion sources, such
as biomass burning and trafﬁc. This factor has a positive correlation
with NOx, CO and PM10, and the daily variability reﬂects the trafﬁc
pattern, with a dominant morning peak at 8 a.m., but also we
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Fig. 3. (continued).

observe a broad peak in the evening from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. (Fig. 3).
The same variability is observed in the weekends. The highest
concentrations are observed with low WS (<1 m/s), and with north
eastern direction, where the major roundabout of the district is
situated (Fig. 4). Additionally, lower contribution is observed with
south western WD and WS > 2 m/s, where single family houses are
located (Fig. 3). Factor 3 correlated well (r2 ¼ 0.62) with 24-h levoglucosan concentrations (Fig. S6). Levoglucosan is a tracer for
biomass burning (BB). It is not detectable in smoke from coal
burning (Simoneit et al., 1999). Particle emissions from BB are
dominated by an accumulation mode peaking at 100-150 nm, and
occasionally a nucleation mode (Janhall et al., 2010). A small
contribution of nanoparticle can be observed in Fig. 3, with a small
mode in the ultraﬁne size range. Similar factor with NMD at 80 nm
and at 22 nm was observed by Dall’Osto et al., 2012 and attributed
to urban background. Also, Vu et al., 2016 observed a similar factor

with NMD at 93 nm, attributed to a mixture of carbonaceous particles originated by BB, and solid particles originated from trafﬁc
emissions. An urban background factor with the same daily pattern
as in this study, consistent with both road trafﬁc and with building
heating, was observed by Beddows et al. (2015) and by Masiol et al.
(2017). A recent study at the same location (Mikuska et al., 2015)
found that levoglucosan is the most abundant compound in the
PM2.5 organic content, and that BB has a large contribution to the
organic fraction of the atmospheric aerosol particles collected in
Ostrava.
Factor 4. Includes particles in the accumulation size range, with
NMD at 160 nm and VMD at 0.5 mm (Fig. 2). This factor has the
highest contribution for the volume concentration (42%), and a
moderate contribution to the number (14%). The number concentration average was 2.7Х103 particles cm3, with peaks up to
1.3  104 particles cm3. Factor 4 correlates (r2 ¼ 0.62) with R-
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Fig. 4. Linear regression of total PAHs (ng m3) measured in PM1 and the factor CC
(particles cm3) resolved with NSD.

17a(H),21b(H)-homohopane, indicating that these particles likely
originate from coal combustion (CC) emissions (Fig. S6). The
homohopanes are organic compounds present in the smoke of CC
but also in the lubricating oils of gasoline and diesel engines. The
homohopane index (S/(S þ R)) is the ratio between the concentration of R and S isomer of the 17a(H),21b(H)-homohopane and it
is used to distinguish CC from trafﬁc emissions and to sort coal
according to its maturity. Higher concentrations of R isomer than S
isomer, indicates dominant CC emissions, while equal isomer
concentration indicates trafﬁc emission being dominant (Kr
umal
et al., 2013). In a previous study, Mikuska et al., 2015, found that
the concentration of R isomer of 17a(H),21b(H)-homohopane were
higher than the concentration of S isomer, indicating that hopanes
in Ostrava in winter originated predominantly from CC. In this
study, the homohopane index ranged between 0.2 and 0.38 indicating emissions of semi-bituminous and bituminous CC (Oros and
Simoneit, 2000).
Even if in the area is impacted by coke production emissions,
this factor does not seem to be related to the industrial source. In
fact, this factor is related to NNE winds (Fig. 3). The time series
shows a typical local heating pattern, with a peak in the morning
around 8 a.m. and a peak in the evening starting from 7 p.m., with a
maximum at 10 p.m. and lasting all night (Fig. 3). This pattern can
be also linked to the stagnant atmospheric conditions during
winter nights, which trap the emissions in lower altitude. The time
series is the mirror image of the air temperature. The positive
correlation with NOx, PM10 (Fig. 3) and TC (Fig. S7) indicates combustion sources as well. The highest concentrations of these particles, simultaneously correlated with homohopanes, were
registered on the days 12th and 22nd to 25th, with calm winds and
low temperature. For example, on February 12 the T did not go over
2  C. This factor likely depicts local sources, with a contribution
from the north-northwest where an urban settlement with single
family houses in located.
Factor 5. This factor contributes to 3% of the number and 15% of
the volume size distribution. It shows a VMD at 0.8 mm and a small
mode with NMD at 75 nm (Fig. 2), an average concentration of 504
particles cm3. Higher concentrations, up to 3.8  103 particles
cm3, occur with both south-western and north-eastern WDs,
which are the two most frequent WDs, and the concentration increases with WS (Fig. 3). This factor shows a diurnal pattern with a
broad peak in the morning, from 7 to 11 a.m., a minimum in the
afternoon, and a further increase in the evening from 7 p.m. It does
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not show correlation with organic compounds, but it has a moderate correlation with PM10, NO2 and CO, (Fig. 3). The source of this
factor is more difﬁcult to attribute. Factor 5 concentration increases
with the WS and it rises with both south-western and northeastern WD. This factor can be attributed to regional pollution
sources within Moravia-Silesia region (Fig. S11), but also pollution
from the nearby Polish Silesia region cannot be excluded (Pokorn
a
et al., 2015; Mikuska et al., 2015). Even if this factor presents the
lower contributor to the number concentration, it makes appreciable contribution to the volume and for this reason was included
in the solution. Also, it appeared in all the PMF solutions with 5 or
more factors. Its exclusion produced a poor ﬁt of the variables 0.8,
0.9, 1.2 and 1.4 mm, with high scaled residuals and ratio Qtrue/
Qtheoretical >1. Similar factor with peak between 0.7 and 3 mm was
found by Gu et al. (2011) in Ausburgh, Germany, attributed to long
range PM pollution.
Factor 6. It is characterized by super-micrometer mode particles
(Fig. 2). This factor makes an appreciable contribution to volume
concentration (20%), and the smallest contribution to the number
concentration (2%). It shows an average concentration of 296 particles cm3 and peaks up to 3.4  103 particles cm3 with increasing
WS and south-south western direction. Factor 6 does not have a
clear daily pattern. The polar plots of factor 1, 2 and 6 are similar
(Fig. 3), pointing on industrial source. This factor can be associated
with the unloading and stocking of iron ores and coal for the
ironmaking processes, and to the preparatory blending of raw
materials. Coarse particles with VMD mode at 8 mm are observed
when downwind industrial emissions by Mbengue et al., (2014), in
Dunkirk (France). Also, Dall’Osto et al., 2008, found in Port Talbot
(UK) the vicinity of large steelwork coarse particles with mode
centered at 6 mm.
Higher WS can promote soil and road dust re-suspension
(Hinds, 1999). Peaks of factor 6 coarse particles appear simultaneously with peaks of the road dust factor in the mass concentration (Fig. S13), for example on February 19, 20, 25, 28. Gu et al., 2011
observed a peak in the NSD between 2 and 8.8 mm associated with
natural crustal dust and resuspended road dust. Masiol et al., 2016,
observed a peak in the volume concentration at 5 mm attributed to
resuspension of crustal dust.
3.3. Factors resolved with chemical composition and association
with NDS factors
To estimate the PMF optimal number of sources, 3 to 7 factor
solutions were analyzed. The Q values, the resulting source proﬁles,
and the scaled residuals were studied. The optimal factor number
was 4 (Figs. S9 and S10).
Factor 1. This factor was associated with high concentrations of
S, As, Se, Br, K and TC. According to the chemical proﬁle, the factor
represented a mix of secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA), CC, and BB.
Due to the lack of BB tracer as soluble-potassium (Kþ) or 2-h levoglucosan concentration, the model was not able to resolve the
biomass burning factor. The Q/Qexpected>2 for total-potassium (K)
could indicate the missing BB factor. Nevertheless, K should be used
with caution as a BB tracer, although it is largely emitted by BB, it
also derives from other sources, such as crustal dust, sea-salt, coal
usage, waste incinerators and others (Duan et al., 2004; Wang et al.,
2007; Caseiro et al., 2009; Mkoma et al., 2013). The time series
shows two broad peaks, one in the morning and one in the evening,
with a maximum at 10 p.m. reﬂecting the heating habits (Fig. S8).
This factor dominated during the measurement campaign because
it accounted for the 52% of PM0.09e1.15 mass. The highest concentrations were registered on the 20th, 21st, 22nd and 24th days,
when the WS was predominantly low (<2 ms-1). Higher concentration is also observed with higher WS and north/north-east WD
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(Fig. S12).
Factor 2. The second factor road dust from re-suspension and
abrasion was represented by high contributions of Al, Si, Ca, Ti, Cu
and TC (Han et al., 2005; Cheung et al., 2012), and contributed 22%
to the PM0.09e1.15 mass. Higher concentrations are observed with
WSs between 1 and 3 ms-1 from the west, where a roundabout of
the city district is situated (Fig. S12).
Factor 3. This factor was characterized by Na, Cl, Ca, Zn and TC
and it was assigned to the sinter/steel production (Hleis et al., 2013)
with a contribution of 16% to the PM0.09e1.15 mass. According to the
previous studies by Pokorn
a et al. (2015), 2016 this factor combines
two industrial sources. The steel production source of very ﬁne
particles (PM0.09-0.26) and the sinter production e hot and cold
phase source of ﬁne (PM0.15-1.15) and coarse particles (PM1.15-10),
respectively. The high concentration with average WS of 3 m/s and
contribution from south-west, points on local industrial source
(Fig. S12). In winter with south-west wind episodes, this factor
contributes signiﬁcantly to the PM. This ﬁnding is not in agreement
with the study by Vossler et al. (2016) due to the choice of the
measurement season (10/17e6/12 does not response to the cold
season) and consequent factor misinterpretation (factor mixed Cl
ascribed to the combustion processes as transportation, biomass
burning domestic waste, and/or coke; and road dust and road salt).
Factor 4 was ascribed to raw iron production because its proﬁle
shows high concentration of metals especially Mn, Fe and Co
(Querol et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2004; Cohen et al., 2010). The
highest concentrations were registered when the average WS was
3 m/s. The polar plot matches the factor 3 polar plot (Fig. S12),
pointing to local industrial source. This factor contributed 10% to
the PM0.09e1.15 mass.
The associations between the factors resolved with chemical
composition and with NSD were investigated. Although the two
datasets reﬂect in one case the physical and in the second case the
chemical characteristics of the atmospheric particles, several factors show associations. In order to compare the different factors
obtained by the separate modeling, the PMF NSD output data were
averaged to 2-h time resolution after the modeling. NSD PMF factors industrial coarse particles, industrial UFPs, industrial/fresh
trafﬁc emitted nanoparticles have a positive correlation with sinter/
steel production and iron production factors (Table 1). The CC factor
resolved with NSD has moderate correlation with the SIA/CC/BB
factor and moderate inverse correlation with iron and sintering/
steel production.

can partition between gaseous or particulate phase. In Czech Republic, especially in the urbanized areas of the Moravian-Silesian
region and of the Silesia Province in Poland ambient concentrations of PM-bound PAH are the highest in Europe (RogulaKozłowska et al., 2013; CHMI, 2017; Mikuska et al., 2015; Topinka
et al., 2015; Rogula-Kozłowska, 2015; EEA, 2016). A study conducted in the same location in winter 2012 reported PAHs concentration during a smog and a post-smog episode 1223 ng m3
and 224 ng m3, respectively (Mikuska et al., 2015). PAHs can be
associated with particles with different size ranges (Topinka et al.,
2010). Modes in the mass size distribution for PAHs are typically
within the ultraﬁne and accumulation mode (0.1e1 mm) (Keyte
et al., 2013). In a previous study performed by Topinka et al.
(2015) in the same locality, PAHs were measured in the size
segregated PM with 24 h time resolution. PAHs were found in all
the PM size fractions, mostly in the upper accumulation mode
(0.5e1 mm). Nevertheless, the scanning electron microscopy suggested that the accumulation mode fraction was mostly composed
of UFPs aggregates. This ﬁnding was conﬁrmed by our previous
study: high concentrations of UFPs highly enriched with PAHs were
measured when downwind of the large steelworks (Leoni et al.,
2016).
In this study, PAH concentrations measured in PM1 ranged from
23 to 197 ng m3, with an average of 66 ng m3. PAHs showed
positive correlation with R-homopane (r2 ¼ 0.88) and levoglucosan
(r2 ¼ 0.67). Correlation is also found between total PAHs and the CC
factor resolved with NSD (Fig. 4), with r2 ¼ 0.68. Higher PAH concentrations are observed with low WS (1-2 m s1) and north WD
(Fig. S12).
In summary, according to the previous and present studies,
different sources are contributing to PAH pollution at the receptor
site, based on WD: industrial emissions with southwesterly wind,
BB and CC with north-northeasterly wind. The size of the particles
enriched with PAHs is different: in the case of industrial emissions,
PAHs enrich the UFPs; in the case of the combustion emissions,
PAHs enrich the accumulation fraction. Higher time resolution
analysis can give further insight on the sources of PAHs at this
location. Highly resolved PAH analysis and comparison with the WS
and direction provide information on the variable impact of industrial/combustion emissions, and consequently can elucidate the
major PAHs source.

3.4. Association between PAHs and PMF factors

The aim of this study was to identify the major sources of atmospheric particles in an EU air pollution hot spot down to nanoparticles using PMF. Here we ﬁnd that industrial source is the major
contributor to the PNC at the receptor. The largest contribution is
from UFPs (54%) and a minor contribution is from supermicrometer particles (20% by volume). In the ultraﬁne size range,
a minor source is also fresh trafﬁc emissions. This study was not
able to make a clear separation of nanoparticles originated from
industry or road trafﬁc. Also, it was not possible to assign a speciﬁc

PAHs are formed by the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels
and wood and are associated with mobile, domestic and industrial
emissions. Domestic emissions are predominantly associated with
burning of coal, wood and waste. Metallurgy industry emits PAHs
mainly from coke production (Ravindra et al., 2008). PAHs source
identiﬁcation is often challenging because they are produced by
several sources and depending on the atmospheric conditions, they

4. Conclusions

Table 1
Spearman correlation coefﬁcients r between PMF factors. Only statistically signiﬁcant correlation coefﬁcients (p < 0.05) are shown. Coefﬁcients with moderate (0.35 < r < 0.65)
and strong (p > 65) correlation are in bold.

Industrial/fresh trafﬁc nanop.
Industrial UFPs
Urban Background
Coal Combustion
Regional pollution
Industry coarse part./RD

SIA/BB/CC

Iron production

Sinter/steel prod.

RD

0.43
0.36

0.65
0.4
0.17
¡0.51
0.28
0.51

0.35
0.37
0.19
¡0.35

0.18
0.16
0.25
0.03
0.10
0.22

0.45
0.21
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0.34
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industrial process to the different factors in the ultraﬁne size range
(for example coke production, iron production or sintering) due to
the complexity of the industrial emissions, the mixture of stationary and fugitive emissions, the continuous or batch processes, the
close proximity of processes in the facility, the vicinity of the facility
itself. The major sources of PM0.9-1.15 mass concentration at the
receptor during the winter are SIA/CC/BB (52%). The contribution of
combustion sources is observed with north-north easterly WD.
Data analysis based on both NSD and chemical composition,
elucidated many components in common, as well as other factors
which were unique to each method. From this study, we can
conclude that the two approaches are complementary: due to the
very small mass of the UFPs, it is often not possible to include them
in PMF modeling of PM sampled with impaction techniques.
Additionally, in this study the two factors in the ultraﬁne size range
were partially below the lowest cutoff of the 8DRUM impactor
(90 nm). On the other hand, the source attribution to the NSD
factors alone can be challenging due to the lack of chemical information. For the NSD source identiﬁcation, the auxiliary variables
and the meteorology data are important. Nevertheless, multiple
sources can emit gaseous pollutants, for example CO, NO, NO2, can
be originated by combustion, vehicular trafﬁc, industry. A more
speciﬁc tracer of CC is SO2, which is not produced by trafﬁc emission, but distinguishing between industrial and coal combustion for
heating purposes is often difﬁcult. The organic tracers (levoglucosan and homohopanes) played a crucial role in the sources identiﬁcation in this study, because they allowed apportioning the
sources without ambiguity.
Regarding PAHs, the results from this study and from the previous studies were analyzed. Three main sources are contributing
to PAH pollution at the receptor: industrial emissions, combustion
of biomass and coal. These sources contribute to different particle
size and depend on WS and WD. With southwestern WD, industrial
sources are dominant, and with north-north eastern WD the
combustion sources seem to be dominant. High time resolution
PAHs measurements, for example hourly resolved, in Ostrava
Radvanice and Bartovice are needed to precisely quantify the PAHs
sources.
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PMF analysis
In aerosol science, receptor models are mathematical approaches used for identifying and
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quantifying different atmospheric particles sources. Specifically, PMF model identifies and
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quantifies the contribution to each source to the samples. The identification is based on key species
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(tracers), combination of species, or size distribution characteristics.
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The fundamental principle of PMF is the mass conservation and the goal of PMF is to solve the
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chemical mass balance equation. The main physical constraint is that the source composition must
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be non-negative. In fact, a source does not emit a negative quantity of pollution, or it becomes a
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sink. Also, the sum of the predicted contributions for each source must be less than or equal to the

35

total measured mass for each variable. PMF performs a matrix factorization, which consists of

36

decomposing a matrix of sample data X into two sub-matrices. The two sub-matrices contain the

37

species profile for each factor (G), and the amount of mass/number contributing by each factor to

38

each individual sample (F), plus the unexplained part E (difference between measured and

39

calculated species concentration) (Brown et al., 2015).

40
41

X= GF + E

42
43

When using PMF for source apportionment, there are many parameters involved in the

44

determination of the factor matrices, and the change of one of them may lead to a different solution.

45

To find the optimal solution, several runs with different conditions must be made. In the following

46

section, the strategy applied for the PMF analysis is explained, focusing on the evaluation of the

47

diagnostics provided by the model. The interpretation of the PMF results and the choice of the best

48

solution is the most crucial step that must be done by the operator. All the diagnostics must be

49

evaluated and the best solution is a trade-off between the physical meaning of the solution, the

50

diagnostics of the model and the goodness of the fit.

51

First step: preparation and analysis of the input data. The PMF input data consist of two matrices:

52

concentration and uncertainty. The matrices must have the same dimensions and must not contain

53

missing data or negative/zero values. The data matrices of the mass chemical composition were

54

prepared in compliance with the procedure described in Polissar et al., 1998. For the NSD

55

uncertainty U, this method was used (Vu et al., 2015):
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56

𝜎𝑖,𝑗 = {

̅𝑗 ) 𝑁𝑖,𝑗 > 0
𝛼(𝑁𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑁
̅𝑗
2𝑁
𝑁𝑖,𝑗 = 0

57
58

𝑈 = 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 + 𝐶3 (𝑁𝑖,𝑗 )

59

σ the error for every size bin i and measurement j. Ni,j is the particle number concentration for

60

size bin i and measurement j. α is an arbitrary constant 0.01. The missing data were replaced with

61

̅ and the related uncertainties were assumed to be three
the average particle number concentration 𝑁

62

̅ . C3 is a constant value ranging between 0.01 and 0.5, which should be chosen according
times 𝑁

63

to the distribution of the scaled residuals and the of uncertainty/concentration ratio of 10-20%. The

64

distribution should be between +2 and -2. If the number of scales residuals >3 is high, it can be

65

necessary to increase the uncertainty or to change the number of factors. In this study C 3 was

66

chosen as 0.08. The calculated uncertainty/concentration ratio ranged from a minimum of 10%

67

and a maximum of 17% in average.

68

A total of 138 missing data (4.7% of the dataset) were excluded from the modeling. 122 data were

69

missing due to data transfer problems and a power outage that occurred on March 4th; 16 data were

70

erased as outliers because of very high pollution peaks.

71

When the matrices are ready, it is necessary to upload them in the model and a crucial step is to

72

decide if a variable is strong/weak/bad. First, to understand if a variable is strong/weak/bad, a

73

detailed knowledge of the dataset, of the sampling and the analytical techniques is needed. Than

74

the signal to noise ratio (S/R) must be observed. A variable is weak if it has signal and noise in

75

comparable amounts (S/R=1). Similarly, variables having more noise than signal are termed bad

76

variables (Reff et al., 2007). Downweighing the weak variables by a factor 3 is recommended, to

77

protect in the case that the error level of some variables has been underestimated. Regarding bad

78

variables, where hardly a signal is visible from the noise, the recommendation is to omit these

79

variables, or to strongly downweight by a factor 5 or 10 (Paatero and Hopke, 2003). It is important

80

to know whether a variable can be retained in the analysis. For the particle number size distribution,

81

the weak variables that were excluded from previous studies are typically the first and last SMPS

82

size bins, and the last APS bins, due to the high variability and the presence of zeroes. Lastly, it is

83

necessary to observe the time series of very variable, to determine whether temporal patterns are

84

present and if there are unusual events or outliers. Extreme events can be excluded from the
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85

modeling if they perturb the solution, they cause high scale residuals number, they generate

86

spurious factors.

87

Second step: base model execution. The model must be run with different number of factors and

88

for each run diagnostics must be evaluated. The choice of the factors number is crucial. Too few

89

factors lead to the combination of sources, while too many factors split one source into two non-

90

existing sources. To choose the correct number of factors and to understand if the uncertainty was

91

correctly estimated is necessary to observe the Q value. The Qtheoretical gives information about the

92

quality of the fit since the optimal solution should have a Qtrue not too different from the Qtheoretical.

93

If the ratio Qtrue/Qtheoretical is around 1, the uncertainty is properly estimated and the number of

94

factors is appropriate. In some cases, the optimal solution does not fully satisfy this requirement,

95

for example when a dataset contains a lot of weak variables. The Qtheoretical in this study was

96

calculated according to the EPA PMF 5.0 User Guide. For NSD PMF, Qtrue/Qtheoretical was 0.998.

97

The second diagnostic to analyze are the scaled residuals. If the input data are correct, the plot of

98

scaled residuals values against their frequency should be normally distributed, with the majority

99

between -3 and +3. If some residuals are outside this region, it is possible that there are extreme

100

events or outliers in the data, or the number of factors is not optimal. Distribution with large spread

101

indicates that the uncertainty is too low, while a distribution centered near zero indicates that

102

uncertainty are too high. Third step is to observe the goodness of fit, comparing the predicted

103

species with the original concentrations, using regression and time series. The observed/predicted

104

regression coefficients must be as close as possible to 1 and the time series of modeled variables

105

should fit as best as possible the time series of the original variable (Fig. S1).

106

Table S1: Summary of PMF diagnostics for NSD and chemical composition modeling.

Diagnostic

NSD

Chemical composition

N. of observations

2905

120

Missing values

4.7%

10%

Qexpected/theoretical

85028

2327

Qtrue

85216

2641

Qrobust

84866

2640

Species with Q/Qexpected>2

18.5 nm

K

DISP swaps

0

0

BS mapping

100%

92 – 100%

98

107

80000
Measured - N cm-3

70000

y = 0.9982x
R² = 0.998

60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

0

40000

60000

80000

Predicted - N cm-3
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109

20000

Figure S1. The linear regression between measured/ predicted values.

110
111

Lastly, the G-plots must be observed. The G-plots show scatter plots of one factor versus another

112

factor are they are very important to verify the relationship between the factors. The G plots are

113

generated with the assumption that the determined factors are uncorrelated between each other. If

114

the factors are independent one of another, the points should fill the all scatter plot space. The more

115

stable solution will have many samples with zero contribution on both axes. Imagining straight

116

lines passing through the origin of axes including all the points between them, the lines should be

117

as much close to the Cartesian axes. If the points are not aligned with the Cartesian axes, an edge

118

can be observed in the plot, which means there might be an overlooked factor or there is rotational

119

ambiguity in the solution.

120

Third step: error evaluation wit bootstrap (BS) and displacement (DISP). A number of phenomena

121

can contribute to the uncertainty of the solution modeled by PMF: temporal variation of PM

122

sources, measurements errors, sampling variability, errors in the model, for example wrong factor

123

number (Reff et al., 2007). The technique of bootstrapping is used to check the validity of the

124

solution. Bootstrapping consist of randomly selecting n samples to create new datasets and

125

executing the PMF on each new dataset. Multiple PMF solutions are generated using the series of

126

data that are resampled version of the original dataset. Several hundreds of bootstrapped samples

127

can be used, and the summary statistics are calculated by the model. In this study for example, 100

99

128

BS runs were performed for both NSD and chemical composition solutions. If the same sources

129

are identified in most of the bootstrapped samples, the solution of the original dataset can be

130

considered stable. Mapping over 80% of the factor indicates that the number of factor can be

131

appropriate (Table S1).

132

The DISP explores the rotational ambiguity in a PMF solution by assessing the largest range of

133

source profile values without appreciable increase in the Q value. Each fitted element in the factor

134

profile matrix in the base PMF solution is displaced from its fitted value far enough so that the Q

135

increases by a predetermined amount called Qmax. The variables are perturbed within a certain

136

interval, which has a certain extension (the boxplot in the results diagnostics). If the variable is

137

perturbed so much that the factor changes its identity, a swap occurs. If a swap occurs, it means

138

that the solution is not robust enough and another solution might be a better choice.

139
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Organic molecules analysis method
Sample preparation
Exposed pieces of filters were extracted three times in 20 mL of different organic solvents (total

162

60 mL) under ultrasonic agitation for 30 minutes; a mixture of dichloromethane and hexane (v/v

163

1:1) for analysis of 22R-17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane, 22S-17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane and

164

PAHs, and a mixture of dichloromethane and methanol (v/v 1:1) for analysis of levoglucosan were

165

used.

166

The dried extracts with homohopanes and PAHs were then fractionated by flash chromatography.

167

The column was filled with 5 g of silicagel and 2 g of anhydrous Na2SO4. Two fractions were

168

taken after elution with different solvents, hexane and mixture of dichloromethane/hexane (v/v

169

1:1). The first hexane fraction (30 mL) contained homohopanes and the second

170

dichloromethane/hexane fraction (30 mL) contained PAHs. The fractions were again dried under

171

a stream of nitrogen to 1 mL and then were analyzed by GC-MS.

172

The dried extracts with levoglucosan were derivatized with the silylation mixture (BSTFA + 1%

173

TMCS and pyridine, 2:1; v/v), for 180 min at 70 °C. After derivatization procedure, the derivatized

174

samples were evaporated to dryness under a stream of nitrogen, redissolved in 1 mL of hexane and

175

analyzed by GC-MS.

176
177

GC-MS analysis
All organic compounds were quantified by GC-MS (Agilent, 7890-A, 5975C). The separation was

178

carried out with a capillary column HP5-MS, 1 µm film thickness, 0.32 mm i.d., 30 m length. The

179

sample (1 µL) was injected into a splitless injector (280 °C). The flow rate of carrier gas (helium)

180

was 4 mL min-1. For analysis of homohopanes, the temperature program started at 50 °C for 2

181

min, a gradient of 10 °C min-1 was used up to 300 °C and held for 20 min. For analysis of PAHs,

182

the temperature program started at 70 °C for 2 min, a gradient of 20 °C min-1 was used up to 150

183

°C, then a gradient of 5 °C min-1 was used up to 300 °C and held for 24 min. For analysis of

184

levoglucosan, the temperature program started at 120 °C for 2 min, a gradient of 5 °C min-1 was

185

used up to 300 °C and held for 6 min.

186

The mass spectrometer was operated in an electron ionization (70 eV) with quadrupole as a mass

187

analyzator. First, standards of measured compounds were analyzed in full scan mode and then

188

specific masses m/z were chosen for SIM mode for analysis and quantification of organic

189

compounds in real samples.
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190
191

Quality assurance and control
Before sampling, all quartz filters were heated at 500 °C for 24 hours to remove organic

192

contaminants. Field blank filters were also analyzed with the exposed samples, however, the

193

concentrations of all organic compounds in the blank filters were under the LODs.

194

Prior to extraction of organic compounds from filters, recovery standards were added to filters to

195

correct for losses of analytes during sample workup; deuterated PAHs for analysis of PAHs,

196

ααα(20R)-cholestane-D2 for analysis of homohopanes and methyl-β-L-arabinopyranoside for

197

analysis of levoglucosan. Good procedure recoveries ranging from 86 to 106 % were evaluated on

198

PM1 samples spiked with recovery standards.

199

The identification of all organic compounds was based on the comparison with retention times and

200

mass spectra of analytical standards. The limits of detection (LODs) were 0.041 ng m-3 for 22S-

201

17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane, 0.077 ng m-3 for 22R-17α(H),21β(H)-homohopane, 0.004 – 0.022

202

ng m-3 for PAHs and 0.024 ng m-3 for levoglucosan.

203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
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219
220

Elemental composition analysis with DRUM-XRF
For the elemental analysis of the DRUM samples, DRUM-XRF technique has been used. Many

221

studies report measurements of the concentrations of trace elements in the atmosphere with this

222

technique (for example, Perry et al., 2004, VanCuren et al., 2005, 2012, Arwood et al., 2013, and

223

references therein). Principal and accuracy of the technique is described in these references. In

224

summary, DRUM samples were analyzed by synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (S-XRF) using a

225

broad-spectrum soft X-ray beam generated on beam line 10.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source

226

(ALS) in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The ALS S-XRF system is capable of

227

detecting 28 elements from Na to U plus Pb. Since the X-ray beam was 100% polarized,

228

background signal was greatly reduced and the signal-to-noise ratio was dramatically improved.

229

Deconvolutions of the raw X-ray spectra were performed using WinXIL X-ray spectral analysis

230

software that was developed by the International Atomic Energy Agency Laboratories in

231

Seibersdorf, Austria. Elemental concentrations of the DRUM samples were derived by calibrating

232

the response of the system to a comprehensive set of 40 single-element and multi-element NIST-

233

traceable standards (Micromatter, Inc.). A DRUM sample (QA strip) collected in Trinity of

234

California was reanalysed every time when the beam Line 10.3.1 was newly set-up and a new

235

calibration curve was established to verify that the results obtained with the ALS S-XRF system

236

can be repeated.

237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
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254

Table S2. Upper/lower and average diameter of the NSD size ranges, used as input variables in the

255

PMF model. In bold is the overlap size range between SMPS and APS.
PMF input
variable

Size range
Variable n.

Lower midpoint
diameter

Upper midpoint
diameter

Average diameter

1

17.8

19.2

18.5

2

19.9

21.4

20.6

3

22.1

23.8

22.9

4

24.6

26.5

25.5

5

27.5

29.4

28.4

6

30.5

32.8

31.6

7

34.0

36.6

35.3

8

37.9

40.7

39.3

9

42.2

45.4

43.8

10

47.0

50.5

48.8

11

52.3

56.2

54.3

12

58.3

62.7

60.5

13

65.0

69.9

67.4

14

72.5

77.8

75.1

15

80.6

86.6

83.6

16

89.9

96.5

93.2

17

100.0

107.6

103.8

18

111.5

119.8

115.6

19

124.2

133.5

128.8

20

138.3

148.7

143.5

21

154.1

165.7

159.9

22

171.7

184.5

178.0

23

191.3

205.6

198.4

24

213.1

229.0

221.0

25

237.4

255.1

246.2

26

264.4

284.1

274.2

27

294.5

316.6

305.5

28

328.2

352.6

340.3

29

365.5

392.8

379.1

30

407.2

437.6

422.3

31

453.6

487.4

470.4

32

505.3

542.0

523.7
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33

583.0

673.0

627.3

34

723.0

835.0

778.3

35

898.0

1037.0

966.7

36

1114.0

1286.0

1199.0

37

1382.0

1596.0

1488.0

38

1715.0

1981.0

1846.3

39

2129.0

2458.0

2291.7

40

2642.0

3051.0

2844.0

41

3278.0

3786.0

3529.0

42

4068.0

10370.0

7219
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Figure S2. Boxplots of PNCs, gaseous pollutants, PM2.5, PM10, PAHs and TC. Middle line represents the median, the box is the inter

259

quartile range, the whiskers indicate 1.5 inter quartile range.
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280

Figure S3. Polar plots and daily patterns of PM10, gaseous pollutants (NO, NO2, SO2, CO) and TC,

281

shaded area in the daily pattern plot represents the 95th % confidence interval.

282
283

Figure S4. Wind rose for the whole sampling campaign (February 5 to March 7, 2014).
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284
285

Figure S5: Time series for wind speed and direction (top) and particle number size distribution

286

(bottom). Black line indicates concentration of industrial/traffic fresh emitted nanoparticles (factor

287

1) and the grey line of NO.

288
289

Figure S6. Left: linear regressions between 24-hours concentration of levoglucosan and Factor 3 -

290

urban background PNC. Right: linear regression of 24-hours averages of R homohopane and

291

Factor 4 - CC PNC.
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Figure S7. Linear regression between total carbon and NSD factor 4 – coal combustion.
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Figure S8. Daily pattern of the factor SIA/CC/BB obtained with chemical composition PMF.
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303
304

Figure S9. Factor profiles for the resolved factors of PM0.09-1.15 by PMF.
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305
306

Figure S10. Temporal variations in the estimated contributions from the four factors resolved by

307

PMF.
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308

309
310

Figure S11. CWT of Factor 5 regional pollution (above) and PSCF (below). The data in the CWT are
expressed in Ncm-3. The CWT and the PSCF were calculated using Trajstat (Wang et al., 2009).
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PSCF and CWT methods
To apportion the sources of regional origin the Potential Source Contribution Function (PSCF)

313

(Ashbaugh et al., 1985) and concentration weighted trajectory CWT (Hsu et al., 2003; Seibert et

314

al., 1994) methods based on the air mass back-trajectories (AMBT) and receptor model results.

315

AMBT were calculated using the TrajStat (Wang et al., 2009) using meteorological data fields

316

supplied by the ARL NOAA archiving programs input data. In order to characterize the general

317

behavior of air masses in both measurement periods 96 h AMBT were run every 6 h at an endpoint

318

located 500 m AGL. Standard 0.5° latitude/longitude dataset output from the NCEP Global Data

319

Assimilation System model (GDAS). The top of the computational domain was set at 10,000 m

320

AGL.

321

For the PSCF the pollution criterion was set for upper quartile of the data. The PSCF weighted

322

function was utilized to better reflect the uncertainty in the values for the cells (Polissar et al.,

323

1999). The weighted function was defined as fallows the endpoints were set to 61, 30, 15 with the

324

reduce ratio of 0.72, 0.42 and 0.17. The CWT method was also utilized to distinguish moderate

325

sources from strong ones. The CWT weighted function setting corresponded to the PSCF. The

326

both results were compared.

327
328
329
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343

344
345

Fig. S12. Polar plots for 2-hours chemical composition factors and 24-hours PAHs in PM1. The

346

24 hours PAHs averages were extended to the 15-minutes vector averages of WS and WD.

347
348
349
350
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351
352

Fig. S13. Time series of Industrial coarse particles/road dust factor resolved with NSD (solid line)

353

and factors road dust/ Sinter/steel production resolved with chemical composition (dashed lines).

354
355

Figure S14. Pollution episode occurred on the 19.02.2014, approximately from 7:30 to 9 a.m., with

356

PM10 concentration up to 286 µg m-3, with a south-western wind direction and wind speed

357

approximately 2 ms-1. From the top to the bottom: wind speed and direction, time series of PM 10,

358

CO and SO2, colour plot of APS mass size distribution and time series of factor 6. The pollution

359

event is clearly related to factor 6 coarse industrial particles/road dust.
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Abstract
This study investigated the intermodal fraction of atmospheric aerosols (PM1-2.5; particulate
matter) representing the transition area between the fine and coarse size ranges. Due to this
characteristic, PM1-2.5 may contain particles from both modes. The aim of this work was to
examine the associations between PM1-2.5 and fine (PM1) and coarse (PM2.5-10) fractions using
chemical analyses at various sites in the Czech Republic during winter and summer.
Size-resolved PM mass concentrations were determined and meteorological parameters recorded
at an urban industrial and a suburban site in Ostrava during winter and at an urban traffic and a
suburban site in Prague during summer and winter. The influence of the coarse and fine fraction
on PM1-2.5 was investigated for all samples with ion analysis (Ca2+-representing PM2.5-10 and
SO42--representing PM1) and for selected samples (based on the meteorology) with elemental
composition analysis.
PM1-2.5 accounted for 3-8% of PM10. In winter, median values of the ratios of Ca2+ to SO42- in
PM1-2.5 were lower than one third of the median ratios in PM2.5-10 at all site, except at the
industrial site with specific sources where the median ratio in PM1-2.5 was similar to the ratio in
PM2.5-10. In summer, the ratios in PM1-2.5 were close to those observed in PM2.5-10. Relative ratios
between S and crustal elements in PM1-2.5 were more similar to the ratios in PM2.5-10 at every site
and in both seasons. The results from chemical analysis were confirmed by positive correlations
in the relationships PM1-2.5-PM2.5-10 in both seasons and PM1-2.5-PM1 in winter, except the
industrial site and Prague urban summer campaign characterized by rainy weather.
To conclude, according to performed analyses, PM1-2.5 was influenced by the coarse fraction
during all campaigns. The influence of both PM2.5-10 and PM1 was evident in winter and during
days with rainfall in summer.
Key words: Aerosol Intermodal Fraction; Personal Cascade Impactor Sampler; Enrichment
Factor; Elemental Composition; Scanning Electron Microscope
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43
44

INTRODUCTION

45

Atmospheric aerosols comprise two fundamental size categories: fine and coarse (Whitby et

46

al., 1972; Lundgren and Burton, 1995). These categories are considered separate classes of

47

pollutants (Wilson and Suh, 1997; US-EPA, 2004) due to their different health effects (Schins et

48

al., 2004; Pope III and Dockery, 2006; Zanobetti and Schwartz, 2009; Stafoggia et al., 2013;

49

WHO, 2013). The national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS), established by the US EPA,

50

define particles with aerodynamic diameters (da) less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5) and particles with da

51

less than 10 µm as PM10, which includes the coarse fraction (PM2.5-10). PM10 and PM2.5 are

52

emitted by a variety of natural and anthropogenic sources. The physical and chemical properties

53

of fine and coarse PM are temporally and spatially highly variable (Anlauf et al., 2006; Herner et

54

al., 2006; Karanasiou et al., 2007; Pérez et al., 2008; Schwarz et al., 2012). Coarse PM, generally

55

formed by mechanical processes, contains earth’s crustal metals (e.g., Ca, Fe Si, Al, Ti), sea salt,

56

abrasion products from road traffic, and bioaerosols (Colbeck et al., 2008; Viana et al., 2008).

57

Fine PM is usually formed via combustion or from gas-to-particle conversions and is generally

58

characterized by high contents of carbonaceous material, sulfates, and nitrate and ammonium

59

ions. In addition, minor elements occurring in PM can be excellent tracers for specific sources of

60

aerosols (Colbeck et al., 2008).

61

A sharp delineation between fine and coarse fractions cannot be clearly defined because that

62

these two fractions overlap in the size range 1<da<2.5 (up to 3) µm. This size range is called the

63

intermodal fraction, or intermediate range, PM1-2.5 (Whitby et al., 1972; Whitby, 1978; Lundgren

64

and Burton, 1995; US-EPA, 1996; Wilson and Suh, 1997; Hinds, 1998; Colbeck et al., 2008;

65

Kulkarni et al., 2011). PM1-2.5 can constitute a significant part of the respirable fraction measured

66

as NAAQS, on average, 6-22% of PM10 and even 11-34% of PM2.5 (Lundgren et al., 1996; Geller

67

et al., 2004; Pérez et al., 2008; Kozáková et al., 2017).
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68

Depending on the meteorological conditions, PM1-2.5 can consist predominantly of aerosols

69

originating from sources of either the coarse or fine fraction. For example, in arid/semiarid

70

environments, the particles from sources releasing primary coarse particles (coarse PM sources)

71

can occur in the size range below 2.5 µm (Lundgren et al., 1984; Lundgren and Burton, 1995;

72

Claiborn et al., 2000; Husar et al., 2001; Pérez et al., 2008). In environments with high relative

73

humidity (RH), the accumulation mode of fine particles can grow into the intermodal size range

74

(Berner and Lürzer, 1980; Geller et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2014; Tan et al.,

75

2016).

76

Several studies have characterised in detail the size resolved PM including the transition area

77

between the accumulation and coarse mode with statistical and chemical analyses (e.g. Gietl and

78

Klemm, 2009; Contini et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016). Previous studies focused particularly on the

79

intermodal fraction have involved statistical analyses using correlation coefficients (Lundgren et

80

al., 1996; Haller et al., 1999; Claiborn et al., 2000; Vallius et al., 2000; Galindo et al., 2011;

81

Perez et al., 2012), regression analysis (Kozáková et al., 2017), based on the chemical

82

composition of size-resolved aerosol particles (Hughes et al., 2000; Vecchi et al., 2004; Pérez et

83

al., 2008; Perez et al., 2009; Pérez et al., 2010; Pasha and Alharbi, 2015), or on a combination of

84

both statistical and chemical composition methods (Kegler et al., 2001; Geller et al., 2004; Perez

85

et al., 2009). Nevertheless, further investigation of PM1-2.5 and its chemical composition is

86

needed for several reasons. The existing studies focus on the chemical composition of PM1-2.5 in

87

dry environments (Hughes et al., 2000; Kegler et al., 2001; Geller et al., 2004; Pérez et al., 2008;

88

Perez et al., 2009; Pérez et al., 2010; Pasha and Alharbi, 2015). Only one study was performed in

89

conditions of high RH in a subarctic region, but it did not include a chemical analysis (Vallius et

90

al., 2000). No study in Central Europe with meteorological/climate conditions changing

91

seasonally has been performed. Additionally, the discussion between air quality experts and
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92

legislators as to whether PM1 should be also considered as the additional air quality standard. The

93

influence of the intermodal fraction on PM2.5 has not been well determined or quantified. The

94

contribution of earth’s crustal components to PM2.5, as well as fine particles growing into PM>1

95

µm (da) during periods of higher RH, can cause inaccuracies in source apportionment and in

96

epidemiological and exposure studies. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the chemical

97

composition of PM1-2.5 in different locations and attempt to describe the conditions under which it

98

is appropriate to consider PM1 as the independent fraction.

99

In our project on PM1-2.5 characterization, the first part was focused on statistical methods

100

using mass concentrations of PM (Kozáková et al., 2017). Subsequently, in the present study,

101

part of an extensive sample collection was analyzed using chemical methods. The aim of this

102

work was to elucidate the associations between PM1-2.5 and fine (PM1) and coarse (PM2.5-10)

103

fractions on the basis of statistical analysis, chemical composition analysis, and meteorological

104

analysis at various urban sites in the Czech Republic during both winter and summer.

105
106
107

METHODS

108

Sampling sites

109
110

Size-resolved PM measurements were performed at two urban and two suburban sites in the
Czech Republic, Central Europe, during winter and summer (Supplement: Table S1 and Fig. S1).

111

Ostrava Radvanice and Bartovice (campaign Radvanice) is a residential district in southeast

112

Ostrava (Fig. S1) composed of family houses and greatly influenced by industrial sources

113

(metallurgy complex), which are approximately 2 kilometers to the southwest (Pokorná et al.,

114

2015; Leoni et al., 2016; Pokorná et al., 2016). The nearest road is 80 m away with a traffic flow

115

of approximately 10,000-15,000 vehicles per day (MoT, 2010; ŘSD, 2010). An air-conditioned

121

116

(isothermal, 20°C) monitoring station, containing all instruments, was located in a garden

117

approximately 50 m from the nearest family house.

118

Ostrava Plesná (campaign Plesná) is a suburban residential area in northwest Ostrava with

119

family houses and low traffic (only residents and approximately 2 regular bus services per hour).

120

The instruments were placed in a garden approximately 20 m from the nearest family house. The

121

cascade impactors were protected against rain and snow, and the spectrometers were placed

122

inside a wooden box.

123

Prague Benátská (summer campaign Benátská_s, winter campaign Benátská_w) is located in

124

Prague in the city center in the Charles University botanical garden. The nearest intersection has a

125

traffic flow of 15,000-20,000 vehicles per day, and the busiest city road, with a traffic flow of

126

30,000-50,000 vehicles per day, is located at a distance of 600 m (MoT, 2010). An air-

127

conditioned (winter: 20°C; summer: 20-25°C) rooftop station of the Institute for Environmental

128

Studies with all instruments was located on the fourth floor; for additional details, see Thimmaiah

129

et al. (2009).

130

Prague Suchdol (summer campaign Suchdol_s, winter campaign Suchdol_w) is a suburban

131

background site in northwest Prague with residential houses and the Czech University of Life

132

Sciences campus. The traffic flow along one major two-lane road is 20,000-30,000 vehicles per

133

day (MoT, 2010) with very frequent bus services. The measuring site was located on the research

134

campus of the Institute of Chemical Process Fundamentals, to the north and northeast from the

135

major road at a distance of approximately 250 m. The impactors were placed outside, protected

136

against rain and snow, and the other instruments (online monitoring) were placed inside a

137

building (10 m from the impactor; for more details, see Talbot et al. (2016). Information about

138

this sampling site has been provided previously by Smolík et al. (2008) and Vodička et al.

139

(2013).
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140

Instrumentation

141

Twenty-four-hour mass concentrations of size-resolved PM were measured with a US EPA-

142

approved personal cascade impactor sampler (PCIS) at 9 l min-1 (Misra et al., 2002). Using a

143

cyclone to cut PM10 upstream of the inlet to the impactor, the PCIS separated particles of

144

aerodynamic diameter (da) in the following five size stages: A: 10>da>2.5 µm; B: 2.5>da>1 µm;

145

C: 1>da>0.5 µm; D: 0.5>da>0.25 µm; P: da<0.25 µm. Particles on the stages A through D were

146

collected on 25-mm PTFE filters with porosity 0.5 µm (Pall Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan,

147

USA) used as impaction substrates, and particles <0.25 µm (stage P) were collected on 37-mm

148

PTFE backup filters with PMP ring with porosity 2.0 µm (Pall Corporation, Michigan, USA, and

149

SKC Limited, Dorset, United Kingdom).

150

Five (Radvanice, Plesná, Benátská_s/w) or ten (Suchdol_s/w) minutes of integration time of

151

particle number concentration and size distribution were measured with the scanning mobility

152

particle sizer (SMPS model 3936L25 in Radvanice and Benátská, and SMPS model 3936L75 in

153

Plesná and Suchdol, TSI Inc.) and an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS model 3321 at all sites,

154

TSI Inc.) using a PM10 sampling head on the top of the sampling tubing. The two aerosol size

155

spectrometers covered the size range from 14 nm to 10 µm.

156

Meteorological data, including wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD), temperature (T) and

157

RH for the Benátská_s campaign, were measured using a Young vane-type monitor (Model

158

05103v, Fondriest Environmental Inc., USA). For the other measuring campaigns (Radvanice,

159

Plesná, Suchdol_s/w, Benátská_w), meteorological data were available from the nearest

160

representative Automated monitoring stations (in the distance of about 477 m from Radvanice

161

site, 4 815 m from Plesná site, 25 m from Suchdol site, and 470 m from Benátská site) managed

162

by the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute.
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163

Gravimetric analysis

164

The PM concentrations were assessed by gravimetric analysis. Before weighing the PTFE

165

filters were preconditioned for at least 24 hours at 50±5% RH and 20±2°C in weighing room.

166

Every filter was passed over a HaugU-electrode ionizer (PRXU27x18x27 200 radia; Haugh,

167

GmbH&Co. KG, 120 Germany) immediately before weighing with a microbalance (Mettler

168

Toledo MX5; Mettler-121 Toledo, LLC, Ohio, USA) to dissipate any electrostatic charge.

169

Gravimetric analysis of PM samples was fully described in Kozáková et al. (2017).

170

PM concentrations were calculated as follows: PM1 (fine fraction) as the sum of the aerosol

171

masses on stages C to P (<1 µm), PM2.5 as the sum of the aerosol masses on stages B to P (<2.5

172

µm), PM10 as the sum of the aerosol masses of all stages (A-P); PM1-2.5 represented by stage B,

173

and PM2.5-10 (coarse fraction) represented by stage A.

174

For every measurement campaign, at least 10% of the field blank filters were used to

175

determine the limit of detection (LOD) of the weighing procedure. Field blanks were exposed to

176

the same conditions as the samples except for the sampling period. The LOD was calculated as

177

three times the standard deviation of the mass changes of all field blanks. The lowest level of the

178

24-h concentration (concentration lowest level) that could be measured was determined as the

179

ratio of LOD to the nominal volume of the air flowing through the impactor (12.96 m3). The

180

measured concentrations below the concentration lowest level were replaced by half of this level

181

(5% of the concentrations in the data set).

182

Chemical analyses

183

Ion chromatography (IC) was used for the determination of Ca2+ and SO42- mass concentration

184

in every aerosol size fraction. Ca2+ was selected as a marker for PM2.5-10 due to its abundant

185

presence in the mineral coarse fraction (Harrison and Van Grieken, 1998; Kertész et al., 2002;

186

Salma et al., 2002; Colbeck et al., 2008; Ondráček et al., 2011; Spindler et al., 2013). SO42- was
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187

chosen as a marker of PM1 since it is one of the major constituents of fine particles in outdoor

188

environments (Matta et al., 2002; Perry et al., 2004) in Central Europe (Kertész et al., 2002;

189

Salma et al., 2002; Ondráček et al., 2011; Schwarz et al., 2012; Spindler et al., 2013; Talbot et

190

al., 2016). Other ions, such as NO3-, Cl- and others, occur in the fine as well as in the coarse mode

191

in urban and rural environments. For example, distribution of NO3- was bimodal in urban and

192

suburban atmospheric aerosols (Colbeck et al., 2008), even in Prague region during winter and

193

summer (Ondráček et al., 2011; Schwarz et al., 2012). Chloride ion was also not considered in

194

our analysis due to its presence in both, fine and coarse mode of Prague atmospheric aerosols

195

found out in our previous study (Schwarz et al., 2012).

196

From every campaign, all samples from Prague campaigns and 18 days from each Ostrava

197

campaign were analyzed using ion chromatography. One-half of each 25-mm filter and a circular

198

slice (13 mm diameter) of each 37-mm backup filter were extracted separately in a solution of 0.3

199

ml methanol and 2.7 ml deionized ultrapure water with conductivity below 0.08 µS m-1

200

(Ultrapure, Watrex Ltd.). After 30 min inside an ultrasonic bath and 1 h of automatic shaking, the

201

solution was filtered using a Millipore syringe filter with porosity 0.22 µm. IC analysis was

202

performed with a Watrex Ltd. instrument with a SHODEX CD-5 conductivity detector, an

203

Alltech universal cation 7 µm 100 x 4.6 mm column and a Transgenomic ICSep AN300 150 x

204

5.5 mm column. A solution of methane sulfonic acid (1.15 mmol l-1) and oxalic acid (2.0 mmol l-

205

1

) was used as an eluent for the cation column, and a solution of sodium bicarbonate (1.8 mmol l-

206

1

) and sodium carbonate (1.7 mmol l-1) in water was used for the anion column. Ca2+/SO42- ratios

207

were calculated for a comparison of individual PM fractions.

208

A scanning electron microscope (TESCAN Vega, TESCAN ORSAY HOLDING a.s., Czech

209

Republic) equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscope (EDS-detector X-Max 50, Oxford

210

Instruments plc, United Kingdom; SEM+EDX) was used for the elemental semiquantitative
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211

microanalysis (C, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, and Zn) of all days/impactors

212

from Prague campaigns, 17 days for Radvanice, and 12 days for Plesná campaigns. The samples

213

were coated with a thin electroconductive layer of amorphous carbon (c. 15 nm thick). On each

214

filter, seven square areas containing PM sample with an edge length of 200 µm were scanned for

215

200 seconds of live time in order to cover a representative area and minimize the effects of

216

possible heterogeneities. Elements C and F were excluded from subsequent analysis because the

217

C and F are presented in the PTFE filters and the C presented in the coating layer as well as in the

218

samples. Individual elements (without C and F) were expressed as percentages of their sum

219

normalized to 100% (not percentages from the total aerosol mass). The normalization to 100% is

220

necessary in order to avoid the effect of variations in the amount of material covering the surface

221

of the filters. The analyses were conducted with accelerating voltage 15 kV and beam current

222

1.5 nA. The percentages of elements in PM1 were calculated as a mass of weighted averages of

223

impactor stages C, D, and P. For more details, see the Supplementary material.

224
225

Ion and elemental analysis of PM1, PM1-2.5, and PM2.5-10 was performed with the aim of
finding associations between the size fractions.

226

The enrichment factor, EF, was calculated to characterize the origin of airborne PM. EF relates

227

the concentration of an element (X) to the concentration of an airborne crustal element

228

normalized to the ratio of these elements in the average continental crust (Saliba et al., 2007):

229

EFx = (X / Si)air / (X / Si)crust

(1)

230

where X indicates the element concentration in the sample of atmospheric aerosol (air) or

231

upper continental crust (crust) and Si is the concentration of Si in the sample of atmospheric

232

aerosol (air) or upper continental crust (crust). Si was chosen as a normalizing crustal element

233

(Saliba et al., 2007), and element concentrations in the upper continental crust were given by
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234

Wedepohl (1995). An EF value greater than 10 indicates high enrichment due to contributions

235

from non-crustal sources (Torfs and van Grieken, 1997; Chester et al., 1999).

236

Data analysis

237

The mass concentrations of PM1, PM1-2.5, and PM2.5-10 were calculated from SMPS and APS

238

number concentrations with particle density 1.5 g cm-3 (Shen et al., 2002) as described in the

239

Supplementary material. The comparison between SMPS-APS and PCIS measurements was

240

performed for three PM fractions. Despite some imperfections in this comparison given by the

241

different measurement principles of instrumentations and uniform particle density, the SMPS-

242

APS dataset was used for an analysis of PM concentrations versus WD and WS (polar plots) in

243

order to find the potential sources. The PCIS dataset was used for other analyses, i.e. statistical

244

and chemical, because both, the PM mass and chemical species, were analyzed from PCIS filters.

245

The impactor PM mass concentration data were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test of

246

normality). Therefore, nonparametric Spearman's rank correlation coefficients (rs) were

247

calculated. The correlation test was calculated to detect statistically significant correlations

248

between two variables (p-value<0.05). The non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test and the two-

249

sample Wilcoxon test (p-value<0.05) were used to determine statistically significant differences

250

among individual campaigns and between seasons, respectively. The meteorological and

251

statistical analyses were performed with R software and the package Openair (Carslaw and

252

Ropkins, 2012; Carslaw, 2015).

253
254
255

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

256

Campaign overview

257

Median values of the monitored meteorological variables (T, RH, and WS) for each campaign

258

are presented in Table S3, and the WS and WD are shown in Figure S3 (Supplement). Seasonal
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259

differences at Prague sites Benátská and Suchdol were evident for T but not as apparent for RH.

260

During summer days at the Suchdol site, RH varied more significantly, resulting in a wide

261

interquartile range (25th and 75th percentiles). Generally, the prevailing WDs were from SW

262

during campaign in Plesná, from SW and NE in Radvanice, and from SW/W during summer and

263

winter campaigns in Benátská. Prevailing WDs for the entire Suchdol campaigns were not

264

possible to determine (Fig. S3).
Median mass concentrations of PM10, PM2.5 and the investigated PM fractions PM2.5-10, PM1-

265
266

2.5,

and PM1 are displayed in Table 1 for each campaign. The differences in mass concentrations

267

of PM2.5-10, PM1-2.5, and PM1 among campaigns were statistically significant (p-values<0.001).

268

The highest pollution level was observed in Radvanice for all PM fractions. This site is

269

influenced by industrial sources and is an air pollution hotspot (Jančík and Pavlíková, 2013;

270

Pokorná et al., 2015; Leoni et al., 2016; Pokorná et al., 2016). The measuring station was

271

frequently downwind from a large metallurgy complex (during 40% of the sampling period).

272

Other pollution sources included domestic heating; the houses are heated with central heating

273

(53%) and natural gas (34%) as well as coal (10%) and wood (3%; ČSO, 2011; Sram et al., 2013)

274

and road traffic. Additionally, it is not possible to exclude transported pollution from the Polish

275

Silesian province, a heavily industrialized region with metallurgy industry, black coal mining,

276

coke production, and combustion of coal dust, a by-product of coal processing, for heating

277

purposes (Pokorná et al., 2015; Pokorná et al., 2016).

278

The second highest PM mass concentrations were measured in Plesná, where domestic heating

279

represents the main PM source and the pollution transported from the industrial region can also

280

contribute to increase the pollution level (Swietlicki and Krejci, 1996; Pokorná et al., 2015;

281

Hovorka et al., 2016).

128

282

At the Suchdol and Benátská sites, PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 mass concentrations were typically

283

three times higher in winter than in summer. In addition to traffic emissions, increased

284

concentrations of PM level are caused by residential heating. Higher (1.9 times and 1.6 times)

285

mass concentrations of PM2.5-10 were observed in summer at both sites, probably due to increased

286

resuspension (Vallius et al., 2000) and the presence of bioaerosols, especially pollen and plant

287

debris (Hinds, 1998; Colbeck et al., 2008).

288

In detail, median mass size distributions determined with PCIS varied for every campaign

289

(Supplement Fig. S4). In winter, they were unimodal with the modes around da=350 nm. Similar

290

distributions are observed between Prague summer campaigns.

291

A measurement at an urban site in Como (northern Italy) showed similar median mass size

292

distribution with dominant peak in an accumulation mode (around da=400 nm) during heating

293

season (Rovelli et al., 2017) as was observed in winter Prague (Benátská and Suchdol) and

294

Plesná campaigns. A study conducted at an industrial site in Port Talbot (South Wales) and in a

295

suburban site in Birmingham during spring (Taiwo et al., 2014) presented that the average mass

296

size distributions were bimodal with dominant peaks in the accumulation mode at both site. In

297

addition, the coarse mode was dominant at the industrial site in Port Talbot compared to the

298

industrial site Radvanice where the coarse mode was only slightly elevated. Similar winter mass

299

size distribution as measured at Radvanice site was observed in Zabrze, an industrial town in

300

southern Poland (Zwozdziak et al., 2017) with the dominant peak in the accumulation range.

301

Mass size distributions were different for summer and winter campaigns in Prague (Figure S4)

302

and at urban site in Como as well (Rovelli et al., 2017).

303

Median mass portions of PM fractions

304

The median masses of PM fractions for different types of localities were presented in our

305

previous work (Kozáková et al., 2017) and included data from campaigns that were also
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306

investigated in the present study. Figure 1 presents median masses only for the campaigns of

307

interest. PM1 was the predominant component of the PM10, while PM1-2.5 accounted for 3-8% of

308

PM10 and PM2.5-10 for 4-15% of PM10. In the Benátská and Suchdol campaigns, the seasonality of

309

PM mass portions was compared. In summer, the mass portions of PM1-2.5 (5%, 8%) and PM2.5-10

310

(13%, 15%) of PM10 were higher than in winter (PM1-2.5: 4% and 3%, PM2.5-10: 4% and 4%,

311

respectively) probably due to increased contribution of soil dust as evidence by Kegler et al.

312

(2001) and Vecchi et al. (2004) in summer whilst the high RH reduced the ability of dust

313

resuspension in winter (Vallius et al., 2000). In contrast, the PM1 contribution was 11-15

314

percentage points higher in winter (93% and 92%) than in summer (82% and 77%).

315

Nevertheless, higher portions of PM1-2.5 in PM10 were observed in Barcelona (16-22%; 2 years

316

of measurement) by Pérez et al. (2008), in Phoenix (8%; 6 months of measurement: May to

317

October) by Lundgren et al. (1996), and in Helsinki (18-26%; 6 months of measurement: October

318

to May) by Vallius et al. (2000). Barcelona and Phoenix are located in regions that are strongly

319

influenced by desert-blown dust that causes enrichment of the intermodal fraction (Pérez et al.,

320

2008). The city of Helsinki, however, is located in a subarctic region, with a generally higher RH,

321

and the reason for the higher coarse fraction (including PM1-2.5) may be the application of sand to

322

streets and pavement (Vallius et al., 2000).

323

PM1-2.5 investigation at various sites

324

The investigation of the intermodal fraction in terms of its association with the coarse or fine

325

fraction at various sites was performed using different analyses: statistical, chemical, and

326

meteorological. The Spearman correlation coefficients for the relationship of PM1-2.5 with PM2.5-

327

10,

328

ratios (Fig. 3) were calculated for individual PM fractions. Ca2+ and SO42- mass concentrations

329

are presented in the Supplement (Table S4). The analysis of the polar plots (Fig. 4) obtained with

PM1 and meteorological parameters are displayed in Table 2. The EFs (Fig. 2) and Ca2+/SO42-
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330

online measurements helps to investigate the PM sources according to WS and WD. The sources

331

can have same directionality and be related to either low or high speeds (local versus distant

332

sources).

333

Radvanice:

334

In Radvanice, PM1-2.5 is correlated with PM2.5-10 (rs = 0.39; Table 2). This variable corresponds

335

to the WD analysis (Fig. 4), where the highest mass concentrations of PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10

336

occurred from the same southwest direction with higher WS (>3 m s-1), and thus, they have the

337

same source location, likely the industrial zone. In contrast, the highest mass concentrations of

338

PM1 originated from local sources or from sources located to the north and northeast. The

339

Ca2+/SO42- ratios in PM1-2.5 were more similar to those in PM2.5-10 than to those in PM1 (Fig. 3).

340

Similar percentages of elements were observed between PM2.5-10 and PM1-2.5, and the most

341

abundant elements were Fe, Si, Ca, and Na, whereas Fe, S, and Cl were the most abundant

342

elements in PM1 (Fig. 5). Fe was the predominant element in all PM fractions, even in PM1. It is

343

necessary to mention that the Fig. 5 shows the percentages of elements related to their sum (not

344

related to the total aerosol mass). Due to the fact that some main chemical species, for example

345

carbon and nitrate, were omitted from the analyses, this approach has the limitation to determine

346

size distributions of individual species, the mass reconstruction, and source apportionment

347

analysis, such as Positive Matrix Factorization as performed other studies (e.g. Contini et al.,

348

2014; Tian et al., 2016). But for the determination of the similarity between the individual PM

349

fractions, these methods based on ratios of species are sufficient and used to identify possible

350

indicators for relative importance of various sources in the atmosphere (Prospero et al., 2001;

351

Wang et al., 2005; Anlauf et al., 2006; Alharbi et al., 2015; Cesari et al., 2016). Some elements

352

mentioned in the legend (Fig. 5) are invisible in the pie charts due to their too low percentage

353

proportions.
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354

The EFs in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 had similar values for elements Cl, K, Mn, Fe (EF lower than

355

for PM1), and Ca (EF higher than for PM1; Fig. 2). Previous source apportionment studies

356

conducted in this region have suggested that the main air pollution sources are industry

357

(processing of iron ore and production of raw iron and steel), coal combustion, biomass burning,

358

and traffic emissions (Rogula-Kozłowska et al., 2012; Pokorná et al., 2015; Pokorná et al., 2016).

359

Plesná:

360

In Plesná, PM1-2.5 is correlated with PM1 (rs = 0.53), PM2.5-10 (rs = 0.35) and with RH (rs =

361

0.49). The highest mass concentrations of all three PM fractions occurred from northeast WD.

362

This result suggested that the Plesná site could be influenced by pollution transported from the

363

Polish region (Swietlicki and Krejci, 1996; Pokorná et al., 2015; Hovorka et al., 2016). In all

364

three fractions, the SO42- concentrations were higher than Ca2+ concentrations (see Fig. 3), and the

365

variability expressed as the 25th and 75th percentile was low. The percentages of elements were

366

similar for PM2.5-10 and PM1-2.5, with high percentages of Si, Na, and Fe. S was more abundant in

367

PM1-2.5 (9% points more) than in PM2.5-10. S, Cl, and K were the predominant elements in PM1.

368

The EFs in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 showed similar values for Mg (EF slightly higher than for

369

PM1), the typical crustal element, as well as Fe, Mn, Cl, and K (EF lower than for PM1). The

370

origin of Fe and Mn could be from the industrial sources affecting likely the whole region

371

(Pokorná et al., 2015). Cl and K being highly enriched in the fine fraction are probably the result

372

of coal combustion and biomass burning (Swietlicki and Krejci, 1996; Almeida et al., 2005; Han

373

et al., 2005; Rogula-Kozłowska et al., 2012). This conjecture was also confirmed by the high

374

enrichments in S and Zn.

375

SO42- or S in atmospheric aerosol is primarily raised as a secondary component from

376

atmospheric oxidation of SO2 (Colbeck et al., 2008). Sulfur, although it is also part of the
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377

minerals (sulfid-S2- and sulfate-SO42- minerals), was highly enriched in Plesná due to the

378

atmospheric pollution transport as the secondary component.

379

Suchdol:

380

During the Suchdol_s (summer) campaign, the highest concentrations of all three fractions

381

were measured from north WD with WS higher than 1.5 m s-1. PM1-2.5 was highly correlated with

382

PM2.5-10 (rs = 0.59). A negative correlation was observed between PM1-2.5 and RH (rs = -0.38),

383

which confirmed the similarity with the coarse fraction because the decrease in RH enhances the

384

resuspension (Vallius et al., 2000; Hien et al., 2002; Galindo et al., 2011). The Ca2+/SO42- ratio in

385

PM1-2.5 was more similar to the ratio in PM2.5-10 than in PM1, and it was characterized by high

386

variability (Fig. 3), similar to that in PM2.5-10. The elemental percentage distribution of the

387

predominant crustal components (Si, Fe, Na, Ca, and Al) in PM1-2.5 was similar to that in PM2.5-10.

388

In PM1, S was predominant and elements such as Fe and Si were significant. A closer

389

examination of the upper part of the fine fraction, PM0.5-1 (particles da = 0.5-1 µm), showed a

390

significant influence of the crustal elements Si, Na, and Fe, as in the coarse and intermodal

391

fractions (Supplement, Fig. S5), which was also observed by Schwarz et al. (2012) for sea salt-

392

related ions (Na+ and Cl-) at the Suchdol site. This phenomenon may be an artifact created by a

393

particle bounce-off effect inside the impactors that changes the size distribution (Cheng and Yeh,

394

1976). The PCIS loaded with PTFE collection substrate used in our study was tested by Misra et

395

al. (2002) and Singh et al. (2003). However, their laboratory evaluations of the 1.0 and 2.5 µm

396

(da) impactor stages using polydisperse ammonium sulfate aerosols indicated that the 50%

397

collection efficiency cut-off points were very close to the theoretical cut-off points.

398

The EFs in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 revealed similar low values (EF<10) for elements K and Mn

399

and further increased values (EF>10) for P, S, Cl, Cr, and Zn. But EFs for S and Zn in both

400

fractions were significantly lower than in PM1. The Mn, Cr, and Zn in coarse PM could be related
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401

to a traffic emissions source (Veron et al., 1992; Manoli et al., 2002; Samara and Voutsa, 2005;

402

Viana et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2009). Sources of P in non-desert environments are mostly

403

biogenic or from fossil fuel and biomass burning (Mahowald et al., 2008).

404

Different results were found at the Suchdol site in winter (Suchdol_w). The highest

405

concentrations of PM1-2.5 were measured with southeast WD and WS of approximately 1 m s-1.

406

PM1 appeared to originate from local source(s) because the highest concentrations occurred with

407

low WS (less than 1 m s-1), and a strong negative correlation between PM1 and WS was found

408

(rs = -0.81). The highest concentrations of PM2.5-10 were observed with a northeast WD. PM1-2.5

409

was positively correlated with PM1 and PM2.5-10 and negatively correlated with WS (rs = 0.75,

410

0.59, -0.52, respectively); PM2.5-10 was also negatively correlated with WS (rs = -0.50). In

411

general, strong winds disperse PM10, PM2.5, and PM1 pollution in the atmosphere, and low WSs

412

allow pollution levels to increase (Chaloulakou et al., 2003). A correlation between PM1-2.5 and

413

RH (rs = 0.40) was also apparent. SO42- in all three fractions was more abundant than Ca2+, and

414

the variability was very low in comparison with other campaigns (Fig. 3).

415

The elemental distribution showed that S, Si, Na, and Fe were the most abundant elements in

416

PM1-2.5. Si, Na, and Fe were the most abundant elements in PM2.5-10 in contrast with S, which was

417

the most abundant element in PM1. The EFs in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 showed similar values for Cl,

418

K (slightly lower than in PM1; Fig. 2).

419

In addition, the winter mass concentrations of SO42- measured in PM fractions were

420

significantly elevated (p-values = 0.0004-0.001) in comparison with summer (Supplement Table

421

S4). No seasonal differences in Ca2+ mass concentrations were found (p-values = 0.3399-0.9667).

422

Benátská:

423

In the summer campaign (Benátská_s), PM1-2.5 was strongly correlated with PM1 (rs = 0.71)

424

and weakly correlated with PM2.5-10 (rs = 0.45). The weather conditions during the second half of
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425

the measuring campaign were rainy and thus more humid. In addition, the median mass

426

concentration of PM1-2.5 was higher on rainy days (2.0 µg m-3) than on sunny days (0.6 µg m-3).

427

Furthermore, SO42- was more abundant than Ca2+ on rainy days (median of Ca2+/SO42- for rainy

428

days: 0.57; for sunny days: 1.45).

429

The percentages of elements were similar between PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 for the most abundant

430

crustal elements (Si, Fe, further Ca, Na, and Al). S and Fe with Si and K were predominant in

431

PM1. As we observed in Suchdol, the coarser part of the fine fraction, PM0.5-1, was also highly

432

influenced by the crustal elements because Si, Fe, and Na were predominant (Fig. S5). The

433

highest mass concentrations of all PM fractions occurred with east and southeast WD (WS = 0.5-

434

1 m s-1), i.e., they corresponded to a strong traffic source (busy city road at a distance of 600 m),

435

and this was confirmed by the enrichment in elements such as Cr, Mn, Fe, and Zn (Veron et al.,

436

1992; Manoli et al., 2002; Samara and Voutsa, 2005; Viana et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2009) . The

437

EFs in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 had similarly low values for S, Cl, K, and Mn in comparison with the

438

EFs in PM1. PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 were more enriched in P than PM1 due to the greater abundance

439

of bioaerosols, especially pollen and plant debris, in the coarse fraction (Mahowald et al., 2008).

440

During the Benátská_w campaign, the PM1-2.5 was strongly correlated with PM2.5-10 (rs = 0.79)

441

and weakly correlated with PM1 (rs = 0.36). A negative correlation was observed between PM1-2.5

442

and WS (rs = -0.63), and PM2.5-10 and PM1 were negatively correlated with WS (rs = -0.61, and -

443

0.63). The highest concentrations of PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 were from local traffic (the nearest road

444

and intersection), and the highest concentrations of PM1 occurred with an east WD (busy city

445

road). This finding was confirmed by the enrichment in the same elements (Cr, Fe, and Zn) as

446

those in summer. The EFs for S and K in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 achieved similar lower values in

447

comparison with their EFs in PM1, confirming their origin in sources of the fine fraction.
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448

The percentages of elements were very similar between PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10; Fe, Si, and Na

449

were the most abundant together with substantial amounts of Ca and Al. The predominant

450

element in PM1 was S, followed by much lower abundant of Na, K, Fe, and Si (Fig. 5). The

451

percentages of elements in PM0.5-1 were very similar to those in PM1 (Fig. S5), and the influence

452

of the coarse PM sources was not observed as it was in summer. SO42- was more abundant than

453

Ca2+ in PM1-2.5 in most cases with low variability during the campaign.

454

At the Benátská site, seasonal differences of SO42- concentrations in PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 were

455

found (p-value = 0.0003 and 0.007, respectively). In contrast, seasonal differences of Ca2+ in all

456

three fractions were not statistically significant (p-values from 0.136 to 0.967). As traffic is the

457

source of both the fine and coarse PM and concentration variations occurred in parallel,

458

correlations with both fractions were found.

459

At a traffic site in Barcelona, PM1-2.5 was made up of a mixture originating from fine and

460

coarse PM sources consisting predominantly of mineral dust and secondary inorganic aerosols

461

(SIA: SO42-, NO3-, and NH4+) and lesser parts of carbonaceous matter and sea spray (Pérez et al.,

462

2008; Perez et al., 2009; Pérez et al., 2010). More than half of PM1-2.5 mass came from crustal

463

elements such as Al, Si, Ca, and Ti in a Milano urban site (Vecchi et al., 2004). Furthermore,

464

during summer, elevated concentrations of these elements caused an increase of the PM1-2.5 mass

465

portion in contrast with winter (Vecchi et al., 2004). Kegler et al. (2001) also reported a strong

466

linear relationship between the soil components of PM2.5 and the concentration of PM1-2.5 in an

467

arid area in Phoenix, Arizona.

468

In winter, when the humidity is generally higher than it is in summer, particles of the

469

accumulation mode can grow into PM with da>1, even >2.5 µm (Berner and Lürzer, 1980; Geller

470

et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2016). This process is most likely

471

due to the hygroscopic properties of inorganic salts such as sulfates and nitrates (Charlson et al.,
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472

1978; Tang, 1980; Geller et al., 2004) contributing the predominant portion of atmospheric

473

aerosols, especially in industrial regions, for example see Zhuang et al. (1999); Alharbi et al.

474

(2015), and significantly elevated mass concentrations of sulfates were observed in our study in

475

winter. Thus, the presence of a source producing primary fine PM can influence not only the

476

intermodal but also the coarse fraction, as was observed in winter at the Plesná, Suchdol, and

477

Benátská sites as well as in summer during rainy days at the Benátská site. Although the

478

Radvanice campaign was performed in winter, this phenomenon was not observed, probably due

479

to the effects of the important industrial source of coarse PM on the intermodal fraction.

480
481
482

CONCLUSIONS

483

The behavior of the intermodal fraction was variable and differed by measuring site and

484

season. The influence of the fine and coarse fractions of the atmospheric aerosols on PM1-2.5

485

depended on the meteorological conditions, especially on RH, and on the characteristics of PM

486

sources present at the investigated site.

487

In summer, the percentages of elements were almost identical for PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 and

488

crustal elements were predominant. In addition, the crustal elements highly influenced the part of

489

the fine fraction 1>da>0.5 to a greater extent than they did in the winter season. In winter, PM1-2.5

490

was composed of elements that were also predominant in PM2.5-10, and a significant influence of

491

the fine fraction (represented by sulfate/sulfur) was also observed.

492

The investigation of PM1-2.5 at four urban sites in the Czech Republic suggested that PM2.5,

493

often considered as the fine fraction, included a significant portion of particles originating from

494

sources of coarse PM, especially in summer but also sometimes in winter. Therefore, PM1 should

495

be monitored at air quality stations and chemical analysis of both PM1 and PM2.5 is needed to

496

accurately assess the influences of pollution sources to fine and coarse aerosols.
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497

Future studies focused on source apportionment and epidemiology/exposure should consider

498

our findings and target the appropriate PM fraction according to the prevailing meteorological

499

conditions and the location where the investigation will be conducted.

500
501
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Table Captions
Table 1. Median values of PM fractions from impactor with the 25th and the 75th percentiles.
Table 2. Spearman correlation coefficients between PM1-2.5 and other monitored variables
(statistically significant correlations in bold, p-value<0.05).
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Table 1. Median values of PM fractions from impactor with the 25th and the 75th percentiles.
PM10
PM2.5-10
PM2.5
PM1-2.5
PM1
campaign
-3
-3
-3
-3
µg m
µg m
µg m
µg m
µg m-3
Radvanice
48.0
4.1
41.6
3.0
38.5
(39.3-56.5) (3.6-5.5) (32.8-52.4) (2.2-4.4) (29.7-49.2)
Plesná
34.2
2.0
30.6
2.8
29.2
(25.2-48.2) (1.2-2.7) (23.4-46.3) (1.5-3.9) (19.6-41.7)
Benátská_s
9.4
1.3
8.5
0.6
7.9
(8.2-12.5)
(1.0-1.7)
(6.9-11.1)
(0.2-1.1)
(6.8-9.8)
Suchdol_s
11.3
1.6
9.6
0.9
8.5
(8.4-13.5)
(1.2-2.0)
(6.8-12.0)
(0.5-0.9)
(6.3-11.3)
Benátská_w
28.4
0.7
27.7
1.1
24.8
(10.3-35.3) (0.1-1.6)
(9.7-34.6)
(0.3-1.7)
(8.9-33.7)
Suchdol_w
27.9
1.0
27.6
1.0
26.2
(17.8-40.2) (0.7-1.3) (16.9-39.2) (0.5-1.8) (16.5-35.9)
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792
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Table 2. Spearman correlation coefficients between PM1-2.5 and other monitored variables
(statistically significant correlations in bold, p-value<0.05).
PM1-2.5
Ostrava
Ostrava
Prague
Prague
Prague
Prague
Parameter
Radvanice
Plesná
Benátská Suchdol Benátská Suchdol
winter
winter
summer summer
winter
winter
PM1
-0.03
-0.03
0.36
0.53
0.71
0.75
PM2.5-10
0.45
0.39
0.35
0.59
0.79
0.59
PM2.5
0.06
0.02
0.42
0.62
0.79
0.79
RH
0.17
-0.08
-0.38
-0.41
0.40
0.49
T
0.08
0.06
0.31
-0.07
-0.19
-0.35
WS
-0.02
-0.10
-0.29
-0.21
-0.63
-0.52
count of obs.
23
22
15
15
15
15
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Figure Captions

796

Figure 1. Median mass portions of PM1, PM1-2.5, and PM2.5-10 in PM10; error bars represent the

797

25th and the 75th percentiles.

798

Figure 2. EFs for PM1, PM1-2.5 and PM2.5-10 with Si as a normalizing crustal element.

799

Figure 3. Median of ratio Ca2+ to SO42- in all three fractions for individual campaigns; error bars

800

represent the 25th and the 75th percentiles.

801

Figure 4. Polar plots: PM1-2.5, PM2.5-10, and PM1 concentrations (µg m-3) by WD and WS.

802

Figure 5. Semiquantitative elemental composition of PM fractions for each campaign (expressed

803

as percentages of individual elements normalized to 100.
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Figure 1. Median mass portions of PM1, PM1-2.5, and PM2.5-10 in PM10; error bars represent the
25th and the 75th percentiles.
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Figure 3. Median of ratio Ca2+ to SO42- in all three fractions for individual campaigns; error bars
represent the 25th and the 75th percentile.
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Figure 4. Polar plots: PM1-2.5, PM2.5-10, and PM1 concentrations (µg m-3) by WD and WS.
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Figure 5. Semiquantitative elemental composition of PM fractions for each campaign (expressed
as percentages of individual elements normalized to 100%).
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Supplementary material

Chemical characterization of PM1-2.5 and its association with PM1,
PM2.5-10 and meteorology in urban and suburban environments

Sampling sites
Table S1. Details of measuring sites.
measuring type of
GPS
site
locality
Ostrava
Radvanice
urban
49.811161 N,
and Barindustrial 18.337922 E
tovice

Ostrava
Plesná

Prague
Benátská

Prague
Suchdol
a

suburban

urban
traffic

suburban

49.865920 N,
18.132090 E

50.071318 N,
14.420950 E

50.127523 N,
14.385224 E

measuring
periods

place
of instruments

sampling
height

2/11-3/5/2014
(winter)

inside the monitoring station
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Figure S1. Sampling sites with main pollution sources (maps provided by State Administration
of Land Surveying and Cadaster).

SEM+EDX analysis
Similar approach as we employed in our study was already used by several authors (Broussolle
et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Peřestý et al., 2017) in order to get reliable estimates of whole
rock chemical composition by EDX analysis of representative area of rock sample in form of
thin-section. While these authors analyzed polished samples, in our case the surface of the samples is uneven, which may have some effect on the quality of the analysis. In order to estimate if
and how much this can influence ratios of analyzed elements, the method was tested on powders
of samples with known composition (rock pulps analyzed by inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP MS) at Bureau Veritas Laboratories, Vancouver, Canada). The results have
shown that there is a good agreement in the ratios of the main elements obtained by the EDX
analysis of the rock pulp spread on a horizontal surface with the data coming from precise ICP
MS analyses of the rocks. Therefore, this approach can be used at least as a semiquantitative
method allowing the comparison of relative concentrations of elements (Fig. S2).
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A XRF matrix correction procedure (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1984) was applied to mitigate an effect of absorption of electron radiation and X-ray in the sample. However, for elemental heterogeneous stratification in the sample, e.g. heavier elements predominantly occurring in the surface
layer in contrast with lower layers, the applied correction is ineffective and results can be influenced by absorption effect. It can happen when a significant air pollution source(s) occurred at a
certain time just before the end of the sampling period (in our case 24-h period). On the other
hand, the correction procedure is effective for samples with the homogenous stratification (examined material is randomly mixed).

SEM+EDX

Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
K
Ca
Ti
Fe

ICP MS

Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
K
Ca
Ti
Fe

Figure S2. Comparison of the powder sample (rock pulps) analyzed by SEM+EDX and ICP MS.

SMPS and APS data processing
All the datasets were carefully observed and the outliers originated by instruments malfunctioning were removed (Table S2). The data were directly exported with Aerosol Instrument Manager
Software (TSI Inc.) as mass concentration (dM). Stokes correction was applied to APS data. For
the SMPS data multiple charges correction and diffusion correction were applied.

Table S2. Missing data.
Missing
data

SMPS
APS

Plesná Radvanice

3.2%
3.8%

1.2%
1.2%

Benátská_w

Benátská_s

Suchdol_w

Suchdol_s

5.2%
11.6%

0%
0.1%

0%
0%

0%
0%
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The size distribution for SMPS and APS was combined without considering merging approaches. This choice is allowed by the compatibility between SMPS and APS measurements in the
overlapping region. Data from SMPS and APS size distribution were selected according to these
three fractions:
•

PM1 (APS size range 0.542 – 0.965 µm + SMPS size range 14-532 nm)

•

PM1-2.5 (APS size range 1.037-2.458 µm)

•

PM2.5-10 (APS size range 2.642-10.37 µm)

To calculate the total PM1 mass concentration, semi-continuous APS + SMPS mass concentration was obtained summing the fractions 0.542-0.965 µm and <0.532 µm. The SMPS mobility
diameter (deq) was converted in aerodynamic (da) according to Hinds (1998), with an assumption
that particles are spherical and particle density is 1.5 g cm-3 (Shen et al., 2002): ݀ = ݀ ඥߩ .

Mass concentrations for SMPS and APS data were computed by averaging the 5-minutes (Radvanice, Plesná, Benátská sites) and 10-minutes (Suchdol site) concentrations over the sampling
duration of the gravimetric method (from 9 AM to 9 AM the next day, according to the PCIS
sampling protocol).

Campaign overview
Table S3. Median values and the 25th and the 75th percentiles of meteorological parameters.
campaign
T, °C
RH, %
WS, m s-1
Radvanice
4.9 (1.8-7.2)
79.0 (66.0-89.0) 1.0 (0.5-1.8)
Plesná
4.6 (2.2-6.8)
74.5 (62.0-86.0) 1.6 (0.9-2.4)
Benátská_s
14.5 (12.3-17.2) 78.5 (63.7-85.8) 0.5 (0.2-0.9)
Suchdol_s
15.6 (13.3-18.4) 84.1 (66.8-93.1) 0.9 (0.6-1.4)
Benátská_w
2.8 (0.9-5.3)
76.0 (61.0-84.0) 2.0 (1.2-3.4)
Suchdol_w
0.7 (-0.9-2.6)
80.0 (74.2-84.1) 1.3 (0.9-2.1)
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Figure S3. WS according to WD during individual campaigns.
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Figure S4. Median mass size distribution measured by PCIS (the lower limit of 0.03 µm used for
back-up filter to construct the mass size distribution).
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PM1-2.5 investigation at various sites
Table S4. Median mass concentrations of Ca2+ and SO42- in size fractions PM2.5-10, PM1-2.5, and
PM1.

SO42- (ng m -3)
Ca2+ (ng m -3)
PM2.5-10 PM1-2.5 PM1 PM2.5-10 PM1-2.5
PM1
Radvanice
1 544.4
52.7
60.2 114.1
73.9 1 904.6
Plesná
20.5
9.2
22.9
54.1
103.9 1 796.4
Benátská_s
29.9
12.7 17. 9
11.9
15.7
644.2
Suchdol_s
32.2
15.4
7.4
29.0
17.9
725.1
Benátská_w
38.1
25.6
13.2
37.1
84.5 1 975.4
Suchdol_w
19.5
12.2
13.8
50.0
94.4 3 672.3
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Figure S5. Seasonal comparison in semiquantitative elemental composition of PM0.5-1.
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